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THE

KEYBOARDS OF
THE YEAR

WILL BE DELAYED
DIGITALLY

KORG POLY 800
AWARDED "BEST
BUDGET SYNTH"
BY M.R.A.*
AND NOW
UPDATED

POiLY 800 MKII
 Built-in 64 program digital delay
 Built-in 1000 note poly sequencer
 Programmable bass and treble controls
 8 voice plus chord memory function
 64 programs (expandable to 256 via

MIDI MEX8000 memory expander)

 Mains or battery operation
 RRP ,E.599

VOTED
\ "KEYBOARD -

OF THE YEAR"
BY

MELODY
MAKER

DW 8000
 Built-in 64 program digital delay
 Fully touch sensitive keyboard
 256 waveform combinations give both digital

clarity and analog warmth
 64 program (256 with MEX 8000).

 4 key assign modes plus por-
tamento and auto -bend

 Advanced MIDI arpeggiator
 RRP .E1209

Korg is synthesisers, vocoders, expanders, MIDI sequencers, drum machines, rack effects, tuners,
pedal effects and more. For further details on the complete range contact:

Korg (UK) 32 Gordon House Road, London NW5 1NE
 Music Retailers Association.
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Comment
This month sees the launch of The Mut

Technology Magazine, E&MM't
American counterpart, and the

departure of stalwart advertising
manager Tony Halliday.

Newsdesk
News from the front about ne

Emulators, schools for the inquisitive,
and a preview of this year's British Music

Fair-all in Newsd

Communiqué
Your own views on more matters

technical and musical.

Interface
Got a problem? Let E&MM's agony aunts

proffer a little carefully considered
advice.

360 Systems MIDI
Patcher

A MIDI routing device from keyboard
manufacturers 360 Systems. Our

American correspondent Rick Davies
puts it through its paces.

bberheim
Matrix 6R

A Matrix 6 in a rack-moun
Simon Trask investigates t

multi-timbral delights of Oberheim's
latest offspring.

Wersi MK I
Simon Trask gets a sneak preview oftfi

German organ manufacturer's fir
venture into the pro -synth marke

Shadow MIDI
Guitar

Geoff Twigg takes a look at the late
guitar synth technology. Now you ca

have a Synclavier system behind the
strings of your old acoustic.

ILixdown Amiga
ftware

British company have a comprehensive
sampling package for Commodore's
Amiga. Does it set a standard against

which subsequent Amiga software will be
judged? Chris Jenkins finds out.



Simmons SDS 10
Simmons successor to the SDS8

combines the best of analogue and
sampling technology. Nigel Lord

approves.

Systems
Oencer

Music software for the Sinclair Spectrum
is alive and well. Simon Trask reports on

a ten -track sequencer package from
Swedish company 10 Systems.

Akai S900
Sampler

Akai's super -sampler carries on wh
their 5612 left off. Paul Wiffen find

ease of use belies its sop

Id Budd
Dan Goldstein talks to American

composer Harold Budd about his past
collaborations with such luminaries as

Brian Eno and Michael Nyman and,
more recently, the Cocteau Twins.

Tony Banks
Tim Goodyer pays Genesis' legendary
keyboardsman a visit to hear all about
life in one of rock's most longstanding

and influential bands and their 16th LP.

ehouse
Iva Davies and Bob Kretschmer take a

walkabout from the land of the Fairlight
to talk to Tim Goodyer about a new LP,

new technology, real singers and the
ballet.

akes
Records, gigs and readers' tapes come
under the critical eyes and ears of Tim

Goodyer.

IMINS2111111

'T,anrak System
The first of a two-part review of Tantek's

rack -mounting signal processors. Ian
Waugh looks at a modular system that

comes ready -built or in kit form for
construction enthusiasts.

Tech Talk:
glas Adams

Matthew Vosburgh takes a conducted
tour around software for the Apple

Macintosh with the author of The Hitch-
hikers Guide to the Galaxy.

MIDI and SMPTE
Two industry standards settle their

timing differences and agree to work
together. Chris Meyer checks it out and

discusses proposals for the MSMPTE.

Sampler Checklist
Sampling keyboards and modules are the

subject of this month's Checklist. Don't
spend a dime until you've cast an eye

over this definitive buyer's guide.



ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
For all the surface similarities
between the United Kingdom
and the United States (same
language, same social structure
and so on), the two nations'

modern music scenes are poles
apart.

For instance, we Brits would
probably consider ourselves ahead
of the Yanks in terms of accepting
new technology and adopting it to
achieve new musical ends. The
Americans, on the other hand, can
rightly point to a greater acceptance
of computer music systems and a
greater preponderance of session
synth players as evidence that they
are the ones most likely to boldly go
where no musician has gone before.

Whatever the ins and outs of the
argument, there's no denying that
American musicians are no longer
the conservative, small-minded
bunch of virtuoso snobs that British
pre -conceptions suggest they should
be. These days, you're just as likely
to find a broad-minded application
of new musical techniques in Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts as you are in
Cambridge, England.

With this in mind, the publishers
of ESLMM are launching a sister
magazine in the States this summer.
Taking its cue from this magazine's
front -cover strap -line, it's called
simply 'The Music Technology
Magazine'. The official launch is at
June's summer NAMM show in
Chicago, which will have taken

place by the time you read this.
After that, America's modern mu-
sicians will have access to the kind
of magazine their British counter-
parts have been enjoying for years -
suitably adapted to suit Transatlantic
tastes, of course.

For ESLMM readers in this
country, the impact of our American
offshoot will be understandably
small. But in an indirect yet very
useful way, the setting -up of a
Music Maker office in California
(the full address is at the bottom of
this leader) will mean E&MM gets
news of American happenings well
before any other British publication.
And that will be particularly true of
events in the sampling and software
fields, where despite the ever -rising
Yen, Silicon Valley still leads the
way in innovation.

Look forward, then, to plenty of
exclusive reports from our American
correspondents (regular contributor
Paul Wiffen among them) in forth-
coming issues of E&MM. If it's
happening Stateside, you'll read it
here first.

SIC
TECHNOLOGY

In publishing, as in many other
fields of 20th Century human
endeavour, there are some people
who take all the glory when
success comes to a magazine, and

others who stay out of the spotlight.
Yet very often, the staff behind the
scenes are just as important as the
names that grace the magazine's
pages in big, bold print each month.

One man whose name rarely
appears in big, bold print is that of
Tony Halliday, ESt/v1IVI's Advertise-
ment Manager. Every month, Tony
rings around this industry, offering
to sell advertising space in the
magazine to people who probably
have a dozen more important things
to do than talk to him. It's a
thankless task, so Tony's main
reward (apart from the money) lies
in the knowledge that, since taking
over space -selling on E&MM in
September 1982, he's helped take
the magazine from a humble pioneer
to the successful flagship title in one
of the most go-ahead publishing
houses in the business.

This month, after nearly four
years in the Ad Manager's hot -seat,
Tony is leaving ESLMIVI for pastures
new (and more money), selling
technology to the recording industry
worldwide. He'll certainly be missed
by the editorial staff, not to mention
the hordes of music distributors and
dealers who've had to put up with
his perpetual phone calls over the
years. Good luck, Tony. si
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AKAI INSPIRED
TECHNOLOGY

S 900

WE ALSO STOCK THE S612 SAMPLER AT ONLY
£649 NOW WITH AUDIO TRIGGER OPTION

ME 25S

ME 30P

MX 73

AK At
1 Sill .1 ONO

sem sat "HImaies anus aim as poi 73

11111111111111111111 1111111 111

TEST DRIVE THE NEW
AKAI RANGE TODAY AT...

ABC MUSIC PRO -SHOP
14-16 HIGH STREET  ADDLESTONE  SURREY KT15 1TN 
TELEPHONE 0932 59675  (SITUATED - JUNCTION 11 M25)

ABC MUSIC PRO -SHOP
44 ST. CLEMENTS  OXFORD OX4 lAG 
TELEPHONE 0865 724820 

S 900
An 8 voice, 12 Bit, Rack Mount Sampling
Unit, boasting an internal memory of 750k,
which can be allocated to 32 different wave -
samples, a built in 3.5" disk drive and a full
12 seconds 16k bandwidth expandable up
to 48 seconds at a sample rate of 10kHz.
8 voice polyphonic or 8 independant sound
outputs, which can be triggered via MIDI, or
with an optional PCB, by 8 audio inputs.
Individual looping/ADSR/loudness control. 8
direct lineouts or a stereo mix.
Further software & hardware is available for,
waveform editing, converting the S900 into
an 8 voice sinewave synthesiser, and finally a
13 second 16k bandwidth digital recorder,
with overdub and punch in/out facilities. It all
adds up to an amazing machine at £1,599.

ME 25S
ME 25S is a single rack mount unit, which will
effectively convert your own MIDI keyboard
(e.g. DX7, JX8P, AX80 etc) into a master
keyboard, with up to 4 split points/overlaps,
MIDI channel assignable, +/-3 octave shift,
128 programme changes, 64 programmable
memories. Wheel control can be assignable
to any one split area. A sophisticated unit at
an amazing £99.

ME 30P
Single unit rack mount, programmable MIDI
patchbay, 4 inputs, 8 outputs (MIDI Thru), 8
storable programms, giving up to 15 sets of
input/output patches. This unit frees you
from that tiresome problem of changing MIDI
leads, and at a fraction of the cost of other
similar units. £99.

MX 73
A 73 note velocity sensitive, MIDI master
keyboard with 100 internal memories, up to 4
split points/overlaps, each area can control
separate MIDI channels, velocity, octave
shifts. 4 programmable sliders and switches
which can be assigned to various controls. A
versatile tool for controlling MIDI data £499.

ABC MUSIC
56 SURBITON ROAD  KINGSTON 
TELEPHONE 01-546 9877

ABC MUSIC
324-326 FARNHAM ROAD  SLOUGH
TELEPHONE 0753 822754

ABC MUSIC
AKAI ROADSHOW HITS

ADDLESTONE ON TUESDAY
JULY 1ST AND OXFORD ON

WEDNESDAY JULY 2ND
CALL FOR FREE TICKETS

AND DETAILS



Iff_Roland
IN STOCK NOW!!! NEW SUPER JX10 POLYSYNTH £1899

Super JX10, the ultimate analogue

polysynth! 76 keys! 12 voice! weighted

keys! built in
sequencer! dual and split!

50 presets! 50
memories! MIDI! Alpha

dial! Call for availability

NEW TR505-£2491
16 PCM voices, 48

preset 48

program memories,
6 tracks, LCD

display, MIDI

NEW! ROLAND MC500

MICRO COMPCI Micro composer with
built-in 3.5" disc drive
Holds 100,000 notes
per disc. Internal
memory capacity

WNW
40,000 notes. Alpha
Dial. LCD display. MIDI iiiiitoomi
£799 mosineto

COMING SOON!!

ROLAND'S FANTASTIC NEW KEYBOARD/SAMPLERS

S-10 SAMPLING KEYBOARD

8 voice sampling, 4 octave
split mode keyboard,

1219( memory,

12 bit linear data format,
30kHz sampling rate gives

4.4 seconds

sampling or 15kHz rate gives
8.8 seconds. 16 digit LCD display.

Alpha dial. Built in 2.8 inch disk drive.

FANTASTIC NEW

BOSS PEDALS

10 BADDOW RD.
CHELMSFORD
ESSEX
0245 352490
0245 35.1R7n

I II M 11111114 01

S-50 SAMPLING KEYBOARD

Superior quality sampling.
40010 RAM memory. Up to 13.2

seconds samling time at 30kHz.
Equiped with RG socket 101

external CRT

p

monitoring. And much
mucph more - phB one for

details and delivery.

DIM -C- Dimension C
- £99

0D -2 -Turbo -overdrive -
£47

HF-2-High band - £69

flanger

85 ST. MARYS ST.
SOUTHAMPTON
HAMPSHIRE

COMING SOON:
KORG SG1 DIGITAL

SAMPLED PIANO

PHONE FOR DETAILS OF

104-6 ELM GROVE
SOUTHSEA
PORTSMOUTH
HAMPSHIRE
10705 820595

SQD-1
SEQUENCER

THESE INCREDIBLE
NEW PRODUCTS

POLY 800 MKII
1000 note polyphonic sequencer,

programmable digital
delay, up to

1024 milisecs,
programmable Eq, 6 point

envelopes
NEW EX8000
PROGRAMMABLE SYNTH
MODULE £POA
Expander version of the amazing

DW8000 Many many

features. Phone for details

DVP-1 DIGITAL VOICE

PROCESSOR
Features MIDI, 5 note programmable

harmonizer, pitch

shifter, 8 internal waveforms, 64
programs, 16 bit digital

technology E895

SPECIAL OFFER
Korg MIDI pedal board and SDD2000 sampler

delay. Special deals £POA

Call for details.

E ANY BRANCH FOR DETAILS!hitoland
NEW ALPHA JUNO 1 & 2 POLYSYNTHS!Alpha Juno 1 All new cosmetics terrific

sounds! Fantastic value! Look at these
features: 49 notes, 63 memories, 16
character LCD display. New

LSI chip gives
complex waveforms! New

Dial System!
Limited supplies instock.

Call for demo. Alpha
Juno 2 Touch sensitive polysynth,
64 programs, 64 presets

16 character LCD
display, new L81 chip gives

complex waveforms. New Alpha
dial system! 76 note keyboard.

NEW ROLAND RD1000 DIGITAL PIANO

NEW MKS20 DIGITAL PRack mount version
of RD1000 (see

above) same

specification but no
keyboard

NEW BOSS MI

uosntdsreianIcisrteicd

incredible

economical digital pi.

16 voices! 88 note
keyboard! MIDI! Call f
further details

IANO MODULE

R i RACKS! RPS-10 & RSD10
APS-10 Digital Pitch Shifter/Delay.

Shift from -1 to +1 octave. Freq.response flat between 40Hz 815kHz.
800ms delay. Reverse delay. gSD-10Digital Sampler Delay 2

second delay - 7kHz frequency
response, includesdelay, repeat echo 8 AD T. CALL FOR FURTHER INFORMATION.

ROLAND SRV2000 STEREO DIGITAL
REVERE El 099
Incredible Sophisticakon Itriberevable

Price MIDI Controllable - TotallyProgrammable - 99s Delay! Look
at these features: 24 memories!

Parametric PO control for room sive PRO
di

delay, Gate/Daming, revMIDI r 6 integrated
lay, stereo output of up to 99 seconds! Many

time
other features! IN STOCK NOW

3EQUEMAL

PROPHET.
VS DIGITAL
VECTOR SYNTHESIZER £1895

The Prophet VS digital vector synthesizer features 8 voices with each voice composed of
4 digital oscillators. 200 programs via ROM and RAM cartridges. MIDI. Up to 128 waveforms.
Velocity and pressure sensitive 5 octave keyboard with programmable split. Many innovative
features - call in for details.

PROPHET 2000 DIGITAL PROPHET 2002

SAMPLING KEYBOARD £2175 DIGITAL SAMPLING
MODULE £1795
Rack mount version of the
Prophet 2000. Same specification
but without keyboard.

Up to 16 splits/touch sensitive weighted keyboard

formats own disc/6 second sampling at 21KHz
-10 secs at 15KHz/Extremely sophisticated

MULTITRAK £695

Sequential's new advanced polysynth, now at all-time
low price. Touch sensitive, powerful on -board
sequencer, multi-timbral, MIDI.

PHONE ANY

TOM
NEW LOW

PRICE £449
Wen

The advanced digital drum machine
now at this ridiculous price



YAMAHA
ANTASTIC NEW PRODUCTS!

,PX90 DIGITAL MULTI EFFECTS
PROCESSOR 099

e of the most
exciting new products to appear for years! Features include reverb,

rly reflection, delay,
echo, modulation control, autopan,

vibrato, reverb & gate,

ch change, freeze,
ADR gate, compression,

parametric EQ, flange, phase, MIDI.

remote controller available soon

NEW MT1X MULTITRACK CASSETTE RECORDER

Combines a four -track cassette recording
mechanism with

a full -function 4
channel mixer. Mixer includes

tape-mic/line input selectors on each channel, level

adjustment for mic and line input, auxiliary send and

master return inputs for
effects processing, and a separate

monitor section with
level and pan controls for each track.

Simultaneous 4 track record facilitylE4991 I

DX27 £499

A regular ke version
of the DX100. Its features

and

specs are nearly
identical to the DX100 so you can

use it as a MIDI on line controller keyboard.

QX21 DIGITAL SEQUENCE

RECORDER
£259

This high-performance 2
-track digital sequencer is

capable of recording anything you
play on a Yamaha

DX synthesizer or other MIDI keyboard, complete wind

touch response (velocity), pitch
bend, modulation, and

other function parameters,
6000 to 8100 note

memory, 7 character LED display, MIDI.

DNIQ DIGITAL PIANO MIRAGE DIGITAL SAMPLING
KEYBOARD

smpled grand piano waveforms first.
76 keys, touch sensitive,
ler sounds include electric f1080
y tank piano. Call in for

GITAL SEQUENCER
SISER

oice polyphonic/Polytimbrat, 3 oscillators, per voice 80

haracter display, 40 programs, 8 track, 2400 notes, up
to 10,000 with cart, MIDI sequencer.

"--71fAMAHA
HI -TECH EXCELLENCE!!!

DX 21
128 Pre-programmed voices, 32 performance
memories, MIDI, 8 note polyphonic

DX100
DX100 battery operated

FM Synth mini keys 129
voice ROM, 8 note polyphonic, 49 notes, ideal
MIDI control synth.

REV 7 E999
Yamaha break the price performance
barner with the brand new REV -7, 19"
rack mount unit with remote, simulates
any reverb characteristics! New LSI
chips give up to 15 early reflections
and 99.9 milliseconds of initial delay,
Parametric ES, MIDI, 30x presets,
stereo. 60 user memories!!!

44-6 PRESTON RD.
BRIGHTON

SUSSEX

0273 675983/4

5 octave snooty sensitive keyboard, 8 voice

Cl 320 sr dhison,,,tveddoittnebroaenrtdsaseqmpuleesneurp.
aseconds.

MIRAGE DIGITAL MULTI -
SAMPLER (RACK MOUNT)

FANTASTIC NEW

1DIVERB - £399!!
tely digital, the Midiverb offers a

ul range of 63 room programs in fah

Everything from small rooms to full halls.

times from 0.2 to 20 seconds as well as

and reversed programs for special effects,

IDI.

:k at all Future Music branches

£1080 IRtelDomaNIVeneoafbMoviera?oer spec.

RX21
DRUM
MACHINE
£249

202 NEW KINGS RD.
FULHAM
LONDON SW6
loop. Putney Bridge Tube)

01-736 4771

FO

QX1 MEGA
SEQUENCER

SUPER PRICE
Incredibly sophisticated state of the art data storage, the most
powerful yet! 8 Polyphonic channels, built in

disc drive with one
megabyte storage (80,000 notes!) Extremely sophisticatedediting. Best Yet!

KX88 MOTHER KEYBOARD

Yamaha invent the ultimate in MIDI remote keyboards! Light and
portable yet full of features! 88 notes wood keys, beautiful feel!
19 different control effects, 192 parameter change possibilities,THE ULTIMATE.

TX7 FM TONE
GENERATOR

£499

INCREDIBLE NEW YCAM PRICES
Dxl

£129511816
DX5 £2999

£199910(88
£1199All in stock and on demo now!

QX7 DIGITAL SEQUENCER
RECORDER £299 MT44D
Multitrack Recording
Systems PHONE

173 KENTISH TOWN
ROAD
LONDON NW1
01-267 3786
01485 1448

MODEL 80 MULTITRACK RECORDERFostex pioneered eight tracks
on quarter inch. This unique format

offersconvenience and economy of
operation with audio mastering quality.This unique fourth generation
Personal Multitrack recorder

and usesmicroprocessor control technology
to achieve smoother, faster working.Connections are provided for both the remote and synchroniseraccessories.

Model 80 audio quality is tight
and clear, the result of no hills electroniccircuit design and the incorporahon

of the latest Dolby 'C' noise reduction.I Every feature is included to
make the process of recording andoverdubbing, faster and even

more manageable for working musicians. Redesigned cosmetics with
bargraph meters SMPTE timecode track 
Dolby C Improved signal to noise ratio +2058

 Record on all 8 tracks live
 MIDI interlace for controlling

synths

4450 MULTITRACK RECORDINcomplementG.MIXER
e Fostex 450 mixer is designed to

the Model 80 recorder inversatility, Quality and speed of operation.
It has a total of seven busses, but it's designed

to work eight tracks.
Efficiently and economically. The state of the art in PersonalMultitrack.

Like all Fostex products it's carefully designed
and made.

Sensible colour coding and light weight are important
physical feature. Electronically and operationally
there's innovation throughout.
Every feature for mixing and monitoring has been
included to provide a fast console for music. orproduction applications.
 Completely redesigned cosmetics and routingsystem
 Bar graph integral meters

s
 Pre and post 3 band parametric eq  In line monitoring Input solo  2 aux sends  Phantom powering

N MODEL 20 MASTER RECORDER...
Based on the same transport as the Model

80 Multitrack, the ModelS 20 Master recorder offers unique facilities
to anyone mastering forproduction.

The standard mastring two track, twochannel format is
supplemented byea third, cue channel, located

in the centre of thetape, intended for recording and playback
of SMPTE time code.

This feature, coupled with full synchroniser
computability, puts all ofthe potential of advanced production

techniques into the hands ofthe user.

The proven cost benefits of the compact
Fostex transport, and theincorporation of up to date facilities opens up a new range ofopportunities in multitrack.

Until now, synchronisation of SMPTE
and MIDI, of music and video,

was reserved for select, top of the market studio operations.
Now Fostex puts this link to the future

within reach of every workingstudio and musician.

 Matching cosmetics to model 80 8 450  Bargraph integral
%meters  15 8 7.5 ips speed  Varispeed  Easy editing Dolby C  SMPTE

it SOME M
AVAILAB

OLD

SUPPORTED 11INSTANT cREorr

INTEREST FREE I

FOSTEX B16 & 260
IN STOCK AND

AVAILABLE AT
TERRIFIC

SUMMER PRICES



A FLOCK OF EMUS
E -mu have been busy preparing a new
product line for launch at this Summer's
NAMM convention, expanding the Emu-
lator series of digital sampling keyboards in
both price range and facilities.

The EMAX, a cheaper alternative to the
Emulator II, is bound to attract many
musicians previously unable to contem-
plate an Emulator in the past. Available in
both keyboard and rack -mounting formats,
the EMAX boasts the same high -quality
sampling and 17 second sample time as the
Emulator II, and has eight voices with
separate audio outputs, programmable
stereo panning per voice, velocity and
pressure sensitivity and a built-in sequen-
cer/arpeggiator. The EMAX's 16 sample
channels allow cross -fading between sam-
ples (via keyboard velocity or keyboard
position) without taking into use a second
voice per note. Sample storage is on 3.5"
floppy disks and an extensive sound library
is to accompany EMAX's launch. (Avail-
ability and price to be announced.)

The Emulator 11+ simply takes the suc-
cessful Emulator II and doubles its memory
capacity whilst retaining compatibility
with the old Emulator II. The
two disks may be loaded at a time giving
instant access to 198 presets and over 35
seconds of samples, and news has it that
existing Emulator II owners will be able
to have their machines updated for 11+
capabilities.

The Emulator II+ HD takes things one
step further by equipping a 11+ with one
floppy disk drive and one 20Megabyte hard
disk capable of storing the equivalent of 46
preset disks. Not content with that, it also
cuts disk loading time to two seconds. The
Emulator II+ will set you back E6320, and
the 11+HD £7470. More from Syco, 20
Conduit Place, London W2 I HS. a 01-524
2451  Tg

LIVERPOOL SCHOOL
August is due to see the opening of a
Synthesiser School in Liverpool. Tuition will
be given on a wide range of subjects from
synths, samplers and drum machines to
mighty MIDI itself. The emphasis is to be
placed firmly on the 'hands-on' side and
waffle kept to a tolerable minimum.

The school will run Mondays to Fridays
between 9.30am and 5.00pm. Cost is expec-
ted to be E75. More from Ian Harrington,
134 Long Lane, Walton, Liverpool, L9 6AG.
 Tg

MORE KURZWEIL
The new, improved (hold it up to the light
and you'll see the difference) Kurzweil
Version 3 boasts improved sequencer func-
tions including a 12,000 note memory, a
better piano voice as well as additional
harpsichords and percussion voices. The
Sound Modelling Program (SMP) will now
handle a 50kHz sample rate giving ten
seconds of sampling at a 20Hz-20kHz band-
width, and if that's not enough, enhanced
tuning and 97 internal keyboard setups help
make the spec even more impressive. Those
rich enough to be interested should contact
Syco, Conduit Place, London W2. 2 01-724
2451  Tg

MIDI STAR
A company calling themselves Syncom
MIDI Research are attempting to bring
National Grid technology to MIDI. Star
distribution is at the heart of their MIDI
splitter box allowing one MIDI In to be
directed eight separate ways via MIDI
Thrus. The unit costs £29.95 but requires a

7-I2V power source which Syncom will
provide for an additional 14.95. More from
J Burch, Syncom MIDI Research Ltd, Unit
C, Hill Farm, Gt Dunham, Kings Lynn,
Norfolk, PE32 2LQ. 13(07605) 644/645  Tg

IBM GOES SOFT
Tape 'n Step is a software package for the
IBM PC (and compatible machines) utilising
the Roland MPU-401 computer -MIDI inter-
face. It offers both step and real-time
recording up to a possible maximum of
85,000 notes with the full 640K memory
expansion.

The Tape 'n Step has comprehensive Edit
functions including copy, delete, looping,
punch in and out, and crescendo and
diminuendo. There are also extensive syn-
chronisation facilities, program changes
and transposition features. More from The
MIDI Connection, PO Box 282, Station D,
Montreal, QC, Canada, H3K 3G5.  Tg



PRO -24
'A NEW CONCEPT IN MULTITRACK RECORDING'

STEINBERG PROFESSIONAL-GUY FLETCHER - DIRE STRAITS

Further products in the STEINBERG
PROFESSIONAL range include:
 PRO -16 - I 6 -track Polyphonic Sequencer
 TNS - Scorewriter and Music Editor
 NEW EDIT KIT Note & drum pattern editor for
the PRO -16
 MIR- Mirage Visual Editing System
 SES - Visual Editor and Sound Library for
DX7, DX5 and TX's
 COSMO - Visual Editor and Sound Library for
Casio CZ Synthesisers
 NEW TRACK STAR- 8 -track
Polyphonic Sequencer
 PPC - Piano Tutor
 GPC - Guitar Tutor
 MIDI MATRIX- 4 into 8 MIDI
Patchbay
All the above software runs on the
C64/ 128 and SX64

STEINBERG RESEARCH pioneer a new
generation of professional MIDI software -
THE PRO -24 and PRO -CREATOR for the
Atari 520/1040 computers
THE PRO -24 is an innovative 24 -track MIDI
recording system. It offers unparall ed depth
of control ranging from note -on & note -off
quantise of individual notes, right up to
multi -copying of whole sections of tracks.
THE PRO -CREATOR - is designed for all
migraine -suffering FM synth programmers.
If you can't quite get the sound that you
want, dump it into the Atari and The PRO
CREATOR will generate up to 32 variations of
your original sound. What's more you can
even specify the parameters that you want
to randomise.

STEINBERG PROFESSIONAL - MARK KELLY - MARILLION

STEINBERG RESEARCH
`PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE FOR THE SERIOUS MUSICIAN'

JOIN TUSER CLUB
HE STEINBERG FOR DETAILS SEND STEINBERG USER CLUB,

LARGE SAE TO 68 WILSDON WAY, KIDLINGTON, OXON 0X5 I TX

All Steinberg Professional Software is permanently on demonstration at the following main dealers:
 Chromatix - Ealing, London W5  Rod Argents Keyboards, London WC2  Holiday Music - Leytonstone, London E I I  Gig Sounds - Catford,
London SE6  Syndromic Music - Muswell Hill, London NIO  London Rock Shop - Camden, London NW I  Sackville Sound - Hove Bonners
Music - Eastbourne  Musical Exchanges - Birmingham  ABC Pro -Shop - Addlestone  ABC Pro -Shop - Oxford JSG - Bingley
 Audio Engineering - Dublin  Dougies Music - Northwich  Carlsbro Sound - Norwich  Sound Control - Glasgow  Sound Control -
Edinburgh  Underground Music - Leicester  EMS - Inverness  Audio Services - Stockport  Swans Music - Manchester
Also available from: Session Music - Belfast  Eddie Moors - Bournemouth  Rock City - Newcastle  White Electric -Sunderland

 Future Music - Portsmouth  Future Music - Southampton  Guitar Workshop - Bristol

FOR FURTHER DETAILS ON ALL
STEINBERG PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS CONTACT:

Oxford Synthesiser Company Ltd..
5 Gladstone Court, Gladstone Road,
Headington, Oxford OX3 8LN
Tel: 08675 5277 Telex: 83147 att: OSCAR
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HOT NEW PRODUCTS

THE FANTASTIC
YAMAHA DX27

INIVIAgt
REEK!?

DX 27 Digital
Programmable
Algorithm Synth

192 Presets £499

- .:,,M,4 -t.
4,16, intentennfninInin

nms 111.WM11.1kna

RX21 THE NEW
£249BUDGET PRICED

DRUM COMPOSER
R X21 L Latin Percussion Unit £249

DX400
Superb new FM Synth from Yamah
192 preset voices
Only £349

YAMAHA REV 7
Digital Reverb & Midi £999

NEWI
REEK'?

YAMAHA DX21

128 PRE PROGRAMMED VOICES.
32 MEMORIES.
8 NOTE MIDI POLYPHONIC
SYNTHESISER £649

THE ONE & ONLY YAMAHA DX7

THE ALL TIME FAVOURITE

BUY ON
INTEREST
FREE H. P

YAMAHA TX7
FM Tone Generat
Midi equipped
32 voice memories
Special offer £495

BUY 0
INTEREST.*

REE HR."-

YAMAHA PF70
76 Key Midi equipped FM Electronic Piano
Real piano feel - real piano sound
Unreal piano price of only £899

Aiiiiitazizazazzatirqd,
YAMAHA PF80
Same as PF70 but with 88 keys £999

INTERES
REE H.P

YAMAHA QX7
Digital Sequence
Recorder with Midi
Special offer £299

BUY ON
INTEREST.
FREE HP.

SPX 90 - Digital Multi Effect
Processor/Reverb

Effects include Reverb, Early reflection,
Delay, Echo, Modulation, Auto Pan, Vibrato,
Pitch change, Reverb and gate. Freeze,
Compression, Parametric Eq.
Price £599

BUY °N T

QX2I
Midi Sequencer £259

YAMAHA MT1X
Multitrack Cassette
Recorder
New Model £449

I ROlar-id TR505 Digital Drum MachWine-2
16 Voice c5 Track £249
Alpha Juno II Synthesize
Touch sensitive with after touch £799

HOT NEW PRODUCTS

R..
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ALPHA JUNO I
The very latest synth
an affordable price
from Roland at
In Stock Now £525

JX8P
idi Polysynth

Price £1149

BUY ON
INTEREST:

JUNO 106
ogrammable

oly Synth with Midi
including stand in stock £ 9

I
.

TR707 RHYTHM COMPOSER
Stores 64 rhythm patterns. Velocity
sensitive. Midi. Individual outputs etc
SUPERB VALUE AT ONLY £499

BUY ON
INTEREST

REERP

SRV 2000 DIGITAL REVERE £1100

MKS7 Super Quartet
The most sophisticated sound module
ever made £9

INHIS
,FREE H.P

KORG
 .-4.4.;;;:.

DW 8000 'Synth £1095
SQD1 Midi Recorder + Disc Drive £599
Poly 800 11 PolySynth + DDL £549

fir;
New Range
RGi 10 £222
RG140 £237
RG430 £357

RG440 £359 RS 530 £349
AM 70 £329 RS 135 £185
RS 1300 £299 MC 924 £635

..............................
 ." . .  ............................

.........

PAD8 OCTAPAD
The first midi compatible pad
controller Touch sensitive ONLY £399

BUY ON'
INTEREg.
FREER)",

BOSS MICRO -RACK BOSS PEDALS

EFFECTS HPFI Flanger £89

1/2 rock width Dimension C £129
0D2 Turbo overdrive £59PDD1 0 Delay £149 DSD2 Digital Sampler £160RCL10 Comp/ DD2 Digital Delay £139

Limiter £115 CF3 Stereo Chorus £85
RBF 10 Flanger £115 BF2 Flanger £89
Digital SaMpler£1 99 DM35 Analog Delay £99
RGEIO Eq £115 CS2 Compressor £65
RPHIO Phaser £115 DS1 Distortion £55

RickErthackEr
329 Liverpool 21 fret short scale.

3 pickup, semi hollow body £585
330 Thinline semi acoustic, 24 fret,

2 pickup, dot inlay, mono 1595
350 Liverpool 24 fret full scale 3 pickup,

semi hollow body £655
360 Deluxe thinline, semi acoustic, stereo,

inlaid neck £675
4003 Bass - Roundwound strings, stereo.

bound bod & neck, full inla £669

BUY ON
INTEREST

REEH.P11

The New Fender 70s Strat £299
The New Fender Standard Strat £399
The New Fender Standard Tele £395
The New Fender Deluxe Strat £599
Squier Strats £249
Squier Teles £235
Limited Edition Re -issues of Jazzmaster
Tele Thinline.

NEW RANGE
Cat £169
Straycat £189
Cat Bass £179
Straycat Bass £209

Wildcat £ 199
Knight Warior £329
LEB Classic £239
LEB Bass £199

KRAMER!
Baretta (USA) £585 Focus 3000 £415
Carrera (USA) £595 Striker 100 £239
Focus 1000 £359 Striker 200 £2554,-
Focus 2000 £395 Striker 300 £265

INTJaydee Bassos
Mark King Model £796
Roadie Active £645 Roadie £455

. ..
. .

. . . . . . .

.:.:.:.:.:.:.:... . .

.'.'.'.'.'.*
41 St Nic o as Street Ipswic

Tel: (0473) 54996
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TASCAM
THE NEW TASCAM 388 BUY ON

INTEREST
REE H.P

is the first complete 8 channel
recording system, consisting of a full
function 8x8x2 mixer with a full servo
controlled 8 -track reel to reel recorder.
Compact yet professional.
Price £2450

THE NEW 246 PORTASTUDIO
with 6 input full function mixer and 4
channel 2 -speed DBX cassette
recorder.
All for £949

m

PORTA ONE

BUY ON
INTEREST

REE H.P.

+10 FREE TAPES
4 Track Cassette
Just £399

244 Porta Studio
Parametric EQ, DBX.
Now only
£739

38 8 Track Reel to Reel P.O.A.

DX4D 4 channel dbx £270
122B Stereo rack mount cassette
£585
234 Syncassette £640
225 Syncassette £240
M2A Mixer £270
M09 Mixer £185

;NZ
REEH.P.

. 

AKAI
L... Fastex

S612 Sampler & MD280 £799
S900 8 Voice Polyphonic Digital Sa
AX73 73 Key Controller Keyboard
MX73 73 Key Controller Keyboard
VX90 6 Voice Rack Mount Synthes
CPZ 1000 Midi Recorder &
System Controller £169/

100w Valve Master Vol Amp £360
50w Valve Master Vol Amp £294
100w Valve Switchable Split Channel

& Reverb £411
4x12 Cabs 300w f294
12w Practice Combo £80
30w Guitar Combo £163
50w Guitar Combo £265
75w Guitar Combo £283
100w Guitar Combo £359
50w Guitar Combo (Valve) £313
New 12 watt Mini Stack

Bass & Keyboard Amps in stock - Phone

TRACE

AH 500w Amp Head with GP11 Preamp £755
AH 350w Amp Head with GP11 Preamp £675
AH 250w Amp Head with GP11 Preamp £595
AH 150w Amp Head with GP11 Preamp £440
1115 150w plus GP11-1 x 15 Combo £719
1110 150w plus GP11-1 4 x 10 Combo £704
1818 1 x 18 and 1 x 10 Cab £440
1048 4 x 10 Cab £330
1518 1 x 15 Cab 8S2 £315
1514 1 x 15 Cob 85.2 £330

REERP

X15 Multi -Tracker £259
260 Multi -Tracker £699

' 80 8 -Track Recorder £1575
450 Mixer £699 Accessit Stereo
Reverb £115
Accessit Noise Gate £42
Accessit Compressor £42
SECK 6/2 Mixer £295

BUY ON
INTEREST
FREE H.P.

Audition Guitar 20w £95
Back Stage Plus Guitar Combo - 35w £159
Bandit Guitar Combo 65w £279
Special Guitar Combo £379
MX Guitar Combo 130w £499
Encore Guitar Combo 65w £379
Century Bass Head 100w £225
Mark IV Bass Head 300w £469
KB 100 Keyboard Combo 65w £279
KB 300 Keyboard Combo 430w £465
XR400 100w PA £3.
XR500 130w PA £399
TK065 Bass Combo 65 watts £269
TNT130 Bass Combo 130w £389
300 Watt Bass Combo £569

Marlin 150 PA £275
Cobra 90w Bass Combo £223
Cobra 90w Kbd Combo £289

Position How Long?

Net Income E
Previous employer
(if less than 3 years)

Commission
Monthly Weekly 0 Only

...0.0.0.0    
    1     1

    1

0.0.0.0.0.0,
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I  110111M 
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11114 411110
II

O M00111    
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Position How long?

Bankers:

Branch Address:

Type of

account Current E Savings 0 Deposit 0 Loan

Account No: '...........'6
.6.6

EASY MST INTEREST !WEENY
GOODS REQUIRED

The Customer
Full Names:

S'ci" ra
INTEREST

REE H.P. 

Mr/Mrs/Miss Age

Rill names of spouse
signing):

Home Address

How long?
Previous address
(if less than 3 years)

Postcode:

Phone No.

Marital Number of

Status Married E Single Dependants 0

Accoinmodation House 0 Flat 0

Buying 0 Renting
Name and address of Landlord
or Mortgage Holder:

With Monthly
Parents D Amount E

Name and address
of Employer:

BUY ON
INTEREST 7,

REEH.PC 

BUY ON
INTEREST

REE H.P.

r Ess

Just fill in the above and return to either of
our shops and your application will be
processed immediately.

Tel: (0206)65652/570630
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FAIR DO'S
August's Music Fair returns to Olympia 2 with a host of new

product launches. We give a rundown of some of the
forthcoming attractions.

Last summer, you'll remember, saw the British
Music Fair go public for the first time in its
lengthy history. After three trade -only days of
peace and quiet came three public days which
saw nearly 14,000 of you descend on the multi-
level Olympia 2 exhibition complex in West
London. It was hectic, it was hot, it was
crowded - but it proved (if any proof were
needed) that an informal meeting of manu-
facturers and their public could only be a good
thing. Nobody came away thinking that they
hadn't gained something of value from the
experience.

This year sees more than 100 exhibitors
taking part with products ranging across the
entire musical instrument spectrum. So if you
want to hit some ethnic percussion, strum a
few guitars or discover what's happening in
the world of home keyboards, now's your
chance.

On the other hand, it looks like you'll have
your time cut out just taking in the latest hi -
tech musical offerings. Akai, Casio, Korg,
OSC, Pacifex/Syco, Roland, Simmons, Sound
Technology, Technics and Yamaha represent

a healthy roll -call of hi -tech companies who
have taken stands at this year's Fair.

Following on from last year's successful
approach, the emphasis will be on giving
musicians hands-on experience with the full
range of equipment available - whether it
costs L2000 or L200, it's there for you to play.
No pressure, no sell, no obligation. So if you
want to investigate the latest in electronic
pianos, you'll be able to sit down at Technics'
PX range, Roland's RDI000, Korg's SG I and

SG2, Yamaha's PF70 and PF80, Ensoniq's new

piano and Casio's CPS2000. The latest in
sampling will be represented by Akai's S900,
Roland's S10 and S50 and Korg's DSS I , while
Pacifex/Syco will hopefully be showing off
Emu's new range of samplers and the Series III
Fairlight. New synths are set to include
Kawai's K3, Ensoniq's ESQI and Roland's
JX10.

Casio will also be introducing their new
flagship synth, the CZI, along with the AZ I
remote keyboard controller and the DZI MIDI
drum pads. The CZI is a five -octave synth
which at last brings touch sensitivity to bear on
the Phase Distortion process.

Akai's new product roster is set to include
the AX73 synth, MX73 controller keyboard
and VX90 expander, along with two new rack -

mounting MIDI effect units, and a new rack-

mounting 14 -track cassette recorder. They'll
also be introducing their new MIDI -compatible
mixer, and not to be outdone TOA Electronics
will be introducing theirs.

OSC will be waving the MIDI software flag
with the full Steinberg product range, including

the Pro16 and Pro24 sequencers for Commo-
dore 64 and Atari 520/1040ST respectively.
They'll also be demonstrating the first Euro-
pean example of a MIDI merge box, from
German company Hi-Tec.

Sound Technology's stand will include C -

Lab's SuperTrack sequencer for the Commo-
dore 64 and the Oberheim Matrix range of
instruments. The company will also be debuting
the latest budget effects wonder from Alesis,
makers of the MlDlverb. Advance reports

suggest that the MIDIfex, as it's called, is a
multi -effects unit along the lines of Yamaha's
SPX90.

Yamaha themselves are taking up a large
chunk of the second level with what they
rather endearingly term the 'Yamaha Village',
where they'll have the whole range of their
products on show. Watch out for the SBOI,
which advance reports suggest is a cheap
multi-timbral FM expander. And no doubt
Messrs Bristow and Campbell will be loitering
with intent to entertain us all.

But it will also' be worthwhile straying
beyond familiar territory to see what other
members of your band might be getting up to.
Simmons provided one of the most stunning
demos at last year's Fair, showing to all and
sundry just what could be achieved with the
new generation of MIDI -compatible electronic
kits. No doubt they'll be showing off their new
SOS! 000 kit this year. Meanwhile, if you want
to see what your guitarist might be getting up
to soon, you'd be well advised to visit the
Barnes & Mullins stand and give their Shadow
MIDI Guitar system a listen. And rumour has it
that a very hush hush guitar synthesis system
might be introduced at the show.

Rumour also has it that a company called
Music Maker Publications will be very much in
evidence. They've taken a stand on the first
level as close to the bar as they could get, and
their staff will be glad to converse informally
with you over a drink or two (as long as you're
buying). This is your chance to tell them first-
hand what you think of their many magazines,
one of which is called E&MM, I think. What's
more, you can buy back issues of aforesaid
magazines, together with sweatshirts and T-
shirts which will allow you to proudly display
to the world just which magazine you can't
possibly do without.

So how do you get to Olympia? Well, there's

no shortage of routes: by tube you can travel
directly from Earl's Court to Kensington
Olympia station, while buses 9, 17, 28, 33, 73
and 91 will all drop you off outside the front
doors. Good news for anyone travelling from
further afield is that British Rail have a new
high-speed InterCity service travelling all the
way from Liverpool or Manchester to Dover
which stops at Kensington Olympia station
(itself right next to the sprawling Olympia
complex). And finally, if you're thinking of
driving to the Fair, there's a 600 -space multi-
storey car park close by.

See you there.  St

Ticket prices £3 for adults, £1.50 for children
under 14 and OAPs; MU members get a £1
discount. Tickets for the British Music Fair are
available on the door, or in advance from the
Box Office, Earls Court Exhibition Centre,
Warwick Road, London SW 5 9TA 01-373
8141.
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RAM
more in

"fttios your
YAMAHA
DX7- DXS
DXI -RXI I

With a

SR64
VOICE RAM

'The Professional Choice'
 64 voice capacity (twice as many as the original RAM for the
same price!)
Sophisticated automatic write protection circuitry (no memory
dumps)
 Ultra -fast second writing time (15 times faster than the original)
 Dual Format capable (DX & RX Data together)
 Unlimited number of write/erase cycles (no burn out)
 Unique double -ended design eliminates switching problems
Available in fixe distinctive colours (Red, Black, Silver, Blue and
Green) for easy identification
 Rugged, road -proof, anodised aluminium case for maximum
protection - lasting good looks
 Lithium power battery for long life
(conservatively rated at 6 years)
Gold-plated contacts and
automated assembly for life long
reliability
 Built to the highest specification
and fully guaranteed

Available from the following dealers:

London: Argents Keyboards - Chromatix - Gigsounds - London Rock Shop -
Music Village - Chappells of Bond Street - Rose Morris Shop - The
Keyboard Shop; Andertons of Guildford; Wigan: Back Alley Music;
Manchester: A I Music; Epsom: Bootleg Music; Scotland: Sound Control;
Torquay: City Music; Birkampstead: Graham Webb Music; Bingley: JSG;
Blackpool: Sound Centre; Heald Green: Sounds Great; Glasgow &
Edinburgh: Grants Music; Bath: Duck, Son and Pinker; Hounslow - Project
Electronic Music; Glasgow - McCormacks; Birmingham - Jones &
Crossland; Cambridge - Music Village; Leeds - Winfield Music; Leeds - Kite
Keyboard Technology; ABC (all branches).

SOUND

85
INC. VAT

THE AUDIO PEOPLE
Orchard Cottage, Church Hill, Ravensden, Beds. MK44 2RL

Telephone: Bedford (0234) 771189

Roland
SAS No lack of bandwidth... No

glitching... No noise...

...just a
Concert Grand Piano
No imagination required.
The RD -1000. NOW ON DEMONSTRATION.

TR-SOS The TR-505 offers the same high -quality
sound as the popular TR-707 but even

TA 11-001 more sound sources.
 16PCM sounds inc Latins
 Full Midi Spec
 Dynamic VIA Midi

 0011111111111.11011111  96 patterns, 6 tracks

 001111110111.01101  Comprehensive LCD
 Save to tape

WE HAVE THIS
REMARKABLE UNIT IN STOCK NOW oaiy £225.00

JUNO-106
Programmable
Polysynth

 6 VOICE 
 128 PATCH MEMORIES

 MIDI  REAL CONTROLS
 SAVE TO TAPE

 CHORUS etc LAST FEW BOXED
AND GUARANTEED £469 Inc

P&P

Rolan Dealer
The very last MC202 £159

SH101 £179
COMPLETE ROLAND RANGE IN STOCK

KORG ey
Centre

SPECIALS EX800 £195
SDD 2000 £475

COMPLETE KORG RANGE IN STOCK

TASCAM Main
Dealer

UNBEATABLE PACKAGE DEALS ON
PORTAONE & 244 PORTASTUDIOS
OPEN REEL + MIXERS IN STOCK

CASIOm'inDealer
NEW S900 SAMPLER

IN STOCK NOW

AKAI MainDealer
S 612 + MD 280 Sampler £799
INC FREE SOFTWARE
MIDI PATCH & SPLITTER IMMINENT

UK largest sales
& service centre

NEW JAPANESE VINTAGE IN STOCK
NEW SIDEKICK AMPS IN STOCK

ALES'S. Main
Dealer

MIDI VERB £395
STEREO. MIDI. 63 PROGRAMMES
INC GATED AND REVERSE

NEW BARGAINS YAMAHA TX7
VESTA MR10 PORT E325 ACCESSIT REVERS

RAM 18-8-2 0749 ACCESSIT N G
SYNSONICS DRUMS E59 MARSHALL 100MV
YAMAHA R1000 ..... ........ . ..... ....-E379 S.H. BARGAINS
BOND GUITAR LESS PICKUPS C99 JUPITER6 MINT
VESTA 411 DELAY C195 JUNO 6 MINT
ROLAND SRV2000 CPC% STAGE 73
KORG DDM110 £159 CP708 AS NEW

CALLERS: 18A SOHO SQUARE,
LONDON W1V 5FB 01-4341365

0 YAMAHA W:rh
SPX 90  QX 21  PF 713 + 80
STOP PRESS DX5 £1,995
COMPLETE YAMAHA RANGE IN STOCK

MinNEQUErIZiaL Deaal
PROPHET 2000 + HUGE LIBRARY
PROPHET 2002 EXPANDER
NEW VS SYNTH IN STOCK

FOSMX Dealer
X-15 Inc Power Supply £245
COMPLETE FOSTEX RANGE IN STOCK
SUPER KEEN 8 TRACK PACKAGES

-AGE
Oasis

,v,..-v,GE II, MIRAGE EXPANDER,
GREAT PACKAGES, ALL PERIPHERALS
+ EXTENSIVE LIBRARY IN STOCK
NEW PIANO IN STOCK
NEWS ESQ1 SYNTH IN STOCK

11, TRACE Main
)111 A (1)  Dealer

EXTENSIVE RANGE IN STOCK

1111411[11i1 M
ain

Dealer
SESSIONETTE 75W 112
SESSIONETTE 75W 210
SESSIONETTE 30W 112

£249
£279
£159

maoss Dealer
HUGE STOCKS AT GREAT PRICES
NEW: HF2, DC2, MICRO

RACK SAMPLER

£449 60's LP DELUXE £465
£129
£49

MINI MOOG..
ROLAND SH3A. ................... ..

.£489

.£139
£49 BOSS CE2 E60

£325 LHP BASS
ROLAND PA150 82 150W

£295

C875 MIXER £375
£299 244 PORTASTUDIO £595
C295

£1.549
JD SUPERNATURAL
IBANEZ LRIO

£849
£459

To: Soho Soundhouse Mail Order Freepost 38 London W1E 6QZ
Name N
Address 1214. H AW; HORNI AVE ELI -F -500K

Ni 16.1 CI -L NORFOLK Tel Nor- 1.x.1"332.0
Please send me Model No(s) MC 2.0Z
I enclose chequeuistertnrrribaxiers-drattcashin-Fee-efive+ope-erdebritiny-
AseessNis'raccount no. litk-1D-191q1451Oril0l013101S1

I I Iforc I59
NO STAMPS REQUIRED N.B. Personal cheques allow 21 days. All other Et4147 / 8 6

forms of payment. 24 hours despatch
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Write to: Communique, E&MM, Alexander
House, 1 Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 lUY.

Dear E&MM
Construction Time

Again
With reference to Francesco Esposito's letter
last month, I would not think that incorporating
something like touch sensitivity or sampling
into an instrument is anything like as cheap or
easy as he would have us believe. I would be
delighted to discover that I could add either of
these facilities to any of my synths for as little
money as he suggests.

I think it would be more realistic of Mr
Esposito to recommend some way of doing the
above. For that matter I have yet to see any
projects for a MIDI -based modular system,
having a controller keyboard and voice and
sampling modules that the constructor could
improve as finances allowed. It would be nice
to build such a system and then be able to add
touch sensitivity and sequencing at a later
date.

 Denis Vella
Malta

Dear E&MM
Lost In Music

I am fortunate enough to own a variety of
synths including the currently very trendy

MiniMoog, which I'll use to help make my
point.

It's horrendous to use - unreliable tuning,
no patch memories, awkward for live work (to
say the least) - but it's all worth putting up
with because of the noise it makes. Even non -
musicians recognise the sound as being truly
gorgeous. So just who is all this technology
for? Hundreds of patch memories make life
easy for a synth player. Reliability and
robustness are a boon to musician and
engineer alike. Keyboard splits, arpeggiators,
sequencers, one -finger chords and their like
are all useful technological innovations but
they don't add anything to the intrinsic
`musicalness' of the synth. I'm not against all
of this but some manufacturers appear more
concerned with features than they are with
sounds. What are the musicians concerned
with? They appreciate the features but they
don't buy a new synth so that they can brag to
their friends about how many notes polyphonic
it is (do they?).

The average punter never uses and hardly
ever sees a synth outside of the concert hall.
All they're concerned with is the music they
produce. Of course the features on a synth can
contribute to the quality of its sound but I
suspect they're put there for other, less

honourable, reasons.
My personal hope is that the technology

explosion we are currently experiencing is just
a passing phase. I hope designers will mature
once technology settles down and stop thinking
in terms of 'gimmicks per yen' and start

thinking about music. After all, that's what it's
all about. Isn't it?
 Richard Hanby
Manchester

Dear E&MM
More Blank then Frank?
I wonder how many readers are aware of the
proposed levy on blank recording tape.
Although not yet law, the proposal is for a levy
on cassette tapes over 29 minutes in length.
The theory is that too many people are using
blank cassettes to copy records and hence
depriving the industry of its revenue. The
intention is to avoid inconveniencing home
computer users by exempting shorter tapes
whilst stimulating music generally.

As an owner and user of a Teac 244 the
implications seem to me to be these: I will have
to stop buying C60 tapes as they are over 29
minutes long. The longest tape I can buy,
therefore, is a CIS. My Portastudio, being
four -track, allows me to use only one side of a
cassette - at double speed. Unless my CSE
maths fail me this means that I will be getting
three and three-quarter minutes of recording
time per tape. That's just about single length-
not even a 12" remix. Just where the hell does
that leave my usual 10-15 minute compositions?
Taxed, that's where.
 Frank Adamson
Glasgow

Ask a professional
Addlestone ABC Music

Barnet Music Village
Barnstable Roadrunner Music
Barrow in Furness Northern Sounds
Bingley JSG
Birmingham Musical Exchange
Blackpool Blackpool Sound Centre
Bolton Flash Street
Bournemouth Eddie Moors Music
Brighton Southern Music
Brighton Future Music
Bristol Guitar Workshop
Burnley Dawsons Music

Cambridge Music Village
Cardiff Music Land
Cardiff Peter Noble
Carlisle G Bowman
Carlisle Northern Sounds
Chelmsford Future Music
Colchester Axe Music

Darlington G A Williams
Dunfermline Sound Control

Eastbourne Peter Bonner Musical
Edinburgh Gordon Simpson
Edinburgh Sound Control

Glasgow McCormacks Music
Glasgow Sound Control
Guildford Andertons

Heald Green Sounds Great
High Wycombe Percy Priors Music Shop

Ipswich Axe Music

Kendal Northern Sounds

Leeds Alpha Music
Leicester Carlsbro Sound Centre
Liverpool Hesseys Music Centre
London
W1 Soho Soundhouse
W2 Syco Systems
W5 Chromatix

WC2 Rod Argents Keyboards
N10 Syndromic Music
NW1 Future Music
NW1 London Rock Shop
NW1 Music Labs
NW9 Turnkey
Ell Holiday Music
SE6 Gigsounds
SW3 Juice Music
SW6 Future Music
SW16 Gigsounds
Luton Don Larking Audio Sales

Maidstone E S Electronics
Manchester Al Music Centre
Mansfield Carlsbro Sound Centres

Newcastle Rock City
Northampton Music Market
Northwich Dougies Music Store
Norwich Carlsbro Sound Centre
Nottingham Carlsbro Sound Centre

 
Oxford ABC Music

Peterborough Stix Drum Centre
Portsmouth Future Music

Romford Monkey Business

Sheffield Carlsbro Sound Centre
Southampton Future Music
Southend on Sea Honky Tonk
Southend on Sea Monkey Business
Stockport Al Music
Stockport Dawsons Music
Sunderland White Electric

Warrington Dawsons Music
Wigan Back Alley Music
Workington Northern Sounds

KAI
professional

Akai (UK) Limited - Electronic Music Division, Haslemere Heathrow Estate,
Silver Jubilee Way, Parkway, Hounslow, Middlesex TW4 6NQ. Tel: 01-897 6388 Telex: 892555 AKAIUK G.
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Your questions answered by E&MM's resident team of experts. If you have a query
about any aspect of music technology, or some information that might be useful to

other readers, write to Interface at the editorial address.

Could you please tell me how I can
obtain copies of the Computer
Music Journal. Thank you very

much for your help.
 N G Martin
Christchurch

A
The CM) is published quarterly by MIT

Press in America. Single issues may be

obtained for $7, while a one-year sub-

scription costs $26. The address to write to is MIT Press

Journals, 28 Carlton Street, Cambridge, MA 02142,

USA. If you want to give them a ring, the phone number

is 617-253-2889.  St

I read with interest your reply to a
letter from E Duval in the May
issue of E&MM. I am only just

getting involved with synthesisers, so please
answer a query for me.

If you record MIDI data onto a four -track
sequencer (such as a Casio SZ I ) and then play
back the four tracks into either the same synth
or an expander, could the synth/expander
generate four different sounds (eg. bass drum,
snare, bass and brass) at once or would you
need a separate expander for each track?
 Chris Heywood
London

A

16

Whether or not you need one or four
instruments depends entirely on the abil-

ity of the instrument(s) in question ie.

whether you have one instrument which can play four

different sounds independently or four instruments

which can each only play a single sound at a time. It's

worth bearing in mind that an instrument which can

only play a single sound from its keyboard needn't

necessarily be so restricted when played from a MIDI

sequencer.

To understand this better let's consider how MIDI

information is routed to different instruments. MIDI

allows up to 16 separate channels of data, but these

are not physical channels - all MIDI data is sent along

the same cable. Instead, a channel number is 'tagged'

to all data that is channel -specific - note data and

associated performance data such as aftertouch and

controllers. So when you assign a sequencer track to a

specific MIDI channel, all the MIDI information on that

track that is channel -specific is tagged with the
assigned channel number.

Now let's look at the receiving instrument When

you set an instrument to receive on a particular MIDI

channel, it ignores all data tagged with other channel

numbers (this could be data associated with another

sequencer track - remember, all MIDI data travels

down the same cable). The instrument assigns its
voices to data received on the selected channel
according to its own internal voice -assignment

algorithm.

Some instruments are capable of assigning each

voice to a consecutive MIDI channel (this receive mode

is known as MIDI Mono mode four) and of assigning a

different sound to each voice. It follows from this that

you can independently control different sounds on the

same instrument from a MIDI sequencer. Examples of

instruments with this multitimbral capability are

Casio's CZ range of synths, Oberheim's Matrix range,

the Rhodes Chroma and Sequential's Prophet 2000/2.

If you haven't already done so, cast your eyes over the

article 'Getting the most from Mono mode' in last

month's E&MM.

But Mono mode isn't the only way to play more than

one sound on the same instrument If your instrument

h9s split capability then you can obviously play two

different sounds (within their pre -assigned ranges)

from  data on the same MIDI channel. If your
instrument has dual capability and each sound can be

assigned to receive data on a different MIDI channel,

then from a sequencer you can independently control

two sounds over their entire note range.

Hopefully it should be clear that the onus is on each

instrument when it comes to how many sounds can be

played at once and how many voices are assigned to

each sound. A sequencer can't make your instrument

more capable than it already is, though it can make use

of features which aren't available directly from playing

a keyboard.  St

Please can you help me. I'd like to
buy the sheet music for Yazoo's
`Upstairs At Eric's' and 'You And

Me Both' albums. Is there anywhere in the
world I can get it?

Also, do you know if there are any live
recordings of Yazoo?
 David Feldman
Harlow

A
I'm afraid that sheet music is ordinarily

only printed for the 'A' side of successful

singles. As such, you can obtain the music

for 'Only You', 'Don't Go', 'The Other Side of Love' and

'Nobody's Diary'. These are all available from Music

Sales at 78 Newman Street, London W I P 3LA.

As far as live recordings go, officially there aren't

any. That leaves us with bootlegs of live performances.

These are illegal, so officially you shouldn't be
interested in them. Apart from that they're quite freely

available from record fairs and vary wildly in quality

from quite acceptable to being indistinguishable from a

recording of any amateur band playing in next door's

bog.  Tg
Apologies are due to ESSP and the people

who have recently been receiving some of
their mail. This situation has been due to an
incorrect box number given in their address
in E&MM March. It should have read: ESSP,
The Sound House, PO Box 37b, East Mosely,
Surrey, KT8 9JB. A touch of dyslexia struck
there, I'm afraid.  Tg
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10,4 LARGEST MUSIC "i e/r

STAR DEALER
FOR SOUTHEND

Guitars, Basses & Accessories

10.111, 11110111111111.M.11V
WOM MAIN DEALER

FOR SOUTHEND
Public Address & Sound

Reinforcement

SOUND CREATION
CYMBAL CENTRE

FOR ESSEX
Cymbals, Gongs & Percussion

lEOUErlEiAL
MAIN DEALER FOR S.E. ESSEX
Keyboards, Synthesizers & Sound

Sampling

4ALSBRO
MAIN DEALER

FOR SOUTHEND
Amplification & PA equipment

INIII1111.11111.11111_

MAIN DEALER
Keyboards & Sound Sampling

1°4
PREMS OR

DRUM &
PERCUSSION
CENTRE FOR
SOUTHEND

MAIN DEALER
AKAI Keyboards, Sound

professional Sampling & Hi -Tech
products

Roland
CONTEMPORARY KEYBOARD

CENTRE FOR SOUTHEND
Keyboards,

Synthesizers and Sound
Sampling. Hi -Tech and Studio
products. Boss Pedals, Effects

& Accessories. HP Series Home
Pianos.

MAIN DEALER FOR SOUTHEND
Guitars, Basses & Hi -Tech Products

ALSO Tama Drums

 SOUNDHOUSE
CENTRE

Guitars, Basses &
Amplification

CASIO.
PRO KEYBOARD CENTRE
Keyboard Synthesizers &

Hi -Tech products

DRUM
emit, CENTRE

Professional Drums &
Percussion

MAIN DEALER FOR S.E. ESSEX
Amplification & integrated Bass

Systems

TASCAM
DEALER FOR
PRO SERIES

Reel -to -Reel and Cassette
Multitrack Recording S.E. ESSEX

fiMAIN DEALER
FOR S.E. ESSEX

Amplification, PA and accessories

KORGKEY CENTRE

FOR SOUTHEND
Keyboards & Hi -Tech products

YAMAHA
MAIN DEALER AND HI -TECH

CENTRE FOR S.E. ESSEX
Keyboards, Synthesizers & FM
Pianos. Professional Drums &
Percussion. Guitars. Basses &

Acoustics. Pro Audio and Home
Recording. Music Computers & Hi -

Tech products.

108-110 SOUTHCHURCH RD, SOUTHEND

hi

)46

tak"Pd.I. 4:4/.41

Pm" *. ,>11,

KEYBOARD PLAYERS
Over 70 Electronic Keyboards In stock, all leading makes,
choose from YAMAHA, ROLAND, KORG, SEQUENTIAL,
ENSONIQ, AKAI, CASIO, SIEL etc.
GUITARISTS
Over 250 Guitars, Basses, Acoustics & Electric Acoustics In
stock, Including FENDER, ARIA, YAMAHA, IBANEZ, TOKAI,
WESTONE, GIBSON, SQUIRE, ENCORE, TAKAMINE,
VANTAGE, VIGIER, VOX etc.
DRUMMERS
Over 40 Drum Kits In stock including, LUDWIG, PEARL,
TAMA, YAMAHA, PREMIER, ROGERS, HAYMAN, GRETSCH,
SONOR, CAPELLE.
Over 200 Cymbals Including, PAISTE, SABIAN, ZILDJIAN,
TOSCO, ZANKI, PEARL etc.
AMPLIFICATION
Huge selection on Display, including PEAVEY, MARSHALL,
CARLSBRO, FENDER, SESSION, ROLAND, YAMAHA, WEM,
TRAYNOR.
HOME RECORDING
Our Studio Room offers you TASCAM, YAMAHA, FOSTEX,
CUTEC, VESTAFIRE, ROLAND, IBANEZ, ARIA, ALESIS,
DYNAMIX, SECT, BOSS, TEAC, AKAI etc etc.
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY
MUSIC COMPUTERS & SOFTWARE, Sound Sampling
Keyboards & Rack Units, Midi Processors, Digital Sequencers,
Reverbs & Delay Lines and all Accessories.
BRASS & WOODWIND Department Now Open.
YAMAHA, SELMER, BUFFET, BUNDY, JUPITER, LA FLEUR
and SONORA available.

..................
ow 1

i I AM INTERESTED
IN THE FOLLOWING

ITEMS.

PLEASE SEND ME MORE INFORMATION

1 . MAKE: .........................
MODEL:...

2. MAKE: .........................
MODEL:..

1 3. MAKE: .........................
MODEL: ........................

li

iNAME:
....................................................................

I I ADDRESS:..

I .................................................................................
Al ........................

PHONE
No. ... . ...............................

Send to
HONKY TONK

MUSIC,

I 081110 Southchurch
Rd, Southend-on-Sea,

Essex- SS1 2LX

ENO
1
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Harold Budd is more than just a leading light in contemporary American music. His work has a
natural beauty which seduces the listener with tranquil progressions, delicatewarmth, and skilful

arrangements that use instruments as diverse as piano, marimba, and Synclavier II.
Interview Dan Goldstein Photography Matthew V osburgh

/first heard Harold Budd's music
when a classical guitarist friend lent
me the American's (then) only
recorded work, The Pavilion of
Dreams. 'It's pretty classical, you

won't like it', said the friend sceptically,
but he was wrong. If I had to pick one
disc to take on a desert island, The
Pavilion of Dreams would stand a good

chance of being chosen.
At the time (eight years ago, at a

guess), the record's gentle harp, piano
and marimba patterns provided an
almost perfect backdrop for the breathy
alto saxophone and sustained vocal
harmonies that took the place of
conventional 'solo' instruments. It was
a fascinating combination, made more

intriguing by the list of playing credits
on the sleeve - Budd himself, Brian
Eno, Michael Nyman, Gavin Bryars,
and several of the other luminaries
associated with the EG/Obscure series
on which Pavilion appeared.

The album ended up being something
of a cult hit, and continues to sell in
reasonable quantities a full decade after

18 E&MM JULY 1986



its initial release. But Harold Budd has
never been too interested in the
commerce of modern music, and
resisted the temptation to make
Pavilion the launch -pad for a 'recording
career' in the conventional sense.

Even now, records seem to appear
with Budd's name on them almost by
accident. Two albums with Brian Eno
(The Plateaux of Mirror in 1980 and
The Pearl in '84, both on EG) and two
solo ( The Serpent in Quicksilver in
1981 and Abandoned Cities three years
later, neither of which have been
properly released in the UK) do not a
steady output make.

Live performances by Harold Budd
are equally rare, and press interviews

E&MM JULY 1986

have been very few and far between.
Yet despite (because of?) his low

profile, Budd has continued to write
compelling instrumental music,
switching comfortably from treated
acoustic piano to modern keyboard
instruments of every level of
sophistication -a Casio CT202, an
Oberheim Matrix 12, and a Synclavier,
to name but a few.

And although his compositions
display obvious recurring themes -
long, sustained chords; delicate reverb
treatments; bright, percussive timbres
- Budd is just as at home penning a two -
minute cameo (`The Chill Air' from
Plateaux) as he is improvising his way
through an extended, side -long epic
such as the title -track from Abandoned
Cities.

Getting hold of an interview with
Harold Budd turned out to be
surprisingly easy. The LA -based
composer visited London for a month

near future. I divorced myself from modern
music in a sense, and began to develop a
language which I thought was honest to
God me, and totally outside of competition
with my fellow composers. It was freedom
from all that.

I must admit that, looking back, I'm very
fond of those pieces. I really think of myself
as a composer starting from about 1972.
Prior to that, I was the Harold Budd that I
don't recognise today.

Were you looking for an outlet to
release your music at that time?

I wasn't looking for an outlet because I
was teaching in college, and there was
always an outlet there. There were
ensembles, and I tended to write music for
the ensembles that were available, because I
wanted to hear what it sounded like. And
my music did get played a lot in modern
music venues across the country, so I didn't
have any problems in getting performances.

But in terms of a record, it never occurred

"My work with Eno has no specific mood - that's what makes it interesting...when

you can pinpoint a happy piece and then a sad piece, things get too simple."

earlier this year to embark on his latest
recorded project, an album with the
Cocteau Twins - Robin Guthrie, Liz
Fraser and Simon Raymonde.

A day before he was due to return to
the States, Budd sat in a penthouse
apartment above the Townhouse
Studios in West London, and began
talking. His manner was as friendly as
any musician I've ever interviewed, and
the overwhelming impression gained
after a meeting with him is that, more
than most of his contemporaries,
Harold Budd has a musical mind that's
open to almost any idea, anytime,
anywhere.

The Pavilion of Dreams was the first
record you made. Before that, what was
your background?

Well, I began composing for The Pavilion
of Dreams in 1972. Prior to that time I'd been
teaching Music Composition at California
Institute of the Arts near LA, and before I
actually became a college teacher-which I
didn't until 1976- I was an avant-garde
composer of the sort of music that probably
wouldn't be associated with me these days. I
was very much influenced by John Cage and
Morton Feldman, for example, and I wrote
music of a very indeterminate nature. I
wrote very quiet, spacy theatre pieces, some
of the music was mere verbal directions
about an activity which might take place.

That was rather my role as an artist up
until 1970 or so, when I really minimalised
myself out of a career. There was nothing
more to do and I became disenchanted with
the conceit of avant-garde music.

For two years, I knew what I didn't want to
do as an artist, but I didn't know what I
wanted to do directionally. I slipped back
into discovering something that no-one else
was doing, or was likely to do in the very

to me. It didn't seem that it was an
alternative that had the remotest possibility
of happening.

I think secretly I rather had a hunch that it
was just a matter of time, and that
something would occur. But I didn't work to
a plan and I didn't work toward a recording
career, shall we say.

How did you eventually get to The
Pavilion of Dreams, then?

As I recall things, I had quit my teaching
position at college, with absolutely no idea
in the world what I was going to do, and
brimming with confidence that something
was going to happen.

I got a call from Brian Eno in London. He
said he'd heard 'Madrigals of the Rose
Angel' (one of the works that made up The
Pavilion of Dreams) and asked me if that was
the kind of music I wrote generally. I said it
was, and he asked me if I'd be interested in
coming to London and recording these
pieces. So that's how that started.

How do you feel about your two
subsequent collaborations with Eno?

The two albums with Eno are very similar.
The language, the timbres and sounds are
very much the same. It's curious about The
Plateaux of Mirror. It came so quickly and so
easily that it was kind of a phantom, you
thought you could do 30 more of those with
the same joie de vivre, but it's not that way.

There was an idea that The Pearl would be
similar even from the outset. The surprising
thing to me is that it turned out as well as it
did, because I'm extremely fond of the
album. In many respects I like it more than I
do The Plateaux of Mirror, even though that
came so easily and so gracefully and without
trial.

The Pearl is more of a unity than Plateaux.
All the pieces seem to belong together
more.
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 Eno's material tends to be melancholic,
whereas yours sounds a bit more
optimistic. The mix of the two was
quite peculiar...

Yeah. I think that's one of the points that
makes it interesting because it's not a
specific mood. There's one there but it's very
complicated. Sometimes it's a fusion of
conflicting waves of emotion. I like that kind
of artful confusion. I think pieces turn out
not so interesting when they are so
emotionally specific, when you can pinpoint
a happy piece, then a sad piece. That's too
simple.

That can happen very easily when
people put lyrics on things.

Yeah, as soon as you have lyrics you're
talking about something specific- unless it's
an ironic sort of thing, surrealistic. The work
that Eno and I have done together is, in a
sense, not far removed from classical
surrealism. It has an ambiguity of meaning
which I think is an important aesthetic
consideration for works that can't be placed
inside of a fad or time.

How did your newest collaboration-
with the Cocteau Twins - come about?

Well, I have to admit that I didn't know of
the Cocteau Twins until one of the band
members, Simon Raymonde, was using a
piece of mine and Eno's as a cover on an
album. The piece was 'Not Yet
Remembered', and it was going to be the
Twins themselves who were going to do it,
or that's the story I heard. The publisher
called me up and informed me about this,
and said 'they're really a great group and I
think you'd like hearing them', so I called up
a record distributor friend of mine in Los
Angeles and asked if he carried the Twins.
He sent me a compilation cassette, so I don't
know what the album itself was, orthe
names of the pieces. But in any case, I was
really taken with it.

Then in Novemberthey came to Los
Angeles. We met and got along famously for
a very brief time, and we started swapping
ideas on a collaboration of some kind. They
asked if I'd be free to do it, and I said 'yeah,
absolutely, anytime, just give me a shout
and I'll be there'. And here I am in London!

Have you spent most of your time
recording?

Yes, basically. Robin has a studio in North
Acton. It's a 16 -track studio and we do the
basic tracking there daily, and then he'll
take it to a 24 -track studio for transferring
and mixing.

The music has been very improvisational.
It's working the way most people work
anyway when left to their own devices. In
this instance, everyone takes the blame and
the credit equally, so it's kind of composition
by committee. It's pretty apparent early on
in a piece that something is happening and
is ringing our bell. It's a constant creative
process in the studio, because nothing is
written out. Very, very little is planned
beforehand: it's just a matter of laying some
tracks down and seeing what works.

Some very strange pieces have come up, I
can tell you. That's really the thing about
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collaboration that fascinates me so much-
the notion that you come up with music that
neither one of the collaborators would have
dreamed up if they were left alone. It's
something that's absolutely unique to the
collaboration. Consequently it's not 'pure' in
the sense that it's not Cocteau Twins, and it's
not me: it's an odd combination peculiar to
the mixture.

Do you prefer that style of working to
composing on your own?

It really depends upon the nature of the
music. There is some music where I
absolutely must make all the decisions
myself, because I have a sense about its
structure, where it's going, and what I
actually want it to sound like. I'm the only
one who can make those basic decisions, and
an input from a second party is kind of
counter -productive.

But when you know it's going to be a
collaboration from square one, you go in

some, then Robin began some and now
we're back to the other way again. But it's
just going to be raw tracking - I will leave an
awful lot to them. We have to see how it
works out. It's album length now, and it'll
appear as an album.

What instruments have you been using
to make these strange noises?

Well, it's somewhat restricted. I have a
philosophy that one is obliged to use what's
there. You don't need an awful lot of stuff,
but you use fully everything that's there.
What is there now, insofar as my own input
is concerned, is a Yamaha electric grand
piano and a Mirage sampling keyboard.
Robin of course is the guitarist, and Simon
the bass player, although he does
occasionally play the piano, rather well too.
And there's an awful lot of outboard
equipment there which works very well. It's
what gives them the Cocteau Twins sound -
it's the stuff they use. Primarily it's the

"The studio I work at in Los Angeles has both a Fairlight CMI and a Synclavier II-

they're a million times more than I need, though I know they do a million things."

with a totally different attitude. And of
course there are two ingredients. Number
one is the people with whom you're
collaborating; you must like them
personally because it's terribly aggravating
work. Number two is that you have
what each other person's art is, with respect
to their previous work, so that you just have
a hunch that it's going to work out. That's
the kind of trust that's impossible until you
actually put it on the line.

At the moment I take it that the music
is purely instrumental. Will it have
vocals on it?

Yes it will. I think Elizabeth Fraser's put
vocals on one song so far. Apparently, her
method of working -which I totally agree to
- is to take the instrumental tracks home
and then compose the words and melodies.
She works up something that's comfortable
to her and seems to work, and that's her way
of working.

You're perfectly willing to accept that
she will add another dimension to
things that you may not agree with...

Yeah, sure. Because in a sense she's rather
forced to accept what I'm doing as well. It all
goes back to that trust I was talking about.

Who seems to be coming up with the
initial melodies?

We have eight or nine songs-well, pieces
-tracked. The interesting thing is that the
ones which I come up with tend to be pieces,
whereas the ones that Simon comes up with
on the piano are definitely songs-they're
structured that way. Mine frequently don't
even change key once they begin, or even
change chord for that matter (laughs).
Robin's pieces tend to be somewhere in
between the two, solcan't say, really.

For the first three or four days I laid down
a whole bunch of stuff we had to work on,
and then I took a break and Simon began

Yamaha SPX90, which is absolutely
incredible...an amazing instrument.

Do you find, though, that machines like
that sometimes offer you too many

That's a very very good point. The answer
generally is yes. In this particular instance,
since the style that's been developed really
only uses a small fragment of the potential
of the thing, it's perfectly clear that some
sounds work and that all the others don't.

But yes, I feel that if you can do anything,
then you're liable to end up with
everything...or indeed nothing. It's kind of
self -cancelling.

But where we've been recording, there is
a limited amount of equipment and an even
more limited amount of time. There really
isn't room for very much finesse. You have to
have a pretty good hunch that you're correct
very early on, or else you have to abandon
the idea and get on with one that's going to
use the time more efficiently.

The Mirage and piano seem an odd
combination: from something which is
very close to a grand piano where you
just lift up the lid and play, to something
which you have to spend hours fiddling
with to get a sound. How have you
found working with something like
that?

Well, I've worked with something similar
before, or at least I've touched on it before.
I'd say that 90% of the sounds are crap, and
once you find that out, there are certain
disks that you avoid, really. With the piano, I
tend to work hearing a treatment with it
anyway, so I improvise pretty roughly
around what the sound is going to be on the
tape.

So your composing is very influenced
by the way things sound?

Yes. In many respects, the sort of
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treatment you hear on the piano influences
exactly the note -to -note process: the length
of time between musical gestures, and the
kind of taking advantage of the ringing
timbres which I'm very fond of.

Have you done any sampling of your
own?

No, I haven't, partly because I don't own a
sampler myself. The studio that I work at in
Los Angeles- Meta Music- has both a
Fairlight CMI and Synclavier II. That's a
million times more than I need, though I
know it does a million things...it would go
out to lunch if you knew how to program it, I

suppose. But really, its capabilities are rather
boring to me. What !do like are certain
sounds which work for certain pieces.
They're rather easy to come by, and the fact
that they're on these mega machines is
really totally irrelevant.

You don't find it rewarding to explore a
machine to find out what it's capable of?

To some extent I do, yes, but not to the
extent that the engineer would have to
know it, because he would have to know
what its capabilities were for situations that
are totally unpredictable, depending on the
client, for example. For my own purposes, I
think it's useful to know as much about it as
you can, but I don't see the point in knowing
any machine inside -out at the moment.

In what areas has the Mirage been
useful?

We've used strings, organ, and chorus
sounds...generally things that sound nice
when they are sustained for a while, using
the instrument as a wash in the background.
They don't form the primary sound source,
because the guitar, being heavily reverbed,
adds a great deal more to it. The guitar does
all the glitter stuff much better than the
Mirage.

What do you have lined up when you
return to the States? Will there be
another solo album?

Yes. It'll be a solo work on EG. Half of it is
already done, and the other half I have to do
this summer. I have a lot of work to do on it
because I haven't got the foggiest idea what
I'm going to do.

The first side is a full 20 -minute piece. It
was done in LA, using the Fairlight and
Synclavier, and a general array of Oberheim
keyboards including the Matrix 12. I use the
Matrix in a very unsophisticated fashion,
which is to say that although it's multitrack,
everything is a live performance. I'm not
even using the Synclavier to make the notes
proper: it's me, what you hear is the way I'm
hitting it.

The piece's working title is 'Gypsy Violin',
because that's the name of one of the
factory presets I used on the Synclavier. It's a
gypsy violin sound and it's excellent.

I originally did the piece for an art gallery
installation in Los Angeles last November. It
was called 'Blue Room with Flowers and
Gong' -which describes exactly what it is.
It's an environment through which you
walk, or just take a quick look and walk
away and think 'this guy's crazy'. It was
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originally the length of one side of a C60
cassette, but that version went on a bit-the
sustained notes and so on...

The sustaining note and long,
sustaining chord are very much
trademarks of yours...

That's true. I really like to find as much life
as possible in the smallest amount of
material. A very simple scale, a relationship
of note against note, especially a sustained
note; I milk everything for all it's worth.

For example, I first found this latest piece
when I was messing around, and I had it kind
of scrolled away in the back of my mind. The
first time I sat down and played it, I had a
Matrix right above me and I was sitting at
the keyboard. I used a bit of reverb- not too
sophisticated-and I sat and played for 90
minutes. I was enthralled with the piece and
listened to everything, so I didn't have to do
any multitracking to find out if it was really
going to work or not; it just happened.

I'm generally confident that I can pull this
stuff off at the first sitting and get the best
version. Invariably I heartwo or three
versions, but the first is always honest and
innocent with all the mistakes, it's more
human somehow.

I take it your confidence in
improvisation comes from a reasonable
training and a reasonable musical ear...

Well, it's nice of you to say that, but in fact
I have
got through college without knowing how
to play the piano at all. I was a traditional
note composer, and I couldn't play anything
on a piano.

Music theory was my strength. It was a
different world. I didn't start learning to

for an ad agency who were working for
Korean Airlines. Apparently, someone had
said they could do with something like
Harold Budd's music, and someone else had
said 'Well, why not get Harold Budd?' They
said I could do anything as long as it was 30
seconds long. The only limitation I had was
that the music had to sound like me!

I saw the visuals, but I didn't have to work
to a SMPTE track. !did anyway just to make
sure that it would time out correctly, but I
didn't have to. The commercial was very
open anyway. It was fairly apt for my music.

Last winter I met the head of music
production at Universal Studios. I didn't
solicit the appointment, he called up and
invited me over. He said he'd dearly love to
use an original score of mine for a movie,
and I said I'd dearly love to do it. But he said
that, on the other hand, I must realise that
they made 10 feature films a year, none of
which are appropriate for the type of music I
do, but if something came up would I do it,
and would I do it in Europe, in London? I said
yes to both questions.

What music do you listen to besides
your own?

All kinds of things.lrememberthat in my
high school days I was a great fan of bebop.
If it didn't have Charlie Parker on it, I didn't
want to know. What a snob I was!

Now I don't listen to all that much. I really
rely on friends to turn me on to something
that's interesting, or something I haven't
heard for a long time. I rememberthat a
student of mine came up to me at onetime
with the Monteverdi 1610 Vespers and said
'You absolutely must hear this' and it was
just devastating. I still think it is, but I
couldn't sit and listen to the whole thing.

"We've used the Mirage for strings, organ and chorus...things that sound nice when

they are sustained for a while, as a wash in the background because the guitar does all

the glitter stuff better."

play the piano until I had to out of self-
defence. For the keyboard part of
'Madrigals of the Rose Angel', for instance, I
would take out a note card and write the
chord down without rhythm for the
ensemble, and say 'well it's just got to fit in
with the harp somehow', and it was always
terrible. It dawned on me that I should be
responsible for showing the ensemble how
the chord sounded and how it fitted in.

I can now play what I do rather well, but I
can play nothing else at all. If you're writing
a string quartet, why should you have to
play it on the piano? One of my composition
teachers demanded real proficiency on the
keyboard and a good ear, which I don't have
at all; I don't have perfect pitch, or even
good relative pitch, for that matter.

Have you done any film soundtracks or
theatre pieces? It seems to be a popular
American pastime...

Yeah, but I haven't really done it. The only
thing remotely like that that I've done is
something that just occurred prior to my
coming to London. I did two 30 -second ads

So I generally play music off records when
someone is over who I know is genuinely
going to like it, and won't insist on everyone
being quiet while it's being played.

You don't seem to play live too often.
What's your view of live performance
of the sort of music you compose?

Well, I'm not the world's greatest
performer, and to make my music sound like
I reallythink it should needs a lot of
requirements-things you'd ordinarily find
in a professional recording studio. I find
soundchecks cumbersome and boring, and
since I really don't have much of a clue about
what I'd end up playing anyway, what if I
have it all set up wrong for a particular
piece? I do perform occasionally and I do
enjoy it, but I don't see myself in that role.

I like the democracy of recorded music:
once it's out there it's not yours any longer,
people have the option of bouncing the
needle, going here or there, and listening to
as much or as little as they please. That's why
I don't own a CD, incidentally, because once
it's on you're a prisonerto it. I can pick up a 
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 favourite record and flip it over and say 'oh
yeah, this is the side I like without knowing
the name of the tune.

You feel vinyl is still the most
immediate means of communication?

I think it's ingrained in our generation. It's
going to be difficult to get rid of it.
Technology does an awful lot of things, but
what it doesn't do is really influence our
behaviour-lthink we influence the
technology.

memory trigger. I often take reams of paper
into the studio but I don't read off it- I just
use it to jog my memory into an idea.

The engineer at Meta Music is Michael
Hoenig, who used to be in Tangerine Dream.
He's a good friend of mine so money really
isn't a problem - he just tells me to come
over when he's free.

I hate being in a studio with a strange
engineer who spends most of the time
trying to convince you that you're crazy, and
doesn't understand what you're doing

"I got through the college without knowing how to play the piano at all. I was a

traditional note composer...If you're writing a string quartet, why should you have to

play it on the piano?"

I know a lot of people insist on CDs only,
and everyone in America insists I'm wrong,
but I think they'll take off fora short time
and then be replaced by something easier to
handle and less expensive.

Given that your musical ideas are very
much based around studio work, would
it be fair to say that you compose most
of your music in the studio?

Yes, I use manuscript paper the way a lot
of people use a cassette. I jot ideas down,
and I use the manuscript paper as a kind of
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anyway. I've worked with engineers who
want to put the drum track down first, you
know, and !can't work that way. I like
working with someone sympathetic who
knows what the scene is, a good friend. I rely
on someone like that a great deal.

Do you have a recording facility of your
own at home?

No. Nothing at all. Just a small Baldwin
spinet piano gathering dust, and a little
Casio 202 which I plug into my son's guitar
chorus and piddle around with. I can get as
much as I need down from that.

What's the first item on the agenda
when you get back to the States?

Curiously enough, a small college in the
Midwest commissioned me last year for a
piece that had to be 8-10 minutes long, and
had to be for any combination of musicians
that they have in the ensemble there. They
sent a huge list of what they had, and said
they'd pay me a certain amount of money
and that I could do anything I wanted, but
that they had the right to the first
performance.

It turned out that I wrote a piece 22
minutes long and it's for a huge choir of 20
people, with percussion and keyboards, and
it's the first traditional note piece that I've
composed in eight years. It was a lot of fun
doing it. So I have to go to the Midwest for
three of four days, and be at the first
performance.

Looking further into the future, do you
have any unfulfilled aspirations, in any
field of music, that you'd like to pursue?

No. Maybe it's a personality defect, but I
generally discover things as they come
along. I don't have any long-range goals
about things as a basic personal philosophy,
except for the obvious mundane ones. In
terms of 'is there a piece out there that I've
always wanted to do?', the answer is no, I
don't really operate gong those lines.

I'm inspired often by a situation which
arises, when there's a certain task in front of
me, and if !agree to do it, it's generally
because I'm going to like what's happening,
without having an idea what the end result
is going to be. No career decisions are made.

With that sort of open attitude, you
could go in any direction...

Conceivably that's true. I'm the first
person to admit that I'm willing to change
my mind at the drop of a hat. But I think I
would be a very poor commercial composer,
for instance. I'll never do anything that I
don't absolutely wantto do. There may be
some commercial success resulting from this
latest collaboration. But I don't think I
would do anything else if the focus was
simply on the amount of units sold. 
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1N BRIEF
360 Systems MIDI Patcher

Talk to anyone who uses more than a couple of MIDI
instruments in conjunction with each other, and
they'll soon tell you about the problems of constantly
needing to change the way their system is configured.
Add to this the fact that MIDI sockets almost
invariably appear on instruments' back panels, and
you soon realise that some form of automatic
patching will earn its keep both in time saved and
back problems avoided.

The MIDI Patcher is just such a unit, and features a
memory capable of storing eight system setups. Each
of these configurations routes one of the four MIDI
inputs to each of the eight MIDI outputs.

Typically, you might need to drive a sequencer and
one or two synths from one keyboard for recording
purposes, while for playback, the sequencer may
need to be driven by a drum machine. Different
routings can easily be set up, and then switched
between as required.

The MIDI Patcher manages to make setting -up
flexible, without becoming too complex for easy
operation. In fact, using the unit is fairly straight-
forward, and the front panel is uncluttered and
clearly labelled. Eight switches, labelled 1-8, double as
program selectors and input assignment controls for
each output. Four multi -coloured LEDs above each of
these indicate which input is assigned to the
corresponding output. If no LED lights above a
switch, then that output is not 'looking' at any of the
inputs.

The remaining controls should be familiar to
anyone with experience of programmable synths. To
select a program, the Recall LED must be lit.
Conversely, to edit the selected program, you have
to switch Edit on. Simple enough, and as 360 Systems
have chosen to give you individual Recall and Edit
switches, there's unlikely to be any confusion in that
area.

When the Edit LED is lit, the output switches step
through the five possible input sources for the
corresponding output. As a result, there's no way to
select the disastrous combination of more than one
input for any output (two MIDI data streams mixed
without intelligent control just produce garbage).
Programs are held in double EPROMs, so no battery
is required for non-volatile memory.

We've all heard the old adage that the silence
between musical notes is as important as the notes

themselves. And while this may not be the thought
that instantly springs to mind when notes start to
drone because a note -off command has been lost, a
quick way of ending such nuisances is preferable to
having to run across a room to the synth in question,
change modes, change programs, play half the
keyboard with your forearm, or whatever it takes to
silence the thing.

The MIDI Patcher takes no risks in this department,
and sends an 'all notes off' command to all eight MIDI
outputs each time a program is selected. This feature
can be handy when changing the Patcher's programs
while data is still being sent by any of the input
sources.

The only inconvenience this may cause occurs in
the rare instance where a program is selected during
performance. In such cases, all sustained notes will
shut off abruptly, except on instruments which don't
understand the 'all notes off' command (the DX7 is
one such machine). Again, the advantages of this
feature in most common situations far outweigh the
drawbacks you might experience in less commonplace
situations.

The Patcher can also recognise program changes,
but only if they appear at input 4 on MIDI channel I6.
Only programs 0-7 are recognised, of course. Placing
such restrictions on program changes is a reasonable
way to avoid possible mishaps, but if re-routing your
whole MIDI setup via one program -change from your
MIDI controller is how you like to do things, then the
Patcher can certainly accommodate you.

It's a fact of life that things don't always work out as
you expect, and for the modern musician, MIDI is a
part of life. For those instances where it's not obvious
whether a MIDI problem is being caused by the
'master' or 'slave' instrument, the Patcher can send a
note out of a selected output to check that the 'slave'
instruments are correctly connected. If all is as it
should be, any instrument connected to that output
should play a note for a couple of seconds.

Overall, the MIDI Patcher certainly does its job
thoroughly and is easy to program. And considering
the cost of many non -programmable MIDI accessories,
it offers good value, too. Rick Davies

Price £230 including VAT.
More from Rod Argent's Keyboards, 20 Denmark
Street, London WC2. 2 01.379 6690
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Oberheim Matrix 6R Expander
While some manufacturers make a speciality out of
bringing sound synthesis to the masses, Oberheim
have been busy turning out instruments which are
out of this world - but also out of most musicians'
financial grasp. However, the introduction of the six-

voice Matrix 6 polysynth (reviewed E&MM January)
saw the company moving into a more affordable
price range, though it retained many of the features
which make Oberheim's version of the modern
synthesiser so special. Now the company has brought
out a rack -mounting version of the 6 which retails for
less than L1000.

For the uninitiated, the Matrix 6 and 6R are cut -

down versions of the Matrix 12 and Xpander (neither
of which retail for less than L3000). What's surprising
is how few economies have been made where it
matters most: the noise the instrument makes.

Some voice components have been lessened in
number (though there were so many in the first
place, this may actually be an advantage), and the
VCOs of the earlier instruments have been replaced
by DCOs. But you've still got 99 voice parameters, 54
matrix modulation parameters, 56 master edit
parameters, and eight split edit parameters to mess
around with. The Matrix 6 handily lists these on its
front panel, but of necessity, they're relegated to the
top of the 6R - which is fine for tall people, so long as
they don't stick another unit on top of the Oberheim
in a rack.

Internally, each voice has two DCOs, a VCF, two
VCAs, three five -stage Envelope Generators, one FM
Modulator and one Tracking Generator, two Ramp
Generators and a Portamento controller.

And if that doesn't leave you breathless, there's
Oberheim's software -implemented Matrix Modu-
lation system, which allows up to 20 sources to
modulate up to 32 destinations - a total of 640
possible combinations. For each patch, you can select
from I 8 'hard -wired' modulations and create up to 10
of your own. Modulation sources include the three
envelope generators, two LFOs, vibrato, the two
ramp generators and the tracking generator. Desti-
nations include DCO pitch and waveshape, the
DC01 -DCO2 mix, VCF frequency and resonance,
VCA volume and the ADSR parameters, plus overall
amplitude of the envelope generators.

Along with internal modulations, it's in the Matrix
Modulation section that you define the effects of
keyboard dynamics (including release velocity -

though few keyboards implement this) and con-
trollers on your voices. Oberheim's approach gives
you a degree of performance control over your
sounds perhaps unmatched by any other synth. Such
flexibility means you have to keep your aural wits
about you when programming sounds - which is no
bad thing.

The 6R allows you to store 100 single patches and 50

multipatches onboard. The latter are split and dual
combinations of two patches which can also be
partially overlapped. External storage is to cassette
or over MIDI - though as always, you'll need a
computer and appropriate software or something
like the) L Cooper MIDidisk to accomplish the latter.

Considering its abundant sonic resources, the
Matrix 6 was given a rather uninspiring collection of
factory presets when it first came out. Fortunately,
the 6R's presets sound as though a lot more care has
gone into constructing them. And the multipatch
combinations are similarly more usable.

Oberheim have also put plenty of thought into the
MIDI aspect of the Matrix 6R- not least in giving it the
ability to receive in Mono Mode 4. Apart from the
usefulness of this mode in sequencing, it also has an

essential application in guitar synthesis- and with the
increasing number of MIDI guitar systems now
appearing, that's a powerful reason for its inclusion
on voice expanders like the 6R.

The rack Matrix also has a 'patch mapping' facility,
which allows you to assign patches to incoming patch
numbers, removing the problem of aligning patches
from different MIDI instruments which count their
memories in different ways. You can also select
another patch number to be sent by the 6R on its
MIDI Out to a third instrument -a handy feature.
The 6R's MIDI Out can act as a 'mix' output,
combining data from your master instrument with
MIDI data generated by the 6R. Along with patch
changes, this can include controller information - the
6R has inputs for a footswitch and a footpedal, each of
which can be set to any MIDI controller code.

The end result is a powerful and responsive
instrument which sacrifices little in terms of voice
quality over its more expensive predecessors. Well
worth checking out. Simon Trask

Price £949 including VAT
More from Sound Technology, 6 Letchworth Business
Centre, Avenue One, Letchworth, Herts SG6 2HR. FS
(0462) 675675
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Wersi MK1 Polysynth
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Nowadays, the technology used in synthesisers and
home keyboards is frequently one and the same. So
it's perhaps not surprising that companies such as
Wersi, Hammond and Hohner - well known in the
organ and home keyboard markets- are trying their
hand at producing pro synths, too.

Wersi's offering, the MKI, is aimed uncompro-
misingly at the upper end of the synth market. This
preview is by way of an introduction to the
instrument, with a full review to follow in due course.

The MKI can be up to 20 -note polyphonic, and is
capable of layering up to four sounds, each with their
own volume level. The 6I -note touch -sensitive plastic
keyboard can be split at any point, with dynamic
allocation of notes to each side of the split.

For sound -generation, Wersi have opted for a
combination of additive synthesis and analogue
filtering, with effects such as flanging and chorus
thrown in for good measure. Four sounds can be
spread over the keyboard in preset ranges (the
bottom two octaves and the remaining three octaves
above), the principle being much the same as that
behind multisampling. The lower two sounds can
have up to 32 harmonics each, and the upper two 16
harmonics, with 12 -bit resolution for the amplitude
of each harmonic.

When creating or editing sounds, you can set the
level of each harmonic using a combination of front -

panel sliders and increment/decrement buttons
(values are given in an LED display), and any
adjustments made are immediately available on the
keyboard.

The MKI comes with 20 ROM sounds (referred to
as DMS Instruments), 20 CV Instruments and 16
Total Instruments, more familiarly known as per-
formance memories. ROM cartridges provide a
further 20 DMS sounds, and RAM packs a further 10
CV Instruments and eight Total Instruments.

DMS Instruments can each consist of up to four
layered sounds/voices. CV Instruments (which are
variously called Computer Voices and Combined
Voices in the manual) are the same as DMS
Instruments, except that they're in RAM and there-
fore replaceable. But unlike the latter, each CV patch
can only hold a maximum of two sounds; to layer four
sounds, you have to link two CV patches together.

In addition to calling up CV patches, the Total
Instrument memories store information on split -

point, instrumentation, volume balance of voices,
touch -sensitivity settings, footswitch and wheel

settings and MID channel selections.
Among the sounds that come with the MKI are

strings, piano, bass, organ, vibes, guitar, bells and
brass- a reasonable variety, but maybe Wersi should
provide a bigger collection of sounds for people to
start with. It's much easier to make adjustments to
existing sounds than it is to start from scratch with
the MKI 's adopted system of synthesis, so pro-
grammers are going to need a fair range of voices to
act as a foundation for further work.

Subjectively, the sounds fall somewhere between
digital and analogue in quality, and are effective if not
earth -shattering. The ability to layer several sounds
greatly adds to the MKI 's power, whether you're
layering the same texture or mixing different sounds.
What is slightly alarming, though, is that some of the
sounds on the review model exhibited a surprising
degree of noise.

Wersi have adopted a matrix selection system for
parameter access (as used to good effect by Sequen-
tial and Korg on some of their instruments), but the
MKI has so many parameters that they've been
organised on six 'levels', all of which are superimposed
on the same front -panel matrix display. Straight-
forward it isn't.

But so that you don't get totally lost, Wersi have
provided a six -page spiral -bound 'overlay' pad which
slots over the matrix selectors. It's a clumsy and
irritating device, bound (if you'll excuse the pun) to
come to grief at the first rehearsal/gig/recording
session you bring the MKI along to.

The small 16 -character LED display is generally
uninformative, proffering little feedback to let you
know what's going on inside the machine. Wersi
would have been better advised to provide the sort of
informative display found on the likes of Roland's
JX10 polysynth reviewed last month.

Initial impressions, then, are of an instrument
sophisticated in capability, but not quite so clever in
the way it presents that capability to the user. Put
simply, it comes across as a powerful but confusing
instrument which requires some effort to uncover
the full extent of its potential. We shall see what we
shall see. Simon Trask

Prices MK1 8 -voice £1653, 12 -voice £1850, 20 -voice
£2337; ROM cartridge £49; RAM cartridge £45.50; all
prices include VAT

More from Wersi Organs and Pianos, Royal Oak
Centre, Purley, Surrey CR2 2BG. ft 01-668 9733
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MAIN DEALER -ALL BRANCHESIITRoland
ALPHA JUNO 1

Great New Looks Great New Sounds
Rolands Cheapest Polysynth

ALPHA JUNO 2
Great new touch sensitive polysynth:
64 preset voices, 64 programmable +
64 on optional cartridge, MIDI, the

best ever touch sensitive UNDER E800

JX8P
2 Oscillators, touch sensitive, MIDI,

beautiful sounds at an AMAZING NEW
LOW PRICE

SUPER JX10
The brand new Roland flagship. The ultimate
analogue machine, 76 keys, 12 note poly,

layered and split sounds, built in sequencer,
touch sensitive + MIDI of course EPOA

ff 010 11 II I H111Illll SI \I
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RD1000 DIGITAL PIANO
88 fully weighted wooden keys, 16 note

polyphonic MIDI, SAS sound generation,
incredibly accurate grand piano sound and

feel, including stand EPOA

MKS20 DIGITAL
PIANO MODULE

Exactly the same facilities as RD1000 without
the keyboard SUGGESTED PRICE E1199

MKB200
61 note MIDI keyboard controller

SUGGESTED PRICE E599

MC500
MICRO

COMPOSER
40,000 notes internal

memory + 100,000
notes on 3.5" disc -.-
MIDI SUGGESTED

PRICE E799

PLANET P
MIDI piano module. Was £900

TO CLEAR f299

MI

* MUSIC VILLAGE
BARNET

LONDON

/MUSIC VILLAGE

* CAMBRIDGE

M25

CHADWELL"9"
FOR

HEATH *

MUSIC VILLAGE

SOUTHEND

A122

THAMES

?=ro
CHADWELL HEATH MAIN LINE FROM LIVERPOOL STREET
HIGH BARNET NORTH LINE TUBE

vavavri,
law 0,

TR505
Fantastic new digital drum machine,

16 PCM voices in Latin sounds + MIDI
with a SUGGESTED PRICE OF ONLY E249

TR707 DIGITAL DRUM MACHINE
MIDI, separate outputs, on board mixer,

great sound.
TR727 DIGITAL PERCUSSION

MACHINE Same as 707 but with Latin
sounds. A great combination with:

PAD -8 OCTOPAD
8 touch sensitive pads, to trigger any MICA

drum machine or synth etc.
SUGGESTED PRICE E399

* SPECIAL PACKAGE DEALS AVAILABLE *

BOSS EFFECTS PEDALS
The complete range of these market leaders

always in stock at the very best prices!!

SRV2000 STEREO
DIGITAL REVERB

41111111/111L
This is the really serious reverb, unmatched

quality and facilities. Incredible new
low price EPOA

SDE 1000 DIGITAL DELAY
SDE 2500 DIGITAL DELAY

(Progs + MIDI)

SDE 3000 DIGITAL DELAY
(programmable)

BOSS CE300 Super Chorus

E BOSS
MICRO
RACK
SERIES
Low budget
high quality
processors

RDD 10 Delay E149
RSD 10 Sampler/Delay (2 sec) £199
RCL 10 comp/limiter E115
RGE 10 graphic EQ E115
RBE 10 flanger £115
RPW7 multi power supply E64
BMR5 rack E45

, .

G77/GR77B
BASS GUITAR SYNTH.

NEW LOW PRICE!!

I HEAD OFFICE & MAIN SHOWROOM: 10 HIGH ROAD, CHADWELL HEATH,
(Near ROMFORD, ESSEX) Tel: 01-599 4228 01-598 9506

* NO DEPOSIT INSTANT CREDIT UP TO f1500 * ACCESS * VISA * AMEX * DINERS * M

KORE
DW8000

VOTED KEYBOARD OF THE YEAR 8 note poly, digital
waveform, touch sensitve, built in digital delay,

arpegiator, MIDI, terrific spec. £P0A

DW 6000
6 NOTE POLYSYNTH NEW LOW PRICE!!

DVP-1 DIGITAL
VOICE PROCESSOR

Vocoder/Harmoniser, polyphonic, pitch
shift, 1 octave, MIDI, unique product EPOA

isizasseallmak
SDD 2000

SAMPLING DIGITAL DELAY
64 effects memories, up to 4368 M.seconds

delay and sampling, MIDI, Was £799
SPECIAL OFFER £399

SDD 1000
SAMPLING DIGITAL DELAY

Sampling, sequencer and trigger, overdub
effects, up to 2048 M.seconds delay and
,ampling was £499 SPECIAL OFFER E299

NEW KORG PRODUCTS
COMING SOON DSS-1 Sampling

synth & SG -1 sampling grand
piano RING FOR DETAILS

EX800
Programmable module, exactly the same

facilities as DW8000 without the keyboard

POLY 800 MkII
New programmable polysynth 8 voice, 64 programs,
built-in programmable digital delay, and EQ, built in

1000 note sequencer. MIDI, great price!

POLY 800 MkI,
TO CLEAR INCREDIBLY LOW PRICE

SQD-1 MIDI SEQUENCER
15,000 note internal memory + 30,000 notes

on disc, independent record, edit and
playback on all 16 MIDI channels

KORG EFFECTS PEDALS
COMPLETE RANGE IN STOCK

AT 35% OFF!!

cari=runii=i7

MIRAGE SAMPLING KEYBOARD
Still the most cost effective sampling keyboard

around including advanced sampling guide and discs

SUGGESTED PRICE NOW ONLY £1320

MIRAGE
MULTI SAMPLER EXPANDER

As above but without the keyboard, 8 voice, built in
sequencer, disc drive touch sensitive, MIDI

SUGGESTED PRICE £1080

AKAI

NEW S900 MIDI
Eight voice, 12 bit, velocity sensitive 3.5" disc drive,

6 octave range, multi sampling, maximum 48
seconds sampling time, SUGGESTED PRICE E1599

S612 +
MD280 DISC

DRIVE
6 voice, 12 bit velocity sensitive, MIDI, complete

rack sampling package
AT AN AMAZING NEW LOW PRICE!!

ENSONIQ SAMPLED PIANO
6 octave fully weighted keys, real piano sounds,

touch sensitive, 10 voice, + MIDI, ONLY

SUGGESTED PRICE £1080

NEW ENSONIQ
SYNTH/SEQUENCER

very powerful new synthesiser from Ensoniq, split
keyboard, layerable sounds, touch sensitive

sequencer, MIDI, 24 oscillators,

SUGGESTED PRICE ONLY £1080

CASIO.
NEW RX1 DIGITAL SAMPLING DRUM
MACHINE aoo milliseconds sampling time for
single sample or
split between a
maximum of 4
samples, 12 PCM
sounds, 10
sparate outputs,
Mboard mixing,IDI, incredible
spec for only
£395
NEW SKI
DIGITAL
SAMPLING
KEYBOARD. An
introduction to
sound sampling

funrClievable
price of just Ef19
RZI MIDI 4 track sequencer E249 CZ101 - CZ1000 - CZ3000
- CZ5000 NEW C2230 IN STOCK NOW!

examtx
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THE INCREDIBLE PRO FM PRODUCTS
AT AMAZING NEW LOW PRICES

*YAMAHA 1985 TOP DEALER AWARD

KX88 MOTHER KEYBOARD
The ultimate MIDI keyboard controller, 88

fully weighted keys, all facilities + great
feel! Now only £1099

DX5
76 keys, more powerful than 2 DX7's

Now only £1999

DX7
The Industry Standard, always in stock

at the best price

DX21
8 note poly, split keyboard or layered

sounds, MIDI

DX27
192 voices, FM, MIDI, polysynth,

61 full size keys

TX816 8 DX7 modules in 19" rack.
The ultimate FM weapon

NOW ONLY £3099.
TX216 2 DX7 modules in 19" rack
NOW ONLY £1299. TF1 Add on

modules for TX216
NOW ONLY £299 EACH

111141 Bill no mum
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KX5 Ludicrously cheap touch

sensitive MIDI keybord controller
ONLY £130

SPECIAL PACKAGE DEAL consisting
of DX100 AND KX5 + touch

sensitive voice tape, gives you the
cheapest touch sensitive synthesis

available ONLY £429

TX7 FM tone
generator
new low

price for this
DX7 in a box!

PLEASE RING OUR CHADWELL HEATH BRANCH FOR DETAILS OF
INCREDIBLE PACKAGE DEALS!!

)1
11

I 230 HIGH STREET, BARNET, HERTS.1 8-9 BURLEIGH STREET, NEAR GRAFTON CENTRE, CAMBRIDGE

Tel: 01-440 3449 01-440 3440 I I Tel: 0223 316091/65093 (FORMERLY CAMBRIDGE ROCK)

SPX90 DIGITAL MULTI EFFECT PROCESSOR
Incredible product which gives you
up to 100 seconds of digital reverb

+ delay, modulation, auto pan,
reverb & gate, pitch change,

sampling, compression, MIDI, etc.
etc. ONLY £599

QX1 MEGA
SEQUENCER

80,000 notes 8 polyphonic,
tracks built in disc drive, full

editing facilities
NOW ONLY £1299

QX21
New powerful

digital sequencer
ONLY E259

RX11 29 PCM voices, MIDI,
separate outputs, RAM port, the
BIZ! UNBELIEVABLE NEW LOW
PRICE!! RX15 15 PCM voices at

NEW LOW PRICE!

RX21 -MIDI Digital Drum Machine
also RX21L Latin Percussion with 16

PCM Percussion notes
BOTH AT NEW LOW PRICES!

REV 7 The programmable MIDI,
digital reverb,

AMAZING NEW LOW PRICE!

HOT NEWS! Just
Arrived - the NEW

Yamaha CX5M II 1286
music computer

fantastic spec., including
SEGOS module -

fantastic spec, including
SEGOS module, MIDI in,

MIDI out, ONLY 0449

MT1X 4 TRACK CASSETTE
MV special package deal includes FREE

power supply + FREE microphone + FREE
headphones ONLY £449

PF70 AND PESO FM ELECTRONIC PIANOS
76 or 88 notes, weighted action, 10 voices,
editing, MIDI, stereo tremelo and chorus,

PF70 £899 PESO £999
* INTEREST FREE CREDIT AVAILABLE *
* CP7OB Electric Grand. To Clear £199 *

FULL RANGE OF DX RELATED
ACCESSORIES ALWAYS IN STOCK,

PEDALS, RAMS, ROMS ETC

WE GUARANTEE THE LOWEST PRICES!!

DER ANYWHERE * SECURICOR DELIVERY * WORKSHOP WITH 2 ENGINEERS ON SITE * HIRE *

TASCAM
SPECIAL.

PACKAGE DEALS
Porta One plus free

headphones plus free carry
case plus free headphones

only £399
Porta One plus free power

supply plus Teac V340
mixdown cassette plus free

headphones £459
38 8 -track - special offer -

Tascam 38 plus M216 mixer,
list price £3500. VERY

LIMITED SPECIAL OFFER £2699

244 Portastudio Best UK Price
246 Portastudio Best UK Price
234 Rack 4 Track Best UK Price
225 Syncaset £225

381/2" 8 track Best UK Price
388 1/4" 8 track
Portastudio Best UK Price
341/4" 4 track Best UK Price
321/4" 2 track Best UK Price
M216 16-4-2 mixer Best UK Price
M208 8-4-2 Mixer Best UK Price

sound
technology

NEW ALESIS
MIDIVERB MIDI
controlled stereo
digital reverb, 63
presets, up to 20
seconds reverb
time, + gated and

reverse gate sounds ALL FOR JUST £395
NEW ALESIS MIDIFEX Amazing new multi
effect unit from the MIDIVERB people. Due
in at any moment - Place your order now to
avoid disappointment. INCREDIBLE VALUE
AT ONLY £395

,SIMMON5

NEW
SIMMONS SDS

1000 KIT
3 sampled snare

sounds (excl.
hardware)

SUGGESTED RETAIL
PRICE £699

SD59 complete with leads & sands £1199
SDS1 inc. mounting kit, torn, snare & cassette /169
5135200 complete with leads & stands £314
5135400 complete with leads & stands £481
SI35800 complete with leads & stands £551
MTM MIDI interface, incredibly sophisticated E599
TMI MIDI interface E250
5135 200 watt electronic drum combo £550
51358 used, mint condition £399

Fastex
MODEL 80 +
450 MIXER

The only 8 track package
for under £2000

FOSTEX 260
4 TRACK
MULTI -

TRACKER
2 aux sends, parametric
EQ, switchable Dolby C

E699

X15 4 TRACK CASSETTE
+ free power supply
+ headphones E259

OTHER SIGNAL
PROCESSORS

Vesta Fire Dig 420 sampling delay £299
Vesta Fire Dig 411 dig delay £195
Vesta Fire RV3 stereo reverb £199
Vesta Fire RV2 stereo reverb £249
Accessit stereo reverb E139

Accessit compressor Special Offer £36
Accessit Noise Gate Special Offer E36
Accessit Exciter Special Offer £36
CBS Reverb Special Offer £112

MIXERS
RAM RM10 10-8-2 - RAM RM16 16-8-2
MTR 6-2 - MTR 12-2 - MTR 6-4-2
MTR 12-8-2 - DYNAMIX 6-2 - DYNAMIX 12-2

LOWEST UK PRICES

MICS & HEADPHONES
AKG - SHURE - BEYER
SENNHEISER -AUDIO

TECHNICA - ALL AT
THE BEST PRICES

AMPLIFICATION
BOSE- JBL - TANNOY

MARSHALL - CARLSBRO
SESSION - ROLAND
FENDER - YAMAHA
LANEY - ETC, ETC.



FORCE TEN
The Sinclair Spectrum may no longer be the budget

home computer to beat, but a Swedish company called
I 0 Systems have squeezed the last drop of computing
power from Sir Clive's miniature micro, and come up

with a package of real musical value. Simon Trask

In the early days of MIDI software
(which means less than two years ago), the
humble Sinclair Spectrum was the most
popular budget computer for both
sequencing and other MIDI applications.
Since that time, its position has been usurped
by the Commodore 64, leaving Spectrum
owners with little to choose from while MIDI
software has become increasingly
sophisticated.

In a way that's surprising, because
although the Spectrum isn't exactly the
world's most powerful computer and its
storage facilities aren't of the quickest,
there's no denying the sheer number of
Spectrums (Spectra?) in the world
guarantees a healthy market for any
enterprising software developer. And as XRI
Systems have shown with their Micon
sequencer (reviewed E&MM June '85), the
Spectrum and good MIDI software can go
hand in hand.

The appearance of a new I 0 -track
sequencing package for the Spectrum from
Sweden's 10 Systems confirms both the
computer's international appeal, and its
ability to support well -conceived MIDI
software.

The sequencer is conceived around a
single -screen display, with ten columns
(alternating yellow and grey for visibility)
corresponding to the ten sequencer tracks.

Recording is accomplished in units which
10 Systems call 'segments'. There are 128 of
these available, each of which can be up to
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255 bars long. Before you can play back a

segment, you have to insert it into one of the
10 tracks. Each track can be up to 1000 bars

long; bar numbers are given in a column to
the left of the tracks, and these in
conjunction with a dotted 'cursor line' across
the tracks indicate your exact position (to a
resolution of a 16th -note). Unfortunately,
the display doesn't scroll during recording or
playback.

In practice, it's best to insert some empty
segments into your track(s) before
recording, as this enables you to move
between record and playback modes with
the minimum of fuss. The sequencer's track
format allows you to see which segments are

Design "The sequencer is
conceived around a

single -screen display, with ten
columns corresponding to the

ten sequencer tracks."

on each of its 10 tracks at any given moment,
which is undeniably useful.

Recording and playback always begin from
the current position of the track cursor. This
means that when recording, you hear
whichever other segments are coincident in
the track table; you can control which
tracks/segments are heard by turning
individual tracks on or off. The segment
you're recording is selected independently of
the track table, however, so as mentioned,
above the segment (more correctly, a

same H I i J

s.

It,iseg2.1
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pointer to the segment) has to be inserted
into one of the tracks before you can hear it
played back.

The time signature of each segment can be
set to any value between 1/ 16 and 64/2. Now,
not only does this allow you to work in all
sorts of weird and wonderful times, but 255
bars of 64/2 gives you a commendably
lengthy recording period, too. And because
in the track table you can combine different
segments which can also start at different
points in time, it's possible to build up some
complex compositions if that's your thing.

Your performance is recorded exactly as
you play it, but can be quantised afterwards
(to 4, 6, 8,12, 16, 24, 32, 48 or 96th -note

resolution). Quantisation is irreversible, so
it's advisable to copy your performance into
another segment first, before you subject it
to modification by computer.

Control changes, program changes,
aftertouch and pitch -bend can each be
filtered out at the recording stage, and once
you've recorded a segment, the sequencer
allows you to erase all key, controller, pitch-

bend, program change and aftertouch data.
It's even possible to remove individual

controllers (any controller number from
1-127) and to replace one MIDI control code
with another.

As with any sequencer, you can add
performance data in later by recording it

IC iCi1 H1 1 1
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Ilatifttn THE UK'S FASTEST

MAIL ORDER SERVICE
DIVISIONA OF MIKt Dr:vEKI 1lX MUSIC LTI).

NOW IN STOCK

ALPHAJUNO 1 .................................................
£499

ALPHA JUNO 2 .................................................
£799

ROLAND ASI39 String
Bynth ..................................

£199

KORG EX800
Expander Low Price .................... £199

KORG DW6000 (6
Voice) Synth ........................

C599

KORG DW8000 (8
VoiCe) Synth ..............

£9252
5

KORG POLY 800
MK 2 ..................... .....................

t5
.

YAMAHA VSS100
Sampler .....................

£172

YAMAHA DX7 FM Synth ........................................
. £1199

£499

YAMAHA DX27
(New) ........ . . - ...............................

YAMAHA DX100
(129 VoiCe FM)

......................... ... £349

YAMAHA DX21 Synth .....................................
£599

CASIO MT800 ..............................
f199

CASIO MT400V .............................
£199

CASIO CT 320 SR ........................
£199

CASIO

MT
...................................

£210

CASIO MT52 ........................................................

C99

CASIO C15000 ...........
. .........................

t749

CASIO C11000
...Lowest .... 'Price ......................

099

CASIO CZ101..
Lowest UK Price ..........................

£295

CASIO SZ-1 Sequencer
.. .. .....................

£199

CASIO MT800..
Lowest UK Price ........................

£199

CASIORA 500 ....................................................

£249

CASIO RA3 Ram ..............................................
£29 95

CASIO RA5 Ram
..... f49 00

CASIO SZ 1
enaw

Special price £199
Digital multi track sequencer

provides a 4 track

sequencer for any midi keyboard.
Real time or

manual note by note record.

KEYBOARDS,
AMPS &
COMBOS
We stock complete
Carlsbro & Marshal

range at best
U.K. prices.
CARLSBRO Stingray

Chorus Keyboard
Amp

£199 00

CARLSBRO 150
Keyboard

Amp"£280 00

CARLSBRO 90
Keyboard Combo

£299 00

CARLSBRO Hornet
45 Keyboard

Combo
f198 00

CARLSBRO 150
Keyboard Combo

£479 00

VOX Venue
100W Keyboard

Combo
£270 00

MARSHALL 5302
20W 1 x 10 Combo

f99 00

MARSHALL 5301
12W 1 X 10 Combo

£87 00

TASCAM Porte
1 4 TR................................................................

TASCAM 244 4 TR ..... . . .

TASCAM W440
Twin Cassette.......................

TASCAM V340
Cassette .......

YAMAHA
MTIX 4 TR tZ495,

Y
SAME DA

DESPATCH
11,11, 11(1,11111,111n

BOSS PEDALS/EFFECTS
NEW PEDALS!
DC2 Dimension C £129

HF2 High Band Flanger £89

BOSS BF2 Flanger f89
BOSS 001 Overdrive £49

BOSS HM2 Heavy Metal f55
BOSS CE2 Chorus C79

BOSS CE3 Stereo Chorus £85

BOSS DS1 Distortion £55

BOSS S01 Super Overdrive £59

BOSS GE7 Graphic £79

BOSS DF2 Distortion/Feedback £59

BOSS DD2 Digital Delay £139

BOSS DM3 Delay f99
BOSS SP1 Spectrum £39

BOSS NF1 Noise Gate £49

BOSS CS2 Comp/Sustain £65

BOSS 0C2 Octaver £59

BOSS VB2 Vibrato £69

BOSS PH1R Phaser £85

BOSS PH2R Phaser £89

BOSS PC2 Percussion Synth C59

BOSS HC2 Hanclapper f59
BOSS DP2 Damper f15
BOSS PSA240 Mains Adaptor £19

BOSS ACA220 Mains Adaptor £19

BOSS PSM5 Pwr supply for max. 10 pedals £65

BOSS FS1 Footswitch VI 6

BOSS FS2 Footswitch C20

BOSS DSD 2 Digi Delay Sampler £160
BOSS MS100 100 wt Monitor speaker £99
BOSS MSA 100 Stand adaptor for above £28

BOSS Carry Case Inc PSM 5 £129

MICRO RACK SERIES
New Items:
RPO 10 Parametric Eq C129

RSD 10 £199

BOSS BMR5 Micro Rack
BOSS ADD10 Digi Delay
BOSS RCL10 Comp Limiter
BOSS RGE10 Graphic Eq
BOSS RPH10 Phaser
BOSS RBF10 Flanger

OTHER PEDALS
iBANEZ Digital Flanger
IBANEZ Digital Chours
IBANEZ Digital Delay
CARLSBRO Profex ADR1...Shop soiled
ROSS Power Supply 6-9-12 volt
MELOS DE1 Digital Echo
EC500 Super Echo Unit
KORG Signal Delay
SCHALLER Volume Pedal
M/R Cry Baby Pedal WAH Vol
TORQUE Spring Reverb Unit
ROCKBOX Chours Delay Distortion

£45
£149
£115
£115
£115
C115

£120
£120
£129
£249

£10.50
£79
£86
£99
£20

C49.95
£58

£135

TUNERS
BOSS TU60 £35

' BOSS TU12 £49.99

BOSS TU12H Chromatic tuner £45

BOSS TU120 £65

KORG GT6Ox £30

KORG Chord Comp. Keyboards and Guitars £34

KORG DT -1 7 Oct Tuner £60

ARION £29.95

SPECIAL OFFER
KORG DDM220 Percussion M C C179

ROLAND DB-66 DR.BEAT
DIGITAL METRONOME

LIMITED QUANTITY

LOW
LOW

PRICE!

DRUM
MACHINES
AT SPECIAL
PRICES

ROLAND TR707 percussion .....
ROLAND TR727 percussion ....... C450.00C450.00

ROLAND TR505 New!,....
ROLAND Octapad 8 pad w/midi control C225.00
BOSS DR110

C£399.0011SIMMONS SDS1 used (inc.eprom)
9.00. ... C149.00UP Drum Pads (parr Inc stands) ........

YAMAHA RX21 New Drum Machine .. C249£95.0.000

JUST ARRIVED

CASIO RZ 1 DIGITAL SAMPLING
RHYTHM COMPOSER

GOODMANS GCD500 Compact Disk
£199ONKYO 8037 Stereo AMP (50 .........................ONKYO 8057 Stereo Amp

(80 WattWatt)
£138
f199

HEADPHONES & MICSTECHNICAL PROJECTS DM120Headphones and Quality Boom Mic

£37 kr)
We can thoroughly recommend kthis headphone and rnIc combination

Guitar Practice Headphones
£19.95BEYER 302 Headphones

.......... C30.00
BEYER DT109 w/boom mic.

£27.00BEYER 01320 Headphones .........BEYER 01330 Deluxe Headphones
£37.00.....BEYER M300 NCS mic.
£8£77.009BEYER M400 NCS mrc. .00.....

AUDIO TECH PRO 2 mic. .... C122.00
£21.48.....AUDIO TECH ATM 41 mic.

ALTAI DM 1000D Dual 1mm mic
C2£85.005.00

SPECIAL
PRICES

ON BOSE
el

,--411 MONITORS/ P.A.BOSE 301 Music Monitor (Parr)
ROSE 205 Music Monitor (Pair)
BOSE 201 Music Monitor (Pair)
BOSE 802 Series II Speakers (Pair)
BOSE 302 Bass Bins (Pair)

£269.00
C198.00
C169.00
£799.00

£1,195.00

AM)

HOTLINE (0705) 660036
GOODS SHIPPED WOKLDWIDIL FAST- TELEX 869107 TU. LCOM G

TILLEC01919S, 189 LONDON ROAD, PORTSMOUTH, HANTS PO2 9AE

USE YOUR CREDIT CARD (AMERICAN EXPRESS, ACCESS OR VISA) TOR IMMEDIATE. DTSPATC
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OP- into a separate segment and sending the two
segments on the same MIDI channel- useful
but not very economic, though I0 Systems'
sequencer allows you to bounce down
segments, which gets around this problem.
Being able to bounce down segments is also
useful if you're recording several percussion
parts on a MIDI drum machine, or more than
one keyboard part to be played on the same
instrument; when you've finally got the parts
as you want them, you can bounce them
down if you need to free tracks for other
parts.

Further segment editing functions allow
you to transpose a segment up or down in
semitone steps, increase or decrease the
velocity information (which can be useful for

balancing parts, or allowing for the varying
velocity response of different instruments)
and delete all data from a segment. You can
also copy one segment to any other
segment(s).

10 Systems have given their sequencer a
useful range of track -based features as well.
Segments can be inserted and deleted from a
track at any point (to a 16th -note resolution),
and where you want periods of silence on a
track you can insert these without having to
define them as blank segments. Tempo
changes can be inserted at the beginning of
any bar, and apply to all I 0 tracks. For each
track you can insert program changes (0- 127)
and key changes (±99 semitones) at the
boundaries of a segment or in an empty

position. These are displayed in a separate
column, and can easily be inserted and
deleted at any time.

The word processor approach to
composition also allows you to search and
replace any segment within a track with any
other segment, and to copy any section of a
track to anywhere in the same or another
track.

The sequencer can converse with the
outside world via two MIDI Outs, Roland's
DIN sync, Clock In/Out (selectable to 24, 48
or 96ppqn in and out- making the sequencer
compatible with non -MIDI drum machines
from Roland, Korg and Oberheim) and Tape
Sync In/Out. Shunning the Spectrum's
pathetic internal beep, I0 Systems have
included a metronome click on the Tape
Sync Out socket.

MIDI song pointers are also supported,
which, as you may know by now, allow you to
slave the sequencer to a tape machine via a
SMPTE/MI DI converter -a superior
arrangement to standard tape sync, if you
can afford it.

On the storage front, tracks and segments
can be saved to either Sinclair Microdrive or
cassette as a single file, and given a I0 -
character filename. You can also catalogue
and erase files.

The accompanying manual is
commendably thorough in some ways (you'll
certainly be aware of how much the
sequencer can do), but not so good on the
mechanics of actually getting your music
recorded and assembled onto the tracks. A
step-by-step example or two would do no
harm here.

The I 0 Systems sequencer is a flexible,
sensibly -designed package which should win
a lot of friends- particularly when you
consider how cheap a Spectrum is, and, for
the quality of what you're getting, how
cheap the hardware and software are, too. II

Prices Software £75; MIDI interface £125;
Sync interface £l0; Introductory offer:
complete system £199.95; all prices including
VAT. Advanced Step Time Editor/Composer
package available shortly, free to sequencer
buyers.
More from Icon Designs, 423 Newmarket
Road, Cambridge. 'Et (0223) 61293

29 Guildford Street, Luton, Beds.. LU12N0
34

Tel: Luton (0582)452495
E&MM JULY 1986



Fostex B16
Fostex 80
Fostex 260
Tascam 38
Tascam 388
Seck 16.8.2
Ram 16.8.2
Alessis Midi verb
Yamaha SPX90
Yamaha MT1 X
Accesit exciter
Dynamix 16.4.2
Dynacord DRP16
Plus many more

Akai S900
Akai 5612
Sequential Prophet VS
Sequential Prophet 2000
Yamaha PF70
Yamaha DX27
Yamaha QX21
Ensoniq Sampled Piano
Mirage Expander
Mirage
Korg EX8000
Korg DW8000
Korg Poly 80011
Plus many more

Bose 80211
Bose 302
JBL
Carlsbro Taurus
Dynamix 16-2
Seck 6-2
Seck 12-2
Carlsbro Marlin 300
Dynacord Eminent
Dynamix Powered Mixer
Mega Mini bass cabs
Carlsbro Monitor systems
Plus many more

Fender strats
Westone guitars
Westone basses
Ibanez guitars
Ibanez basses
Session 4x10
Session 1 x12
Fender London Reverb
Sidekick Reverb 20
Carlsbro 150 Bass Combo
Dynacord Digital
Lead Combo
Dynacord Bass Combo
Carlsbro Valve Combo
Plus many more
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A RANGE OF PRODUCTS TO
BRING MUSIC TO YOUR EARS
WITHOUT BRINGING TEARS

TO YOUR EYES
COMMODORE
MUSIC MAKER II 64 -
10 preset sounds/easy
play sequencer/rhythm
backing/program your
own sounds and effects.
Comes complete with
SFX songbook, music
tutor, overlay keyboard
and stickers. Normally
£19.99 - SYNDROMIC
OFFER £9.99
II ma

COMMODORE
SOUND EXPANDER
-Add Hi- Tech Digital
FM synthesis to your 64/
128! Up to 8 channels of
astounding FM sounds
plus PCM rhythms. Auto
accompaniment, Intro/
Outro, single finger
chords, split keyboard.
12 FM sounds, 12

rhythms plus many
demo and riff tunes on
software. Normally
£99.99 - SYNDROMIC
PRICE £84.99.
II I®

STEINBERG PRO -
INTERFACE -MIDI IN/
THRU/2xOUT/Clock
start/stop/click/Tape In/
Out £150.00

JMS MINI MIDI Card
INTERFACE - MIDI
IN/2xOUT. Compatible
with Steinberg/JMS/
Joreth/AMS/Digidrum
software. Normal price
E39.99 - SYNDROMIC
OFFER £29.99.

COMMODORE
MUSIC EXPANSION
SYSTEM - Contains
Sound Expander/61
Note keyboard/plus
Sound Studio program
allowing step -time and
real +time sequencing/
MIDI compatible plus
screen synthesizer
control panel for your
own sound creation. 60
preset sounds plus
introduction to sound
synthesis by Dave
Crombie. Normal Price
Cassette £149.99/Disk
£159.99 -
SYNDROMIC PRICE
Mg £139.99
ra £149.99

COMMODORE 61
NOTE KEYBOARD -
Plugs into Sound
Expander Module, this
attractive 5 octave
keyboard with full size
keys will extend your
musicality. Normal price
£79.99 - SYNDROMIC
PRICE only £69.99.

COMMODORE
SOUND SAMPLER -
1.4 seconds sampling
time/sampling rate
20kHz/looping/visual
editing/forward/reverse
play/pitch shifting/echo
feature with variable
delay (20msecs to 2
sets)/MIDI compatible.
A great introduction to
digital sampling.
Normally £69.99 -
SYNDROMIC PRICE
£59.991

ri

STEINBERG CARD
INTERFACE - MIDI
IN/2xOUT only
£45.00.

JMS RMS-2H MIDI
INTERFACE - MIDI
IN/THRU/3xOUT/
Control In. Compatible
with Commodore/ANIS/
Joreth/Steinberg/JMS/
Digidrum Software.
Normally £99.99 -
SYNDROMIC PRICE
Just £49.99.

IRON DIGIDRUM 3 -
There might be cheaper
imitations but the
Digidrum is the BEST!
Real 'live' drum samples,
easy visual
programming and
editing/51 patterns and
10 songs in memory,

New inter -active Editor
allows you to mix
samples together,
perform a volume mix -
down of the 8 samples
in memory, change the
envelope of any sample.
Create your own
custom kits (disk
version). Over 30
samples included on
initial software with a
further 100 samples
available from the
Digidrum library. This
exceptional drum
package normally costs
£79.99 - A
SYNDROMIC MUSIC
Summer special offer
of £49.99 will get
you drumming!
II ma

Please Note: The above prices include VAT/Postage & Packing for the UK only!

Name

JMS 12 TRACK
RECORDING
STUDIO - 12
polyphonic tracks, real-
time entry, 7600 MIDI
events, each track may
be transposed, have
separate MIDI channel
assigned, looped,
volume relative for each
track, listed and printed,
quantised from 1/4 to
1/32, editing on every
track, Punch In, Mix
down, tempo range 40-
200. Easy to use -
professional results.
Normally £99.99 -
SYNDROMIC
SPECIAL £49.99.
n

STEINBERG PRO -16
- The very best in MIDI
software from Steinberg
Research. Easy to use 16
Track polyphonic
sequencer. Complete
clock, sync functions,
Hyper -Quantize, input
filter for pitch bend and
after touch, MIDI Thru
while recording,
separate delay for all 16
tracks and clock -
outputs, MIDI
songpointer, alternate
output configurations.
This system can be
expanded to have a
scorewriter and visual
editor and the new Edit
Kit allowing note and
drum pattern editing for
the Pro -16. This
software runs through
SIEUJMS/Steinberg
Interfaces.
SYNDROMIC PRICE
Pro -16 £100.00/Edit
Kit £30.00.

Address

Postcode

TOTAL AMOUNT OF ORDER inc postage if applicable £ I enclose postal/money/
bankers order/cheque made payable to SYNDROMIC MUSIC to the value of E.

InIf ordering via ACCESS -

Call 01-883 1335 for immediate clearance.

STEINBERG
SYNCHRONISER -
only £40.00.

[11

AKAI ME3OP - MIDI
Programmable Patch
Bay - Having to change
MIDI leads - getting
confused? The ME3OP is
the answer to all your
MIDI routing problems.
Patching of signals from
up to 4 MIDI units to a
maximum of 8 MIDI
sources. All patch data is
stored in banks and you
may recall up to 15
different MIDI patches.
Banks may be switched
by MIDI program
change data or
footswitch and the
ME3OP is equipped with
a function for checking
the input and output
connections. RRP
E119.00 -
SYNDROMIC PRICE
£99.00.

AKAI ME1OD - MIDI
Digital Delay - Add
digital delays/ADT/
Octave Shift to your
MIDI keyboards with
the ME1OD. Delay time
is adjustable between 0
and 1000msecs with a
fully adjustable dynamic
range. Raise or lower
the MIDI signal by one
octave - fatten up the
sounds of your synths.
MIDI IN/OUT/THRU are
provided as well as
Delay, Thru and
Program functions. RRP
£119.00 -
SYNDROMIC PRICE
£99.00.

TRACK STAR - A
brilliant new program
from Steinberg Research.
Ni easy way to produce
professional results from
this incredible MIDI
software. 8 track
polyphonic real-time
sequencer with Punch
In/Out, auto -locate,
auto record, Tape
counter, Tape loop,
Ouantise, Double Speed
plus 4 digital drum
sounds, 4 demo songs, 6
demo rhythms and a
MIDI interface -
SYNDROMIC PRICE
only £70.00n 
JMS SCOREWRITER
- Turn your Commodore
instantly into a complete
MIDI recording studio/
Sequence Chain/
Scorewriter with this
complete EPROM kit
containing the 12 Track
Recording Studio with
the ability to link a series
of sequences from the
12 Track together.
Different tempos and
time signatures can be
linked, sound programs
may be programmed
allowing complex and
varied compositions to
be created. Added to all
this is one of the finest
scorewriters allowing
complete printing in
musical configurations
to be printed out. Easy
to follow with
exceptional results! The
normal price of this
package is £339.99 - a
once in a lifetime offer
from SYNDROMIC
MUSIC at Just
£139.99.

E

'Creative music for creative people'
Overseas Postage Surcharge:
Europe - Hardware £4.00/Software £2.00
Elsewhere - Hardware £7.50/Software £4.00
Please tick the product box that you are ordering and circle the
appropriate disk or cassette logo so that we may process your order
efficiently. Photocopy or tear out the entire page and return it with
your payment to SYNDROMIC MUSIC, 35A Grove Avenue, London
N10 2AS.



OUT OF THE
SHADOWS

A great deal of research has recently gone into making
the guitar synthesiser perfect, and the Shadow GTM6

Guitar -to -MIDI system is one of the first designs to
make use of that research. Does it cure all the

problems? Geoff Twigg

ver the last few years a number of
successful guitar synth designs have
appeared. Successful, that is, in the sense
that some people have managed to use them
to make music. Sales have never been great,
so refinement has been slow. But there's
been a steady improvement in the
performance and capabilities of each new
model. Latest in the line is a unit from
Shadow Electronics, the West German
pickup manufacturer; all in, it'll set you back

about E I 000.

For the sake of comparison, the Shadow
system is a little cheaper than the Roland
(even at its lowest price) and about the same
price as the Ibanez. Both of these Japanese
systems include a guitar; the Roland also has
a built-in synth (basically a JX3P) but is less

instant in its response than the newer Ibanez
and Shadow. The Shadow is built into the
guitar of your choice, and it has a built-in
sequencer, but more of that later.

Now, a lot of 'traditional' music people,
retailers and musicians alike, are reluctant
even to try (let alone buy) a hi -tech
instrument like this. It's partly fear of the
unknown, partly fear of looking stupid, and
partly lack of imagination.

To get over that level of market

resistance, a guitar synth has to be a)
instantly playable by any punter in any music
shop, b) not too temperamental, c) fairly
responsive to normal guitar technique, and
d) based on a nice instrument to start with.

The Shadow MIDI system consists of a
pickup and a 19" 2U rack -mounted unit, with
a small three -pedal board. A variety of
pickups can be fitted to any guitar of your
choice, but for review purposes, I was
provided with the system on a Squier Strat,
which was a pleasant instrument to play. A
Shadow locking tremolo system was fitted to
the guitar, and the pickup sat beneath this;
consequently there were two distinct audio
output signals available, as well as the output
to synth. This facility in itself makes the
Shadow system attractive, with a range of
extra tones available from the 'acoustic'
pickup off the bridge, as well as the full range
of Strat tones from the five -way selector on
three single -coil pickups.

The guitar is connected to the unit by a
stereo jack cord, which goes into the top left-
hand corner of the front of the unit. Just
below this is a five -pin DIN socket for the
footpedal unit. Next along we come to the
main control panel, which is also detachable
for use as a remote control. This has a total of 
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10- 13 pushbuttons and an LED display, which

will be detailed later. Next along are six
string sensitivity adjusters and an overall
sensitivity pot, and an on/off switch.

The back panel has two output jack
sockets, one for acoustic guitar transducer
signals and one for electric guitar pickup
signals. Beneath these are two MIDI Outs.

On powering up, the module is
immediately ready for action. However, if
yuu haven't used it before, the best way of
beginning is to do a 'Cold Start'; this clears
the memory and sets all the parameters at
default levels. From here on, all manner of
subtle adjustments can be made to suit your
personal use of the system. I don't propose to
discuss them in too much detail (I could write
a book...), but a brief overview of what the
unit does, and how it does it, may be useful.

irst of all, it's necessary with any
MIDI controller to establish contact with the
synth you're controlling. The best way of
doing this, according to Shadow, is to ask the
built-in sequencer to punch out some music
so that you can make sure the synth and amp
are on, and then adjust the volume. The
piece they've chosen is 'The Dwarf's Dance'
by Grieg. I suppose any robotic music would
have the same effect after the fifth or sixth
hearing, but not only did I consciously avoid
pressing 'Sequencer Play' at this stage, I also
began having nightmares about the piece
starting up at just the wrong moment. You
know the problem: you go back to the unit to
check your tuning, press the wrong button
and suddenly the PA erupts with a jaws
rhythm and a tune like an elephant's mating
dance.

To ensure that the unit interprets the
guitar signals correctly, the first procedure
you must go through is Tuning. This is an
easily accomplished and remarkably user-
friendly process. The left-hand column of
buttons has two LEDs above it, one marked
Play, the other Program. The top button
selects between these two options.

Tuning is performed in the Program
mode, by pressing the bottom button
marked (logically enough) Tune. The display
then shows two horizontal lines until you
pluck a string, at which time one or other of
the LEDs below the display indicates
whether that string is flat or sharp, and the
display indicates by how much.

Turning to performance, it's fair to say
that all pitch -analysis systems produced so
far introduce some kind of delay. The delay
on the Shadow system is quoted as being 6
milliseconds or two cycles, whichever is
longer. That's pretty short, and frankly you
don't notice it too much above the pitch of
the open D string. Below that, the delay is
obtrusive, and (as on the other systems) you
have to cover up the delay with guitar sound.
However, with the possible exception of the
Ibanez, the Shadow's is the best all-round
triggering I've heard to date on this sort of
system.

As already mentioned, a lot of guitar synth
sales are lost by the fact that you can't just
38

pick them up and play them. Systems that
use a hex pickup need to be adjusted for
sensitivity to suit each individual player. On
some designs, this involves electronic
programming or fine adjustment of small
hidden screws- not the sort of task many
musicians are capable of performing at short
notice.

By contrast, the Shadow system is pretty
much instantly playable. It's as well to be
aware that your fingerpicking might be a
little too light for the pickups, but to solve
that, you need only to tweak one of the
Sensitivity pots on the front panel. If the
synth you're playing is velocity- or touch -

sensitive, you can adjust the Dynamics
control to use those parameters effectively.

On the MIDI side, the Shadow transmits
only the following information: Key On, Key
Off, Key Velocity, Pitch Bend, and Program
Change. What this means in plain English is
that you can control up to eight synths
independent of each other; one for each
string, one for the Sequencer and one using
the Hold function. This is done by assigning
each synth to a separate MIDI channel. You
can also, of course, use the Shadow unit to
change patches on your synths remotely.

Now, as MIDI is generally keyboard -

oriented, each semitone on the keyboard is
assigned a MIDI number. In order to get the
subtle pitches in between these semitones,
which guitarists take for granted when they
bend a string, MIDI contains a parameter
called Pitch Bend. However, on most
keyboards, and therefore on most MIDI
systems, there's only one pitch -bend. This



can cause problems if you bend more than
one note at once on the guitar which is
common practice, really), and with some
guitar -synth configurations in the past,
whole chords have been transposed when
the player only bent one string.

The GTM6 responds to string -bending in
one of three ways, each of which you may

find useful.
In Trigger mode, every time you reach a

semitone above or below the previous
recognised pitch, a new note is started. That
is, it starts the envelope again, as if you'd
played a new note. As the handbook says, the
result sounds as if a pianist were trying to
imitate a guitarist.

In Quantize mode, the unit again responds
only when a new semitone pitch is reached,
but this time without starting a new
envelope. The note is still dying away, but
the pitch changes in semitone steps.

In Bend mode, the synth follows your bend
exactly. Problems arise, as I've suggested,
when you pluck two strings and bend one or
both. If you're using one synth for each string
it's fine, because each synth can respond to
an individual pitch -bend command. But if
you're only using one or two synths, the
Shadow reverts to Trigger mode until you
play monophonically again. The range for
pitch -bending is four or eight semitones up

and down.
More drastic changes of pitch are

accommodated on the Shadow by
transposition. It's possible to transpose any
of the strings up or down by a maximum of
three octaves, which opens up mind -boggling
possibilities. The idea of using a variety of
tunings is certainly appealing, and the
opportunity of playing some of Stefan

Grossman's rags on detuned steel -strung
acoustic, with a honky-tonk piano sound on
the synth, is very welcome. Well, it is to me

anyway.
Three pedals are supplied with the system,

and these are connected to the front panel
with a standard MIDI lead, as it happens. The
first (starting from the left) is called Rec-
Play/On-Off, which as its designation
suggests turns the synth sound on and off.
This plays a key role in operating the
sequencer, too.

The middle footpedal is Hold. You can use
it in one of two ways; either a) to hold a chord
on the synth sound while you solo over it with
the guitar sound, orb) to switch between
two synthesiser sounds.

The third pedal controls the Chain
function. This allows you to step through a
pre-programmed sequence of patches, to
change the Bend, Quantize or Trigger
options in each case, and even to store
individual chains of presets for the Sequencer
or Hold facilities as well.

The Sequencer is simultaneously an
exciting and frustrating addition to the
Shadow system's armoury. Frustrating
because it's one of those that literally accepts
the information it's given. That might sound
stupid, but what it means is this. Having
selectt'd the Sequencer option on the main
u, /it. you stamp on the Rec/Play pedal to
start the recording. Play the sequence, and as
soon as you've finished, press the pedal again.
If you happen to stand on the pedal at just the
right moment, the sequence will be perfectly
in time. If, on the other hand, you get it
slightly wrong, then your I6 -bar blues
sequence will turn out to be 15.9 or 16.1 bars
long, and will go round and round with a
permanent limp.

All in all, though, the Shadow system

has a number of benefits to recommend it.
To start with, you can have it fitted to any
guitar of your choice; I've heard it on several
different electric and acoustic guitars, and
have as yet witnessed no 'glitching' problems
(caused by the hex pickups responding to
resonances in the body) at all. You can also
use it with any MIDI synth, too, which could
be handy if there's more than one keyboard
in your band, for instance.

Technically, I reckon this is the fastest
pitch -analysis system I've heard; it's a
compact unit which is very easy to use, and it
has a built-in sequencer which some may find
useful, though it is difficult to get absolutely
spot-on.

Also against the Shadow is the fact that
there's still something of the delay that
seems to characterise all these systems, and
some guitar players will undoubtedly find
that difficult to live with. 

Price GTM6 rack unit £899; pickups for a
variety of guitars are available from £75 for a
standard acoustic transducer, to £140 for the
Shadow locking trem unit fitted to the review
Strat
More from Barnes and Mullins, 155 Grays Inn
Road, London WC1X 80F .22 01-278 4631
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MIXDOWN
As Commodore in America struggle through a financial crisis, a British company
comes up with the Mixdown Music System, a comprehensive package for the new
Amiga. We preview the software that could turn the world's most powerful home

computer into a sophisticated musical instrument. Chris Jenkins

ithout question, the concept of
the 'home computer' has had to be redefined
with the advent of Commodore's Amiga PC.
With the advent of the Mixdown Music
System for the Amiga, we may soon have to
examine our definition of 'computer music',
too.

The Amiga, as most of you will know from
previous E&MM features, is a high -end
home/low-end business machine, recently
launched in the UK at around E1500 for the
basic system. This system consists of a

central 511K processor unit with built-in disk
drive, detachable keyboard, colour monitor
and mouse. There's an E1800 version
available with an extra disk drive.

The Amiga is not to be confused with the
IBM PC lookalikes which it so closely
resembles physically. Its central processor is
the fast, powerful 68000, as used in the Apple
Macintosh and Atari ST, and it has three
special chips which handle data transfer,
graphics and sound.

Although the data handling and graphics
are stunning (ten times the speed of an IBM
PC, 4096 colours, multi -tasking of eight
simultaneous jobs, full window/icon/mouse
interface and so on), it's what the Amiga
sounds like that should interest musicians.
Using Mixdown, the Amiga becomes more
than a computerised musical box. It can be a
complete sampling, FM synthesis and MIDI
composition workstation, to use a popular
phrase.

The Mixdown system owes a good deal to
the Commodore Sound Sampler and FM
Voice Module for the CBM64. Designed by
the same developers, Music Sales, Mixdown
takes the concept to limits which only the
Amiga could allow. A July release is planned,
and on the version we looked at, the
software was 90% complete, with hardware
finished save for a temporary case. The
Mixdown hardware looks unimpressive: a
flat case about 8"x 6" featuring cable
connectors for the Amiga's serial and
parallel ports, and a number of MIDI In, Out
and Thru sockets.

The Mixdown software allows four -note
polyphonic sound -sampling at the limits of
the Amiga's possible quality, full editing
routines, and control of a built-in nine -voice
digital sound synthesiser. The samples and
synth sounds can be played either from a
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MIDI keyboard, or from an optional five -
octave Commodore keyboard which
attaches to the Mixdown module. This
keyboard is identical to the models available
for the Commodore 64 music packages, and
is of perfectly decent quality - though it lacks
such 'pro' features as velocity or touch
response, mod wheels and the like.

Using the Mixdown system,
sound -sampling is performed through the
interface, which has a Gain pot to adjust for
either microphone or line inputs. The main
control screen features six boxes, which in
the final version will be labelled with icons,
and five menus at the top.

The first menu is the standard project
menu (options are New, Open, Save,
Rename, and Quit). Most of the
recommended Amiga operating system
standards are adhered to in Mixdown, so
that, for instance, Mixdown samples can be
integrated with Electronic Arts Music and
graphics programs. The project menu, then,
allows you to name a sample, decide which of
the four available sample windows it will be
displayed in, and to define the sample time
used. All the control options are carried out
by moving the mouse pointer to the correct
menu or option and clicking the mouse
button - an incredibly fast and easy way to
work.

The total sample time available on the
512K Amiga is eight seconds, at a reasonable

sampling rate of I 6kHz. Unfortunately, the
Amiga's sound output filter cuts off any
signal above a frequency of 7.5kHz, which
limits the sound quality possible to well
under that of, say, the Mirage or Emulator II.
Pity.

ampling is carried out by setting the
input trigger level (displayed in the form of
an LED bar), selecting the Record gadget,
then simply playing the sound, at which the
screen blanks to indicate that sampling is in
progress. Anyone who's used computers of
the Spectrum generation will be familiar
with software that blanks the monitor
screen during the most work -intensive tasks,
but I'd have thought the Amiga had enough
processing power to maintain some kind of
graphics display during sampling. Maybe it
isn't so clever after all...

Once you've made your sample (or
recalled one from a disk, which can store
around eight full-length samples), the
waveshape can be displayed in the
appropriate sample window.

The x-axis (time) of the sample display can
be rescaled to show the whole sample, where
one pixel on the screen represents one six -
thousandth of a second. Alternatively, the
sample display can be compressed into a
single window, or you can slide through the
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whole sample display a piece at a time. All
four sample windows can be resized, by
'dragging' the corners using the Amiga's
mouse controller, and all have full auto
rescaling.

After sampling, the pointer changes into a
keyboard shape, and you can play back a
monophonic sample at any pitch from either
MIDI synth or Commodore keyboard. This
mode is designed to allow you to edit the
sample to your own requirements, before
going into Multiplay (four -voice) mode to set
various performance parameters.

One of the most important facilities is
looping, by which two loop points can be
defined and highlighted on the sample
display. There are two forms of looping;
either playing from the beginning of the

sound, then around and around between the
loop points; or, using the Truncate option,
just looping around the loop points. Needless
to say, the Amiga's graphics displays make
this routine a joy, and a stark contrast to the
pleasures of interpreting hexadecimal LED
displays on the Mirage, which have driven
many keyboard players to the verge of
hysteria. Score one to the Amiga.

Should you have an unwelcome click on
your sample, you can select the Draw option,
and use the pencil pointer to redraw the
unwanted part of the sample display. You
can even use this option to create a whole
new sound, but, as with more powerful
systems like the Fairlight, it's almost
impossible for a human operator to have any
real control over the results- most efforts
just sound like distorted sinewaves.

The Edit menu allows you to Cut out
unwanted sections of the sample and close up
the gap, or take sections and Copy them to
new positions, or Paste sections into the
middle. You can 'mix and match' sections cut
from the four available samples, to create
weird sounds such as the attack of a guitar
with the sustain of an organ and the decay of
a piano. Plenty of novelty value, if nothing
else.

The next menu contains a Help section,
and the following one a Digital Equalisation
page. This allows you to create vibrato and
tremolo effects using variable rates and
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depths of frequency and amplitude
modulation. You can also define filter
settings, with parameters for filter centre
point, resonance, and low, middle or high
pass filters. A six -stage filter envelope is
provided, and the program recalculates the
whole sample according to these filter
characteristics. The results can be some
extraordinarily 'unreal' sounds.

The Special Effects options can only be
used on outside sound sources, not applied to
the samples themselves. They include Echo,
which gives a fixed -pitch forward or reverse
repeat with variable delay, and Harmoniser,
which allows you to produce double -tracking
effects at any required musical interval.

Keyboard Mapping and Split options
provide a display of a five -octave keyboard,

and allow you to define three split points,
assign any sample to any keyboard section,
and define different MIDI control channels
for each keyboard section. Using a MIDI
sequencer, you can play three different
instrument sounds from the Amiga, while
adding a solo on a fourth sound played live on
the keyboard. And you could, of course, use
this option to produce more convincing
multi -samples, too.

The MIDI section enables you to set up the
Amiga to accept MIDI In signals on any
channel, and to transmit MIDI data, should
you want to use the Commodore music
keyboard as a master controller (unlikely,
but you never know).

Mixdown's capabilities don't stop
there, since the hardware also includes a
nine -voice polyphonic FM digital sound
synthesiser. Based on chips licensed from
Yamaha (the same ones responsible for the
sounds of the DX series), the Mixdown FM
chips work on the familiar system of
sinewave operators which modulate each
other according to complex algorithms.
Sadly, the Mixdown package reserves much
of the Amiga's memory for sample storage,
so use of the FM chips is limited to a 'teaser'
routine. You can select any one of 12
instrument icons, and play the FM sounds

from the keyboard (or listen to demo tunes
from the disk which also use Amiga sampled
drum sounds). But you can't program your
own FM sounds, or use them under MIDI

control.
Much more complex FM software is in the

pipeline, though. It's due to include a sound -
editing package and a fully -blown composer
program featuring 16 -track MIDI
composition using the Amiga's samples, the
output of MIDI keyboards and the Mixdown
FM sounds.

So what, exactly, do the Amiga and
Mixdown offer the musician? First of all, if
you're willing to invest L1800 in the
computer, you'll be getting a machine which
has a number of unique abilities not limited
to the music field. The Amiga will accept a
video input using a Genlock interface, and
can manipulate video images. It's capable of
high-speed three-dimensional colour
animation. It can do your accounts, word -
process, keep databases and link to
communications systems, which is no more
than most other computers can do. The
difference is that the Amiga can do them all
simultaneously.

It also has a built-in speech synthesis
device, and the sound chip is capable of
producing some pretty good synth noises,
even if you're just programming it in Basic
(or Pascal, or C, or Forth).

For the musician, the choice is harder. For
L2000- the cost of the Amiga plus Mixdown -
you can get an Akai 5612 MIDI sampler
(which is six -voice polyphonic, velocity
responsive and has fast disk storage), a
Yamaha DX100 (which features the same
FM synthesis as Mixdown, plus a keyboard),
and a sequencer such as the Roland MSQ700,
which is powerful enough for most
musicians.

To the Amiga owner- and as yet there are
but a handful of them in the UK, and not
many more in the States- I'd recommend
Mixdown unreservedly. To the musician, I'd
say that unless you're convinced that the
speed and ease of computer operation are
what you need, and that you'd appreciate the
Amiga's non-musical functions, it might be a
rash move to commit yourself to a
computer -based system. 

DATAFILE
Amiga Mixdown

Hardware 1 xMIDI In, 4xMIDI Out,
serial and parallel connections, non -MIDI
keyboard connector. Nine -voice FM module
Software Four -voice sampling
Sample length 6 seconds at 16kHz
Filter cutoff 7.5kHz
Multisplit 3 definable split points
Edit facilities Loop from start, truncate,
redraw, cut, combine, reverse, etc
Filter Low/med/high, cutoff, resonance
Echo Forward/reverse, harmonise, delay
ADSR Six -stage envelope
Storage Full load/ save facilities, six full-
length samples per disk
FM Demo routines only
Price £200 approx
More from Commodore UK, 1 Hunter's
Road, Weldon North Industrial Estate,
Corby, Northants. 'a (0536) 205555
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rTALK
THE HITCH -HIKER'S GUIDE TO THE

MACINTOSH
Douglas Adams, author of the world's best known cult sci-fi spoof series, 'The Hitch -hiker's
Guide to the Galaxy', is also a musician whose enthusiasm for high technology has made him

an expert on the Apple Macintosh computer and its music software.
Interview & photography Matthew Vosburgh.

Everyone, it seems, has their
heroes. Favourite musicians,
actors, photographers,
writers...the list goes on. I've
been lucky enough to meet a

few of mine, and it's always an
unnerving experience. One such
hero is Douglas Adams, famous for
writing 'The Hitch -hiker's Guide
to the Galaxy', the hilarious sci-fi
comedy that started as a radio series
and then became a television series,
a book, a record and a novelty beach
towel.

But why an interview with an
author in a musician's magazine?
Because this one is currently
working on several new projects, all
of which involve the Apple
Macintosh, while quite a few also
42

for a while', he continues, 'and
almost grudgingly went and got a
computer there, which was a DEC
Rainbow. That's an IBM type, but
because DEC and IBM are old
rivals, DEC didn't make it IBM-
compatible. That meant I spent
most of my time trying to find
software that would run on it, and
that drove me crazy.'

Luckily, help was just around the
corner.

`When I got back to England I
discovered the Apple Macintosh,
and that was love at first sight.
These days I've got huge amounts of
Mac software of one kind or
another, but the interesting thing
about the music applications is this:
each piece of other software that
I've encountered enables you to do
something better, more powerfully,
more flexibly, or more quickly than
you were able to do it before, but the
music software actually enables you
to do something you fundamentally
couldn't do before. You see,
although I can read music, I'm a
really ham-fisted keyboard player; I
can just about hack out `Let It Be'
and that's it.'

How good are you at notation?
`I can write music in much the

"I can write music in much the same way that I can write
French: very slowly, painfully and with a dictionary.

involve MIDI, FM, and sampling
keyboards.

Douglas Adams first got into real
(as opposed to fictional) high
technology when he bought a word -
processor from ICL. This proved to
be a disaster, not because there was
anything wrong with the machine,
hut because ICL don't provide the
best back-up in the world. At one
point, Adams even considered
writing a text adventure in which
the aim would be to call up the ICL
switchboard (fairly easy), try to get
put through to the right department
(much harder), and then try to get
the information you need to make
your system work properly (almost
impossible).

`...Then I moved to Los Angeles

same way that I can write French:
very slowly, painfully and with a
dictionary. I did sing in a choir and
take music at school, so I'm
fundamentally conversant with
notation, but not fluent.

`I started using some software
called Concertware Plus, and began
to learn incredibly fast - much,
much faster than you'd ever learn
just by writing notation. If you're
doing something in a complex
rhythm, you may think that's the
way it goes when you write it down,
but you can't test it, because you're
only going to play what you think
you've written. But if you write
something and you press a button
and the computer plays it back to
you, you can instantly see what's
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right and what's wrong. That was
absolutely marvellous. I also found,
for the first time, that it didn't
matter if you could play an
instrument or not; provided you
could write the music, the computer
would then play it for you.'

What did you have running with
that first program?

`To begin with I just used the
sound output from the Mac, which
is sort of weedy and tinny. Then I
decided to get some M 11)1 gear. 1
knew that there were one or two
synthesisers that were
multi-timbral, like the Casio
CZ3000 and 5000; they seemed to
have the spec I wanted, so I thought
I'd go and get one of those.

`So I went to Rod Argent's and
sat and played one for a bit. Then I
heard somebody next to me playing
a DX7, and I couldn't help but
notice that there was a difference in
the quality of sound. Everyone told
me that the DX7 was very much the
staple of the industry, but its MIDI
spec is primitive, because it was one
of the first out in the field. So the
guy in the shop said: "Why don't
you get a TX7 expander version and
a Korg, DW8000 to play it from?
That way you get all the DX 7's
sounds, a very much better master
keyboard, and the Korg's own
sounds, all for very slightly more
than the cost of a DX7." That
turned out to be very sensible
advice.'

Did the hardware additions force
changes on the software side?

`Yes. Although Concertware
Plus has been updated to run with
MIDI, that package does have its
limitations. In order to overcome
those, I had to move up to another,
more expensive sequencer, which I
think is the best one I've come
across: Performer, by Mark of the
Unicorn. It's an extremely
powerful, well thought-out, clean
and precise program, that enables
you to do an awful lot of stuff.

`For that, though, you have to he
prepared to input from a MIDI
keyboard, rather than writing the
stuff out. It comes with a sister
program called Professional
Composer which supposedly allows
you to write in musical notation and
then transfer it to Performer, but
that's the one part of their operation
which so far isn't working that well
- it's very difficult to use.'

Why do you find the notation side
so important?

'I find that there are all sorts of
things that you can think of to
write, which don't necessarily occur
to you to play, even were you able to
play them. Not only that, but I find
that actually seeing a piece of
musical notation gives you ideas
about the structure of the music
that otherwise wouldn't occur to
you. I sometimes go through a
E&MM JULY 1986

rather complicated process of
writing something in one program,
transferring it to the sequencer in
the Emulator 1i, and then booting
up the other program and
transferring it hack to the
Macintosh.'

...Emulator II? Well, Douglas
Adams has expanded his sound
hardware well beyond the two
keyboards already mentioned. But
more of that later. It's typical of
Adams' thorougnness that he's also
checked out a rival program, Total
Music, from Southworth Music
Systems, whose MIDI interface he
uses with Performer. What's the
difference between the two?

`From my experience so far, I
don't think Total Music is as clearly
thought-out as Performer. It tries to
do everything all at once, and it
doesn't really do things as well. You
always feel slightly at sea in it
because nothing's ever quite
precise. Performer has obviously
tackled it stage by stage and done
every bit absolutely right, and there
will be other bits coming down the

that with too many programs, so 1
particularly enjoy programs like
Performer which just work.'

But just as more sophisticated
hardware called for more
powerful software, so the new
software made Adams feel the
need for more keyboards...

'Inevitably, the moment you start
playing with this stuff, you realise
that one of the great advantages of a
MIDI setup is that you never have
to commit yourself to tape. You can
keep on editing and refining and
putting in new layers and so on, but
it means that you've actually got to
have a few more sound sources if
you want to hear it all at once.'

Adams' unremitting love for all
things FM made some of the
hardware purchases obvious: three
more TX7s. Then, to add a bit of
analogue warmth, he got himself a
Korg EX800 (the expander version
of the Poly 800), and also added a
Yamaha drum machine for
percussion.

'I got the Yamaha RX1 5, but I

"I got the Yamaha RX 15, but I should have got the RX 11. I
thought the extra money wouldn't make much difference,

but the MIDI implementation of the RX 11 is much better."
line. Total Music has tried too soon
to be all things to all men.

'It does display notes on a stave,
but in my experience, the program
crashes if you try to use that part of
it. That's the kind of program it is at
the moment, but I don't want to do
them down, because I know that it's
in a fever of re -writing, and they
keep on sending out newer and
newer versions.

`Personally, I'm not sure that I
approve of using paying customers
as Beta test sites. You should
actually get a program that does
everything it's supposed to do, and
does it well. Even if there are going
to be later stages where new
facilities are going to be added, they
should get a version that actually
works and doesn't crash, and sell
that, and then start developing,
rather than getting everything in the
program working 75% of the time,
and putting it out, hoping to raise
the stability later.

'On the other hand, when I log on
to PAN (the Performing Artists'
Network -an American bulletin
board accessed by modem), I read a
lot of discussion about all the
software that is available, and I have
to report that although I'm not
satisfied with Total Music, a lot of
the people who call up PAN are
wildly excited about it. The real fans
of Total Music regard its many
shortcomings and fudges as being all
part of the excitement and the
challenge of it. I've been through

should have got the RX1 1. At the
time I thought a little extra money
wouldn't make much difference,
but what I didn't realise was that the
MIDI implementation of the RX 1 1
is much better. You can up -load and
down -load pattern data over MIDI
on that, which is something you
can't do on the RX1 5 - you have to
use the cassette interface instead.'

A Roland Octapad makes Adams'
rhythm programming easier, while
an Alesis MIDlverb provides
ambience for everything else. The
whole system goes into a big Seek
mixer, ending up at a Fostex 260
four -track cassette machine.

'I shouldn't have got that one. I
should have got the smaller X15,
because mine is so complicated it
drives me spare. It's very good, but
with this MIDI setup, I just need a
machine that records and that's it. I
don't need elaborate track -bouncing
and all that. I do eventually intend
to produce recordings using live
instruments as well, but I've fought
shy of doing that so far because I
know it's just going to be a source of
endless headaches.'

The one live instrument Adams
particularly wants to incorporate is
the guitar. It's the instrument with
which he feels most at home; he has
a Martin acoustic and a Strat, and
has played guitar for quite a while.
He also wants to bring the guitar
into the electronic side of things.

'What I want is a proper guitar -
to -MIDI interface. I've heard of all
kinds of problems with the Roland 0.-
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 system. I think it's the sort of thing appliances tend to lag some way
you should be patient with and wait behind the development of

"Using the Emulator, it becomes apparent that computerised
appliances lag some way behind computers per se in

sophistication."

another year, and then most of the
problems will be solved. One of the
major problems is simply the delay
in the signal processing. The thing I
would most like is to he able to put a
M I1)1 interface onto an acoustic
guitar.'

At this point, Adams picks up his
beloved Martin (which has an Apple
sticker on the scratchplate) and
plays a few bars.

`One of the first things I did on
this setup was transcribe things that
I'd written on the guitar, using
musk notation. Actually, that's a
very complicated thing to do,
because the rhythmic patterns of
what you play on guitar are
extremely complex.'

That's why you can always tell a
guitar synth on a record; a keyboard
player just wouldn't play like that.

'Yes. The rhythms of
fingerpicking style are very
interesting when you put them onto
other instruments. I transcribed
this, for instance...'

(Adams fingerpicks a pretty, but
rather ordinary, piece on the
guitar.)

transcribed that, using
musical notation, straight onto the
keyboard. I'll play you the result.'

The result, amazingly, was a
beautiful piece of music, starting
with a delightful music box/
xylophone sound (a combination of
at least one TX7 and the DW8000)
playing the melody, with a touch of
analogue strings in the background.
Next came some FM tubular bells
playing accompaniment, and
gradually, the whole thing unfolded.

Encouraged by his success with
this setup, Adams decided to move
into sampling.

'Quite a long time ago, I got a
letter from a guy at Syco who was a
fan of 'Hitch -hiker'. He said:
"Since you're obviously interested
in sound, if you ever want to see any
of our stuff, give me a call." So I
went down there, and he showed me
the Emulator II, and the Kurzweil
and the Fairlight. I said: "Well, I'm
interested to see this, but I don't
really think that it's what I'm in the
market for." It did niggle away at
the back of my mind though, after
I'd seen what t hey could do.
Suddenly I had a sort of brainstorm,
and when the Mirage I'd intended to
buy didn't come in, I wandered off
and got an Emulator instead.

'It's very interesting, using the
Emulator, because it becomes
apparent that computerised
44

computers per se in sophistication.
The disk operating system and
everything on the Emulator is really
very primitive. When you're used to
using something like the Macintosh,
it's really like digging hack into the
stone age. Obviously there are
rational reasons for that, but I never
thought I'd have to handle 51/4"
disks again. Of course, all of that is
made much easier by the Digidesign
Sound Designer software for the
Macintosh.'

Are you keeping your Emulator
sounds on the Mac now that you
have that software?

`Well yes, but not much so far,
simply because I'm waiting to bring
the big hard disk in the next room on
line. This hard disk (Adams points
at the 2OMeg drive his Mac sits on)
is all but full with everything else,
and sound files take up huge
amounts of space. I can't really use
the 100 Megabyte hard disk next
door until I get the hierarchical
filing system for it, which Apple
claim is in the post.

'Going hack to the Emulator,
there were one or two things that I
found terribly hard to work out to
begin with. Like the manual is quite
entertainingly written, but there are
certain limitations in the machine
that it doesn't tell you about. That
means you spend ages hunting
around, trying to find a way of doing
something that you think should he
obvious, until eventually, by
reading between the lines, you work
out that you can't do it.

`For instance, an Emulator preset
has to he set to respond to control
wheel information from either its
own keyboard, or from MIDI. You
have to choose either one or the
other. This means that if you record
something onto an external
sequencer using the Emulator's own
keyboard and you want to use the
wheels, when you play the MIDI
data hack, the wheel information is
ignored. You have to set all the
presets to expect to receive control
information from MIDI sources,
and control the Emulator from
another keyboard in the first place.

'The point I'm making is that
nowhere in the manual does it
actually tell you any of that, so you
spend a lot of time thinking that
you're just being stupid and missing
something obvious, and that there
must be a way of getting it to work.'

For the most part, however,
Adams is delighted with the
Emulator II.

'It was playing around with the
Emulator that made me begin to
think it might be fun to go hack and
do more 'Hitch -hiker' on the radio.

'I've been thinking that if we'd
had stuff like this, even remotely
like this, when we did the radio
series initially, the stuff we could
have done would have been just
amazing. The leap forward in
technology that's occurred in the
last six years is unbelievable.'

If you did another radio or TV
series, would you do your own
music this time around?

'Well, I'm hesitating to say so,
but yes! The reason I'm hesitating is
I don't know how Paddy will react.'

By 'Paddy' Adams means Paddy
Kingsland, the gifted BBC
Radiophonic Workshop composer
who did a lot of work on the music
for 'The Hitch -hiker's Guide'
originally. He's no longer with the
Workshop these days, having left
the BBC to set up his own studio.
But Kingsland and Adams remain
great friends, and being an Emulator
owner, the former was another
factor to influence the latter's
decision to buy one of E-mu's
flagship keyboards.

suddenly the phone rings, and
it's Infocom calling about
something else altogether.
Infocom are the company who
put together the Computer

Adventure version of 'Hitch -hiker',
and they want Adams to come to
Boston to work on another one. At
the moment, though, Adams is
supposed to be working on another
hook. It won't be anything to do
with 'Hitch -hiker', so what is it
about?

'I described it to my publisher as a
ghost, horror, detective,
whodunnit, time -travel, romantic -
comedy epic!'

Can't wait to read that one, and
the sequel is already on the way.
What about the long term?

'Well, what I'm dreaming vaguely
of doing, and it's a very
ill -formulated thought at the
moment, is doing something for
record. It'd he something combining
words and music in some form -
part drama, part music - but much
more music -oriented than
something like 'Hitch -hiker' was. If
that works, then I can justify getting
something like a Fairlight!'

Just then, Adams' secretary runs
in and says urgently: 'It's Alan Kay
on the phone from California! Can
you take it in the kitchen?'

It's clear Adams is terribly
excited by the news. 'I'm going to
have to go and take this call from
California', he says. 'Alan Kay is
the guy who actually invented the
Macintosh!'

So even Douglas Adams has his
heroes. 
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AND THEN THERE WAS ONE...

Nearly 20 years of rock keyboard -playing have made Tony Banks a unique figure: a virtuoso musician

whose enthusiasm for new sounds and new musical styles has never been dulled, and whose influence over

fellow artists has been immense. As his 16th album with Genesis is released, Banks has plenty to say.

Interview Tim Goodyer
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Songwriting, cult success, pop
stardom and filmscoring have made
Tony Banks' name one of the best-
known and respected among rock
keyboard players.

It all began in 1969, when an album
titled From Genesis to Revelation,
produced by Jonathan King, was
unleashed on an unsuspecting and
largely unappreciative record -buying
public. The album contained the
songwriting endeavours of five young
hopefuls, among them Banks, Mike
Rutherford and Peter Gabriel.

Since those humble beginnings,
much has happened to both the music
and the line-up of the band, but Genesis
have enjoyed one of the most
consistently successful careers of any in
rock music. I spoke to Banks at
Genesis' own Surrey studio on the eve
of the release of their 16th album,
Invisible Touch. It's perhaps the band's
most overtly commercial offering to
date, with many of its pieces sounding
more like out -takes from a Phil Collins
album than anything else. There are
some surprises, though, notably the
beautifully textured 'Tonight, Tonight,
Tonight', and an avant-garde
instrumental titled 'The Brazilian',
which brings the disc to a close.

Coincidentally, Banks has a new solo
offering, Soundtracks, in the record
stores, too. It showcases Banks' most
recent composing, programming and
performing work, and abounds with the
sort of hot -paced sequencer patterns so
beloved of the film industry for chase
scenes. With Banks at the controls,
though, the music goes through a
number of dramatic structural and
melodic shifts, unexpected but never so
contrived as to be unwelcome.

'All the stuff I did for the
soundtracks album I'd actually done
before the Genesis album', the
keyboardist explains. 'People would say
"what have you been doing while Phil's
been making money and Mike's been
doing so well?" so I just wanted to get
these things out.

'There were a couple of films that I'd
done the soundtracks for over the last
two years. One of them, Quicksilver,
came out in America and didn't go
down very well over there, so they're
not even bothering to release it here.
It's a shame because I didn't think the
film was that bad, though quite
honestly, I thought the rest of the music
for it was. I tend to be difficult to please
but I felt that it was everybody's second
best. So I thought I'd take my part out
and put it together with the music I'd
done for another film called Lorca and
the Outlaws.'

Banks' own efforts at singing have
taken a back seat to the talents of Toyah
and Jim Diamond; Toyah's 'Lion of
Symmetry' and Diamond's 'You Call
This Victory' are both taken from
Lorca and the Outlaws. But curiously,
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it's Marillion's Fish that takes the lead
in 'Shortcut to Somewhere', from
Quicksilver. Marillion frequently stand
accused of being no more than a poor
man's Genesis, so the association is as
intriguing as it is unlikely.

'The idea of a collaboration with Fish
was like walking into the problem,
which was quite nice', says Banks. 'It
simply amused me, really, because
they've always been compared with us.
I like the approach of Marillion's music
more than the result. There's no doubt
that Fish's voice does bear an uncanny
resemblance to Peter Gabriel's in the
old days, but the way he gets to that
kind of sound is completely different.
There's no contrived way of doing it,
it's just the way he ends up sounding.

'The song we've done together is
quite strong, and if it gets a chance to be

released as a single, it'll do quite well.
But with a joint thing, the problem is
always getting permission from the
record companies to release it.'

In 1986, the output from an ageing
Genesis consortium is prolific. Aside
from Banks' Soundtracks, it's
responsible for Rutherford's successful
Mike & the Mechanics project, and for
Phil Collins' even more successful solo
work. In the light of all this activity, I
wonder (needlessly, as it turns out)
how 'Invisible Touch' the single will
fare. My concern is anticipated by a
perceptive Banks.

`There is a danger of saturating the
market', he concedes. 'I'm a bit
terrified, suddenly seeing the
competition from our own buddies
around like Peter's 'Sledgehammer',
Mike St the Mechanics, and obviously
Phil who doesn't stop selling. But, for
me, Genesis is a combination of the
three of us. I probably take it the
furthest from the mainstream, and I
suppose Phil brings it closest.

'I'm proud of every song on this
album. I feel very strongly that all the
songs are products of the combination
of the three of us being in the same
room at the same time. It's what I've
had brought out of me when I'm
working with Mike and vice versa, and I
tend to make Phil do things that
perhaps he wouldn't do on his own.

'I think it works better because we're
doing different things on our own.
When we get back together it's like
friends getting together again, and
things seem to happen a little bit
differently. It's terribly difficult to find
aut why things work. It's worked for us
for a long time whereas most other
groups don't manage to stay together
for any length of time.

'We're a fairly unique group in that
we're all involved in the writing of the
music. In every other band it's one or
two people that look after the writing.
When all of you are involved and one of
you goes, it changes the whole.'

How does this three-way writing
team work?

'It's improvisation, really, just
like you'd do on your own, but
with the three of us. When I'm

writing a song I'll sit down and play the
piano for hours and things will evolve
that I'll try to develop. We do it the
writing a song I'll sit down and play the
piano for hours and things will evolve
that I'll try to develop. We do it the
same with the three of us. We've been
playing together for so long and know
each other so well that there are
assumptions you can make. I don't
think you can get just any three people,
put them in the same room and expect
them to come up with the right songs. A
thing only works if you think the result
works.'

This level of maturity obviously
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IP. makes songwriting a civilised process,
though it wasn't always that way, as
Banks recalls.

'The three of us have actually been in
the same group since 1969. In that time
the emphasis has shifted around within
the band quite a few times. Ever since
we first became a five -piece, we've tried
to maintain a situation where we'd all
be writing together and trying to listen
to each other. With the five of us there
was a tendency at certain times for
those who shouted the most to get their
own way. I tended to be quite a loud
shouter, as did Peter. We used to have
quite a few arguments in those days and
shedding the extra members made
things a lot easier.'

A controlled amount of friction
between songwriting partners can be a
useful factor in bringing out the best
ideas from those involved...
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'I think friction is the wrong word
because we all used to care a lot about
everything. We'd argue about one bar
or something and people would storm
out of the room. I don't think it's an
unhealthy thing, but I don't think it's
essential either. I think it's something
that can help, certainly, but we used to
argue about the most stupid things. We
argue much less now. We probably
avoid the arguments because we know
where they're going to come. I know
that if I start using diminished chords
I'll get "a look". That doesn't mean I
can never use them again; I can slip
them in without anyone noticing, but I
know how hard to push and whether or
not to really go for something.'

In 1974, the line-up that put Genesis
on the back of a thousand denim jackets
included guitarist Steve Hackett and
frontman Peter Gabriel. To many,

Genesis was Gabriel, and his departure
marked the end of an era. Twelve years
on, Banks reflects on the split.

'Peter and I were very close friends
and we both felt very strongly about
things. We got on very well and when
he decided he wanted to go, I did try
very hard to persuade him not to.1
think it was a necessary thing and, as
it's turned out, it's worked very well.
We had to lose somebody and Peter was
the only one who had any chance of a
successful solo career. The rest of us
had been completely in his shadow at
that stage...but we had the
self-confidence that if we lost one
member, we could still produce music
just as well, as long as we could get over
the problem of who sang.'

Auditions were held to fill the post,
yet it was Collins who subsequently
stepped into the singing spotlight. But
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Gabriel's departure deprived Genesis of
more than just its voice.

'Peter's very good with sound - he
always was. He was always the one that
would like to do something that was a
bit bizarre, even for the sake of it. At
times I find that he almost goes too far
that way, and I get a bit irritated by it. I
love his last three albums in particular-

was a piano -to -MIDI interface. It
means I can use my CP7O and play any
other instrument from that.
Unfortunately I was only able to use it
on a couple of things on the album
because it came so late, but I think it's
the most exciting thing that's happened
for a long time.

'I don't care what people do with all

"It was depressing, having a Synclavier lying around useless for so long...The more

expensive an instrument is, the more likely it is to go wrong."

I think they're tremendous. But with
the fourth album, one month I thought
I loved it and the next month I thought:
no, this is too much, I can't take it. It
was overworked. My favourite is
definitely the third one - all those drum
sounds and everything.'

Curiously, the percussion sounds
that have marked one facet of Gabriel's
innovation turn out to have their roots
back in the Genesis days.

'It stemmed from the new technology
combined with Peter's insistence to try
not to use cymbals. But it's something
we used to discuss in the old days:
cymbals occupy an awful lot of the
sound spectrum within a song. As soon
as you stop using cymbals, you can start
to use the resonance of the drums to a
much greater extent because you can
actually hear them. As soon as you've
got that ambient quality back, you can
start compressing them and lifting them
Up.

'A drummer will keep on hitting
cymbals as he's going along, at rather
random intervals. They get all these
cymbals that are supposed to sound
different but, to me, there are only
three: little ones, big ones and dustbin
lids, and the dustbin lids are the ones
you've really got to avoid. If you use
them as a sort of punctuation mark they
add such a lot when they come in, but if
they're there all the time, you can't add
to them.

'As a keyboard player, when you're
trying to produce nice wide sounds that
have got sparkle to them, a cymbal will
make it all appear dull. You lose all the
top and the keyboard becomes mellow.
And when you do want a mellow sound
on a piece with cymbals, you've got to
brighten it up so much that on its own it
sounds so bright it'll still show
through.'

Banks' reputation as a musician is
based firmly in his classical
background and use of the piano.
Yet conversely, the Genesis sound
we've come to know over the last

decade relies heavily on synthesisers
and sequencers. Have we seen the last
of the piano and its disciplines?

'I don't actually practise piano at all
now, but I still like playing it. One of
the nicest things I recently acquired
E&MM JULY 1986

their keyboard touches and things, they
just don't feel like a piano to me. I used
to hate the feel of a Rhodes, for
example, but I liked the sound, so I
occasionally tried to play it. With the
DX7 now, you can get that sound with a
reasonable touch, but it will be even
better to have the DX7 sounds played
from an ordinary piano keyboard.

'Most of my synthesiser sounds these
days come from either the Emulator II
or the DX7, but I use a lot of other
things like Prophets, Synclavier and a
Super Jupiter - anything that's lying
around really.

'A lot of the sound qualities are

particular, a lot of the sounds I use are
ones I've stumbled across. I find the
Emulator a useful tool for composition,
too. What I often do is switch it on
while we're improvising, and I get 17
seconds of everybody doing their thing
and not even listening to each other.
Then I play through it and sometimes
there's something there. You edit out a
few seconds and you've got something
you can work with. On the new Genesis
album there's a number called 'The
Brazilian' that's got what sounds like a
sequence pattern going through, which
was done like that.

'On 'That's All' on the last album I
got the main riff that way. When I
played two notes of one of these samples
at the same time, this riff evolved out of
nowhere that didn't seem to be in either
note individually. It was played over an
octave so the two parts were related by
half -speed, but the effect was a riff.

'Another time I was trying to sample
a cello sound off a disc and I sampled
four notes. By playing them all
together, they interweaved and I got
this repeating pattern. You can use an
Emulator in hundreds of ways, and I
haven't touched the sequencer yet.'

"The greatest thing about the Pro Soloist was the touch -sensitivity. It was years

before anyone came up with a system that improved on it."

created by using effects, though,
particularly the Yamaha REV? reverb.
I find it better than the AMS for
keyboards because you've got a wider
variety of possibilities. It makes an
instrument find its space. On its own
the DX7 is a bit crude and naked, it
needs something else and it responds to
help better than almost anything else.
The REV 7's perfect for providing that.'

The sophistication of contemporary
digital technology marks a far cry from
Banks' early days, hunched over a
grand piano, Hammond organ,
Mellotron, and perhaps an ARP Pro
Soloist preset synth. But even then,
new sounds were a prime consideration.

'When I had the Hammond I tried to
get as many sounds out of it as I possibly
could', affirms Banks. 'With fuzz -boxes
and things it sounded as if we had
synthesisers before we actually did.

'Now you've really got to take time to
explore instruments. Say you get
something like a DX?, which is really a
pretty simple instrument. There's no
way you can begin to explore all its
possibilities, there's just too much
variety. And if you get into samplers,
obviously the scope is even wider.
Sometimes it's easier when you've got a
more restricted format because you
know where you stand. When you've
got totally open possibilities, things can
get a bit frightening.

'But you can just stumble across
things. With the Emulator, in

The subject of sequencing is often a
sore point with the classically
trained, but Banks offers an
objective view.

'With every instrument you
buy these days, you're paying for so
much guff that you're never going to
need. Synthesisers all have sequencers
built into them, but you can only use
one of them at a time and it's often
easier to have that as a piece of outboard
gear anyhow. It wouldn't be that
expensive when you consider you've
paid for the thing ten times over
already. I'd prefer to put more money
into sample length or something.

'I've always hated sequencers but
I've always been fond of using bass
patterns so you can build up from there.
The trouble is that they're so abused in
pop music - that's what makes half of it
so dull to me. You've got your rhythm
machine, then you've got your bassline
and the interplay between them is
exciting for about ten seconds, then it
goes on like that with an adequate voice
and chords on top and that's it - that's
your song. If you consider a drum
machine to be a specialised sequencer,
then I think it's got a lot to answer for.
What was that album, Oxygene? That's
a long time ago now, but I found it
boring then.

'The secret of using sequencing well
is incorporation. There's another track
on the album called 'Land of
Confusion' where I use a whole
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10. sequenced bassline. Originally it was an
addition to the song but it ended up
being one of the major aspects of it. I
find that quite exciting, I must admit.

'I'M not prejudiced against
sequencers any more, but I think
they're a dangerous tool.'

Strangely, for a musician with
classical roots, one thing that's always
characterised Banks' use of sounds is
distortion. Even the FM trend of
clinically -clean synth sounds gets its
share of mistreatment this way.

'I've always liked fuzz -boxes. Get an
expensive instrument and put it
through a fuzz -box and it sounds as
cheap as all the others. The advantage
of fuzz is that it gives you a limit. A
clean sound can get louder and louder
and you never reach that point, whereas
with something that gets to a distortion
point, you know when you're hitting it.
You just don't get that excitement with
a clean sound.'

As Banks starts to recount the
metamorphoses his keyboard setup has
undergone over the years, he speaks
quickly and with a rashness that belies
his public -school education. At times
he seems afraid there isn't enough time
to say all he feels he has to, and his
conversation flits from instrument to
instrument with disconcerting ease.
With a typical disregard for convention,
Banks begins his tale with the old Pro
Soloist.

'The greatest thing about the Pro
Soloist was the touch -sensitivity on it.
It was years before anyone else came up
with a system that really improved on
that. You had to replace the pressure
pads every so often because they got
compressed, but the fact that you could
control the vibrato manually rather
than using delayed vibrato was great. If
you were playing an oboe part, you
could bring it in when you wanted it.
The Pro Soloist oboe sound with
vibrato and echo would have fooled
anybody at the time, I reckon.'
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ARP's preset monophonic was
followed by an ARP 2600 system
and later a Quadra in Banks' ever
multiplying array of gear. What
was ARP's secret at the time?

'I think that was a matter of
recognising the initials. It's a terribly
arbitrary way a lot of people buy
instruments - particularly now. I liked
the Pro Soloist a lot and then David
Hentschel, our producer at the time,
had access to a 2500. Then he got a
2600 which I used a couple of times. I
found the way of synthesising from
basics quite easy to do, and I learnt
about synthesisers using that machine.

'But poor old Quadra. He was great
because he was MIDI before there was
MIDI. It had four sections though I
could only find a use for two - it was a
combination of the poly with the lead. I
used to like sending the poly through a
fuzz -box and then playing lead with it,
so you got the aggressiveness of the fuzz

You have to be careful to take your
hands off all the time, because if you
touch a note in Drone the noise is so
awful, or if you play too many notes at
the same time, suddenly it'll just go mad
on you.

'I find that a useful technique on
MIDI too. On 'Tonight, Tonight,
Tonight' it's all a MIDI thing with a
marimba all the way through, but at the
same time I was playing the Prophet 10
on Drone so the chord would float over
from one part to the next - so you're
never quite sure where one stops and
another starts. It's so big, though, that's
why I'm using the Super Jupiter a bit
now.

'I've had a basic Synclavier system
for a long time. I bought it instead of the
Fairlight originally because it was
promised that they would have the
sampling section out in a couple of
months, and I thought the basic
synthesiser part was better than the
Fairlight's. As it transpired, it didn't
come out till about four years later and
when it did you had to mortgage your
house in order to put a down -payment
on it, so I avoided it.

'At the same time E -mu brought out
the Emulator I which was nice 'n' cheap
by comparison and was pretty good. I
had such trouble with the Synclavier-
it was about two years before I could
really use it properly. There was lots
wrong with it and I couldn't get
anything done about it. I got extremely
angry: it was depressing, having an
instrument that represented such an
incredible outlay lying there useless.
Since then, I've always thought that the
more expensive a piece of equipment is,
the more likely it is to go wrong.

'The Mellotron was bicycle chains
and vacuum cleaners, but it produced a
sound that was totally unlike anything
else. They'd cornered the market for

"I don't care what people do with keyboard touches, they don't feel like a piano. The

DX7 has a reasonable touch, but it'll be better when you can play its sounds from a

piano keyboard."

with the definition of the lead. On
'Abacab', which was all done using the
Quadra, it gives a very positive sound.

'I also had a Prophet 5 which I
switched to a Prophet 10 and still use.
The 10 had the advantage that you
could get big sounds out of it by
combining four oscillators at the same
time. You can get organ -type sounds. I
know it's easier to use an organ, but I
was trying to keep the number of
instruments on stage to a minimum, and
you could get organ sounds as well as
big synthesiser sounds out of it.

'I like the Drone setting on it, too,
something Sequential didn't put on the
T8 for some reason. I used it on things
like 'Mama', where you've got a bass
note going all the way through. It meant
you only had five notes for each chord.

about ten years if only they'd realised it,
and they never made the most of it.
That instrument had the potential to be
stunning. Yet even the basic sounds
weren't good enough, apart from the
strings and I suppose the choirs.

'You can still use a Mellotron in such
a way that nobody knows what it is. It's
very difficult to distinguish half these
instruments these days. I think people
will come back to using real choirs and 1
think there's a lot to be said for that,
too.'

Banks closes with a considered word
of warning: 'Keyboards are fascinating
but one mustn't get too much into the
technicalities of them. What's
important is what you can do with these
things.'

Hear, hear. 
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A THOUSAND SOUNDS
The SDS 1000 is the latest system from the company
that just about invented electronic percussion. Our

conclusion after playing it? The Simmons Sound is dead
- long live the Simmons Sound. Nigel Lord
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orces are at work. If you haven't
come face to face with a recent Simmons
product recently, you may have to rethink
some of your preconceptions. You see, the
original, distinctive Simmons sound-so
beloved of American TV cop -show
soundtrack composers- has been consigned
to a cupboard marked 'good ideas at the
time'. And it's been put there by Simmons
themselves. You may hear it fizzing from the
output jacks of a dozen rival electronic drum
systems, but the old 'sheep kicked in the gut'
noise traditionally associated with the
British hexagon has now been replaced by a
hundred others on Simmons' own machines.

The SDS 1000 is a new breed of Simmons
kit. In many ways, the SDS800 (which the
1000 is designed to replace) justified its
existence as an updated, cheaper version of
the old SDS8. But the 1000 is the SDS8's
successor.

Strictly speaking, the SDS 1000 is a
stripped down SDS9 rather than an upgrade
of anything else, which would seem to
preclude any really innovative design work.
But given the right price tag, this needn't
mean the kit has to be deficient in any way. In
fact, considering the scepticism which many
players reserve for kits even as moderately

complex as the SDS9, the removal of some
features should make the new system more
appealing to some.

The kit comprises five drums- bass, snare
and three toms. The choice of stands is yours,
which is another way of saying you don't get
any. You can either go for Simmons' (read
Pearl's) own individual stands, or, given the
now standard mounting brackets supplied
with the kit, stands of your own choice.
Alternatively there's the Black Rack
pictured here, which lends the outfit an
appearance every bit as menacing as its
name suggests.

Personally, I reckon the rack -mounting
systems now being developed for drums- be
they electronic or acoustic- are a worthy
and intriguing development. They provide
an open-ended system of support for a bank
of percussion instruments, which may be
added to, or modified, simply and quickly.
It's a more flexible approach than the
restricting dedication of conventional stands,
and it's a damn sight more sturdy, too.

The pads are standard Simmons issue, so
we needn't dwell too long on them.
According to Simmons, they're the result of
a L100,000 development, with floating heads,
special rubber covering, piston -loading, and
a whole host of other stuff. As far as I'm
concerned, they're as good as they need to
be.

Unlike the SDS9, the SDS1000 has no rim
trigger on its snare pad, for the good and
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simple reason that there's no rim sound on
the kit. But this does at least mean that, with
the exception of the bass, all the pads are
interchangeable. And though I'm in no way
doubting Simmons' faith in the sturdiness of
the pad design, the interchangeability does
allow you to rotate the pads around the kit,
so that the punishment inevitably handed
out to the snare can be evenly distributed
amongst the four potential candidates for
the job.

Interconnection between pads and brain
is provided by five jack -to -jacks, which enter
the unit via sockets on the rear panel.
Actually, if people are going to insist on
calling the control unit a 'brain', that surely
means the cabinet it's housed in should be
referred to as a 'skull'. In which case, the
SDS1000 comes complete with a 1U -high, 19"
standard rack -mountable skull-with all the
controls neatly mounted along the front
panel (face?).

This represents something of a departure
for Simmons, in that with the exception of
the SDS7, previous housings for kit
electronics have all been of the flat box,
controls -on -top -panel variety. But given the
position of a player behind the kit, this new
format should prove popular. You can
maintain access to the controls in all sorts of
places you couldn't put an SDS9, for
example. And being rack -mounting, the
SDS1000 brain makes it much easier to
position alongside effects units- most of
which adopt the rack format these days.

It's good to see that separate outputs for
each channel have been retained, as the
facility to treat each instrument individually
is essential for serious live and studio work.
Restricting audio outs to a simple pair of
jacks is a cost-cutting exercise which has
ruined a number of otherwise excellent
drum machine designs recently. But here,
with the choice of individual, grouped stereo
and grouped mono outputs to choose from,
to say nothing of the headphone socket, I
think it's safe to say Simmons have got all
their exits covered.

The left-hand side of the unit is given over
to the control of levels. The first five knobs
are for the adjustment of pad trigger levels
(ie. sensitivity), the next five for the setting
of individual output levels, and the two
remaining knobs for control of the grouped
outputs.

The design of the sound -generating
circuitry is largely derived from that of the
SDS9, so it retains the same element of
pragmatism which made its forebear such a
classic. Simmons have wisely kept an eye on
the past and the lessons it has taught them.
Consequently, the SDS 1000 presents the
user with three types of circuitry for the
generation of each of the three types of
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instrument- bass drum, snare and tom-toms.

As with the SDS9, the bass drum is
digitally sythesised via software
programming within the control unit. The
snare sounds (of which there are four basic
types) are samples of real drums encoded
onto a chip, and replayed whenever
triggered by the relevant pad. The tom-
toms, always a Simmons strong point, owe
their existence to good ol' analogue circuitry.
This is because Simmons (and in truth, most
other manufacturers) have yet to find a
means of producing consistently better
results, so have stuck to doing it the way they
know best.

Thebasic sounds of all five drums are

variable, the fruits of your labours being
storable within five memory locations.
Additionally, there are five factory preset
kits permanently stored, giving you ten kit
combinations, selectable either by a front -
panel button marked (reasonably enough)
Select, or by an optional footswitch.

Both methods of switching produce
essentially the same results. The unit steps
through preset kits Ito 5, accompanied by
the appropriate number making an
appearance in the LED readout. Then it
moves onto the five user -programmed kits,
also numbered Ito 5, but this time suffixed
with a small dot to distinguish them from the
factory presets. On reaching user program 5,
a subsequent push on the switch brings us
back round to factory preset number I.

Simple enough. But I foresee a problem.
By effectively combining the two sets of kits
into a 'count to ten' system, the SDS1000
forces you to run through the factory presets
to get back to the user programs. Working
on the principle that for a particular song,
players might wish to use all their own
sounds, it would be more convenient to be
able to stay within the realms of user
programs, rather than having to jump past
the factory presets by hitting the button or
footswitch five times. It could slow a fast kit
change down to the point where it became
impractical within a song.

As with any limitation, I suppose you'd
learn to work around it, but given that
changing kits instantly is one of the principal
advantages of an electronic kit, this could be
rather frustrating for the creative player.

Aside from this (or maybe because of it),
programming the kit really couldn't be
simpler, the entire process being covered by
six short steps in the instruction manual -
which means I'm not going to run through
the process here. Let's just say this is
probably the simplest programming system
you're ever likely to encounter, so if this is
something that's been putting you off
making the move towards electronic drums,
the Simmons could well be the kit for you.

The parameters that are varied to provide
control over each instrument work on a
system of shared, multifunction controls.
This simply means that the seven knobs only
vary the sound of a particular drum, if that
drum is first selected. Once you get the hang
of this, you'll find the whole process quite
straightforward -a fact that should be
confirmed by a glance at the front -panel
photograph.

Looking at this panel, the only controls
which may require some explanation are the
tom-tom Filter control, which in fact adjusts
the initial brightness rather than the entire
sound (thereby more accurately simulating a
real drum); the snare Sample 1234 control,
which uses each quarter of its travel to
switch between the four snare samples; the
2nd Skin control, which introduces a degree
of modulation to mimic the effect of adding
the bottom skin to a single -headed tom-tom;
and the Noise control, which balances the
tone and noise components of the toms. As
for Click, this is simply a simulation of a stick
striking the head of a drum, and is
responsible for much of the attack of a drum
sound.

Providing the kit has been equipped with a
wide enough range of basic sounds, the
limitations of the programming system and
absence of certain features needn't be too
much of a problem.

o how does the SDS 1000 sound? We'll
look at, or rather listen to, the bass drum
first. This is probably the simplest of the
voices in terms of controllability, there being
only the Pitch and Click Level parameters to
worry about. And even here, it's difficult to
move away radically from the solid,
workmanlike punch of the basic sound,
unless you remove all the click component, in
which case you're left with much less
definition, and the sort of bass drum found on
recordings circa 1969.

The snare is an altogether more complex
beast, primarily because you're given not
one, but four basic sounds-Tight Snare,
Rock Snare, Huge Ambient Snare and
Electric Snare. The only problem is that
Simmons have used the exact words for the
names of the samples as I'd have used to

describe them. Essentially, they are what
they say they are. But given the variable
parameters on the front panel, they're also
quite a bit more besides. In fact, the
combination of four samples, Pitch, Bend
and Decay controls, offers a startling range
of snare sounds, which should provide you
with at least a handful you'll like and stick
with.

The analogue design of the tom-toms gives
them a more recognisably 'Simmons' sound
than the other drums, but again, this is only
part of the story. By keeping a watchful eye II.
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op. on the decay control, a much more natural
effect can be achieved, and unless you're into
single-handedly reviving the disco boom of
the early '80s, this is what I'd strongly
recommend you to do. (You could always put
the headphones on at three in the morning,
bang the decay control up to max, and
wallow in the power beneath your stick tips.)
Overall, a good versatile sound, but I wish
they'd retained the Copy Tom function
(whereby the sound of one tom can be
instantly copied onto the others at
descending pitches) of the SDS9, because it
really is a godsend during programming.

In terms of playability, the SDS 1000 is, if
anything, an improvement on the SDS9 -
principally because there have been certain
improvements made in the area of
dynamics. Only trouble is, this is not
something which is easily expressed on
paper. All I can advise you to do is get down
to your local music shop and check one out
for yourself. If it's some time since you last
played an electronic kit, I think you'll be
impressed by the SDS 1000.

y equipping their latest system with
a fine range of basic sounds, Simmons have

cleverly turned what might have been a
deficiency into an advantage. That
advantage is simplicity. A confident
simplicity which should prove attractive to
the wary convert to electronic drums. The
facilities on the SDS9 stunned you into
submission. The SDS1000's sheer
straightforwardness entices you in quite a
different way.

Ordinarily, I'd have had grave
reservations about an electronic musical
instrument which didn't possess a couple of
the magic five -pin DIN sockets labelled
'MIDI', but given the parallel development of
the TMI, a pad trigger -to -MIDI interface
which can be simply added at a later date,
Simmons have again pre-empted any
criticism. The SDS 1 000's designers are
effectively saying to the newcomer to
electronic percussion: 'look, you're going to
need to get to know and use MIDI in the
future, but right now, just concentrate on
learning to use what you've got'. Given the
general level of understanding of things
electronic, and of MIDI in particular, that's
quite a convincing argument.

Similarly, the advent of the SDE expander
for Simmons kits means that the onboard
programming limitations needn't dog you
for the rest of your (or the kit's) working life.
When the time is right to increase your sonic

range, the hardware is there to make it
possible -with a Simmons logo on it.

It's beginning to look as though whatever
you want (or are likely to want) later in the
electronic percussion field, Simmons intend
to supply it. That might not suit everyone -
some musicians prefer to choose from the
ranges of several manufacturers. But many
will choose to stick with the same make -
knowing that whatever they buy will work
with whatever they've bought previously,
and that the resulting system has all come
out of the same design room.

Speaking of which, I've visited the
Simmons factory on four occasions now. On
every visit, as I've pulled into the car park in
front of the R&D room, there, sat among the
test meters and oscilloscopes, his hair
seemingly some days away from its last
encounter with a comb, has been Dave
Simmons himself. Obviously, the years
haven't dampened his enthusiasm for
modern drum technology, or his eagerness
to develop new generations of equipment.
Personally, I can't think of a more convincing
argument to stick with Simmons. 

Price £650 excluding hardware
More from Simmons, Alban Park, Hatfield
Road, St Albans, Herts AL4 OJH. IT (0727)
36191.

5-7 CHESTER ROAD, NORTHWICH, CHESHIRE
TELEPHONE 0606 782522

OPEN 10-6, LATE NIGHT THURSDAYS

Il Roland
I've got so much Roland
gear, I've now opened an
exclusive 'Roland Room'
JX3P A £450
JX8P f?
JX10 f?
S10/50 f?
Alpha Juno I f?
Alpha Juno II f?
TR505
TR707 f?
MC500 f?
MS0100 £225
Juno 6 A £319
Juno 60 A £550
Juno 106 X £579
EM101 X £199
CR78 A £150
SVC350 X £399
MPU401 £99
SHO9 B £129
SH101 A £119
MKS20 f?

ABBREVIATION CODE
A - AS NEW, MINT AND 12 MONTHS GUARANTEED
B- GOOD SECONDHAND CONDMON AND
6 MONTHS GUARANTEED
C- WELL USED BUT WORKING WELL (JUST
LIKE DOUGIE) GUARANTIED BY MUTUAL
ARRANGEMENT
7- YOU'LL HAVE TO FIND THE PRICE OUT FOR
YOURSELF,
X- EX -DEMONSTRATION, COND MON AS
SEEN AND 12 MONTHS GUARANTIED
BBD - STILL IN UNOPENED CARTON I.E.
NEWER THAN NEW,
WARNE), - BRAND SPANKING NEW

upiter
HS60 £650
CPM120 f?
MKS10 X E299
MKS30 X £399
MKB1000 X £7999

KORG
Poly 800 II X £450
Poly 61 B £350
EPS1 X £450
MKB Bs pedals £199
DVP-1 f?
RK100 (red) boxed .... £199
DW8000 f?
KMT60 (midi bx) £45
KPR77 A £99
DDM110 A £99
Vocoder A £250
PSS50 X £199
MR16 X £250
Lambda £345
Sigma B £150
700 mono B £99
700S mono B £129

WHERE THE PROS '-
GO

lEOLIEIMAIL
Prophet I A £199
Prophet 600 A £699
Drumtraks B £550
Prophet 2000 £1399
Prophet VS £?
Prophet 2002 £1599
Prophet T-8 X £1599
800 Seq A £99

ensonict
Mirage Module
Mirage Keyboard IN STOCK
ESP -1 Piano
ESQ-1 Synth

SAMPLERS
Mirage v. Prophet 2002 v.
Akai S900 - Let your ears
tell you what's best, I've
got them all side by side
to cc cc compare

SIMEET
gagnommo

(ABOVE JAMM STUDIOS)
END OF CT. MOOR ST.

BOLTON, LANCS.
TELEPHONE -

0204 397893

AKAI
AX73
S612
ME1OD
ME15F
ME3OP
ME2OP
S900
CPZ1000
MPX820

CASIO

f?
f?

£99
£99
£99
£99

£?
£?
£9

SZ-1
RZ-1
CZ101
CZ3000
CZ5000
SK -1

OTHER
KEYBOARDS
ARP Axxe B £79
ARP Solus A £199

_ARP Pro DGX A £99

GOOD PRICES

WANTED INP/EX DEALS: COMM 64S, SCI SIXTRACKS, MOOG PRODIGYS, ARP SYNTHS, ROLAND JUNOS ETC, ANY SECONDHAND K/BDS IN GOOD
CONDMON - PHONE DOUGIE ON 0606 782522. ACCESSNISA/AMEX/DINERS. PS HOW COME THAT WHEN A NEW CUSTOMER COMES TO DOUGIES

THEY'RE AMAZED BY THE SIZE OF THE KEYBOARD STOCK? DOESN'T ANY OTHER STORE HAVE SUCH A GOOD SELECTION?

Moog Prodigy Mk1 A £169
Moog Rogue .A £150
Moog Source B £199
Moog Source BXD £399
Polymoog
keyboard B £345
Jen SX1000 .14 B £50
Yamaha GS2 ....X £699
Yamaha CS01 (2) A £69
Yamaha CS5 B £79
Yamaha DX100 X £299
Yamaha KX5 remote £245
Yamaha PF10 piano B 399
Yamaha DX21 B 450
Yamaha DX9 B 450
Yamaha DX27 X £450
Yamaha CP25
piano
Yamaha RX21
Yamaha 02031
But One A £350
Crumar Performer B £199
Crumar Trilogy A £350
Fender Rhodes Mk V £699
PLUS MANY MORE -
CALL FOR DETAILS

C £250
X £199

£250

CUSTOMER SERVICE IS
THE MOTTO OTTO!!
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ou n iaL
MANUFACTURER OF THE FAMOUS PROPHET RANGE OF
SYNTHESIZERS AND SAMPLING INSTRUMENTS, IS PROUD TO
ANNOUNCE THE INTERNATIONAL LAUNCH OF ANOTHER
POWERFUL NEW INSTRUMENT FOR PROFESSIONAL MUSICIANS.

THE STUDIO 440 WILL BE UNVEILED, PRESENTED AND
DEMONSTRATED, FOR THE FIRST TIME ANYWHERE, TO THE
MUSIC BUSINESS, PRESS AND MUSICIANS, TO COINCIDE WITH
THE 'BRITISH MUSIC FAIR' IN LONDON.

DATES
FRIDAY, 1ST AUGUST

SATURDAY, 2ND AUGUST
SUNDAY, 3RD AUGUST

TIMES
10.00AM-12.00 NOON/2.00PM-4.00PM

MUSIC TRADE AND MUSICIANS WELCOME
5.00PM-7.00PM MUSIC TRADE ONLY

VENUE
THE PRINCE EDWARD SUITE
ROYAL KENSINGTON HOTEL

380 KENSINGTON HIGH STREET
LONDON W14 rt

{Just two minutes walk from the British Music Fair at Olympia 2)

ALSO ON DEMONSTRATION
THE PROPHET 2000 AND PROPHET 2002 DIGITAL SAMPLING

INSTRUMENTS AND THE
PROPHET VS DIGITAL VECTOR SYNTHESIZER

cot' n Li aL
PO Box 16, 3640 AA Mijdrecht, Netherlands Telephone 02979-6211, telex 12721 sqntl n1



STACK IN A RACK
Tantek's Tanrak system offers a whole host of audio
processing units in a convenient custom-built rack. In
the first instalment of a two-part review, we examine
some of the modules available, assess their usefulness,

and find out if they're good value. Ian Waugh

o many women and so little time.
Sorry! So many units and so little space. The
mind does tend to wander at times. The
problem is intrinsically the same, however:
how to fit them all in. Less of the Waughle
and down to business, I guess.

Tanrak is a I9 -inch wide, 4U -high sub -rack
which can house up to I I plug-in modules
plus a DC power supply. The rack is
aluminium with a textured black stove
finish. The modules themselves have
anodised grained front panels with orange
switches and lettering. When you're
spending a few hundred pounds on your
studio, it's nice to get something attractive
as well as functional, and the Tanrak range
certainly looks impressive. Very
professional.

For those handy with a soldering iron, the
modules are available in kit form at a saving
of between 20 to 35 per cent. The kit parts
are the same as those used in the finished

modules, and they look very easy to build -
though I speak as one who hasn't actually put
soldering iron to PCB. If you do run into
difficulties, Tantek will put right your
mistakes for a standard charge of 20% of the
kit price, which seems a very fair deal.

Just a few more words about the nature of
the rack and the modules before plugging
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them in and working them out. The whole
Tanrak system has been designed to be
flexible. A bus on the back of the rack
distributes power to the modules and
interlinks the audio lines so you can
rearrange the modules' positions while
maintaining connections. Each module also
has its own set of quarter -inch jack sockets at
the back, and the rear PCB houses a Key bus.
All modules have been optimised for
operation at - I OdBv but should operate just
as well at OdBm. It handled all my home
studio equipment with ease.

The manual suggests five different ways of
connecting the system:

I) Put a signal in the left-hand module, run
it through the units and take the output from
the right hand module. Individual modules
can be switched out so the signal need not
run through every one.

2) Using the optional Input and Output
modules, perform option I from the front
panel.

3) Use the rear sockets as a patchbay.
While this is certainly feasible, you'd need
easy access to the back of your rack. Difficult
if it's tucked away neatly in a corner.

4) Extend the rear sockets to a patchbay.
This obviously gives you ultimate control
over the units but the smaller studio,

particularly the one-man kind, will probably
be able to manage quite well with option I or 2,

5) Use a Mixer module and run the outputs
from certain modules onto the stereo virtual
earth bus, extracting them with the Mixer,
for example, to combine the outputs from
several Mic Preamp modules. To do this in
stereo, you'd need two Mixers. I never
actually had the urge to do this during the
review - apart from the fact that I wasn't
supplied with a Mixer- but the option is
there, and you may just find a problem or
two which this method of combination and
separation solves, especially if you want to
work in stereo.

That's the introduction over. If you've
scanned ahead to see how much the system
costs, you'll want to know how Tanrak
performs. Read on then, gentle reader.

Mic Preamp
Surrounded as we are by mountains of

electronic instruments, it's easy to forget the
human side of our music-the vocals. I plead
guilty, too. As in life, nothing is easy and the
best mics are the ones which need a little
help to get up to line level. The Mic Preamp
does this- and a little bit more.

The basic module provides a I 2V power
source which will suit most microphones, but
it can be set to provide 24V or 48V via the
Phantom Power module if necessary. It
accepts a balanced XLR input and boosts it to
line level. Unbalanced mics can be used, too,
by making up an XLR-to-jack lead.

A Sensitivity control adjusts the gain, and
an LED shows when it reaches OdBm, but this
is just a guide as you can crank the gain up
further. If you do get headroom problems,
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TAKE NOTE
COMPUTER SYSTEMS FOR MUSIC

... the only true MIDI shop in Britain, run
by musicians for musicians from a relaxed
studio environment in central London. We
are specialists offering a full after -sales
back-up and trouble shooting service as
well as access to the latest technology
coming out of America. Phone or visit; we
have permanent demonstration systems
and our hours are flexible; alternatively we
can do it all by post!

Software
Southworth  Syntech

Steinberg Joreth  Opcode
Dr. T Octave Plateau  C -Lab

Bacchus Greengate

Hardware
Commodore  Apple  Atari

Korg  Casio  Oberheim Ensoniq
Boss  Alesis Bokse

Fostex  Simmons

Accessories
Cables  Connectors  Switch Boxes

RAM Packs Leads Discs
Sound/Patch Libraries  Books  Stands

UNIT 7 43 CAROL STREET CAMDEN
LONDON NW1 OHT  TEL: 01-485 2988

CREATIVITY!
EXPLORE

fir r "THE BOX"
A new MIDI multi-effects/sequencer
box for keyboardists! Create
sequences, chords, arpeggios, delays,
special effects and more. Self
contained, no computer required!
Includes battery back-up ... $299.00

SYNTHESTRA
The next step ...MIDI sequencing and
control software in one! Control and
synchronize 16 MIDI devices from a
"master" keyboard. Controls a

complete MIDI studio!
For Apple Ile/ + $120.00

DX -1 SAMPLER
ox i
SOME) SAMPLING SYSTEM
FOR THE APPLE II

A flexible, low cost digital sound
sampler for your Apple Ile/ + . Record,
modify and sequence any sound. MIDI,
sound analysis & graphics options
available.
New low price $249.00

WRITE OR CALL FOR FREE BROCHURES
Decillionix, P.O. Box 70985

Sunnyvale, CA 94086 USA
(408) 732-7758

-MonLey Business
lk/MUSICAL

EQUIPMENTI
/A

!ffO crr,

Woe

ROLAND
Axis Remote Keyboard £399

EP50 MIDI piano £549

luno 1 synth £499

luno 2 synth £799

JX8P synth ESpecial offer!

New !Xi° synth E1899

New MC -500 Micro composer £799

New MKB-200 Mother keyboard £625

MKS -7 Super quartet module £950

New MKS -20 Digital piano module £1299
MKS -80 Super Jupiter module £1549

MPG -80 Programmer for MKS -80 £349

PG -300 Programmer for Juno's £199
New RD1000 Digital piano £2499
New Sampling keyboards
- coming soon!!
Juno 106 synth £485

SHIM Mono synth E199

NEW SAMPLING KEYBORDS
COMING SOON

CSQ60 Sequencer, s/hand E95

PR800 MIDI Sequence £99

MKS 10 Piano module E599

SVC-350 Vocoder £599

SDE-1000 Digital delay E399

SDE-2500 Digital delay f449
SDE-3000 Digital delay £749

SRV2000 Digital reverb £1099

GR Guitar synth x -demo £1695

GR Bass synth x -demo £1795

TR505 Digital Drums, MIDI E225

TR707 Digital drums, MIDI E499

TR727 Latin percussion E399

PAD -8 MIDI Octapad E399

MPU 101 MIDI/CV interface £199

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

KORG KEY CENTRE
Poly 800 MkII synth £499

DW6000 polysynth £599

DW8030 polysynth E995

EX8000 expander module £849

EX800 expander module £199

New DVP-1 voice processor £799

RK100 remote keyboard £399

SQD-1 MIDI recorder £599

PSS-50 super section £375

DDM110 digital drums £175

DDM2.20 digital percussion £145

MR16 digital rhythm source £299

KMX rack mount mixer £199

SDD1000 digital delay £33

SDD2000 digital delay £499

GT60X guitar tuner £2

DT1 chromatic tuner £4

MEX memory expander £19

KMS MIDI synchroniser £17

LARGE SELECTION OF SECONDHAND
EQUIPMENT ALWAYS IN STOCK

-PHONE FOR DETAILS

AKAI PRO DEALER
New S-900 sampler £1599
5612 sampler + disc drive £799

AX80 polysynth £799

New AX73 polysynth E699

New MX73 mother keyboard £499

New VX90 expander £499

New MPX820 prog. mixer £1299

New CPZ1000 computer system £1699

ME255 note separator MIDI £99

ME3OP patch bay MIDI £99

MEIN) MIDI delay £99

ME15F dynamics controller £99

Opel/ Mori-5ot 9.30-6.00
24hr cleliVeri4

Rill time engivieers on the premises

FOSTEX
M0D80 8 track recorder £1699

MODEOLS 8 track recorder £1575

M0D20 2 track recorder £899

260 New 4 track recorder E699

515 4 track recorder E245

450 8/4 mixer £699

MN15 mixer/compressor £49

TS15 sync box £59

6301 powered monitors £129

120 headphones E45

4030 synchroniser £1495

4035 sync controller £517

4050 auto locator £899

8700 SMPTE generator £179

MOD80 remote £59

MOM footswitch £14

NC adaptor for X15 £34

X15 footswitch E9

ME20A sequencer MIDI £99 19" RACK UNITS
Full range of sample sounds in stock! Yamaha REV7 reverb £899

Tamec Madrack D7 delay E299

Dynacord 8 memory delay E399

Vestakaza sampler/delay E295

0 -IS digital delay £245

JEIS delay/reverb £269

INS spring reverb E79

Yamaha GC2020 compAimiter £229

Ibanez DM501 delay £265

Ibanez DM1100 delay E299

Ibanez HD1500 harmonizer £495

Cutec stereo graphic £98

Cutec delay/reverb £142

Aria stereo reverb £199
Aces E15S stereo graphic E187

£59

Trace Elliot GP11 pre -amp £250

Dvnacord digital reverb f399

HOME RECORDING
MACHINES
Teczon 4 track cassette, VU meters EQ,
Dolby C noise reduction £385

Teczon power supply £25

Fostex 015, s/hand £199

Vestfire 4 track cassette, VU meters EQ,
DBX with power supply £325

Cutec MR404 high speed mains powered
4 track with EQ and DBX E481

Clarion high speed 4 track with EQ noise
reduction, mains powered £549

MT44 system complete, s/hand £399

Aria 4 track high speed 19' rack mounted
assette recorder £495

Vestafire MR -16 channel, 4 track, 19' rack
mounted high speed DBX £689

ADO patch bay

ENSONIQ MIRAGE Keyboards and
Expanders Now in Stock.

New Digital Pianos and Synths
arriving shortly

MICRO RACK UNITS
NEW Boss Delay/Harmonizer £199

Boss BMR5 micro system rack E45

Boss RDD10 digital delay E149

Boss RCL10 comp/limiter £115

Boss RGE10 graphic EQ £115

Boss RBF10 danger £115

Boss RPH10 phaser £115

Boss RADIO 19' rack adaptor E20

Boss RPQ10 parametric EQ £115

Boss RSD10 sampler/delay £199

Boss RPW7 multi power supply f64
Boss Individual power supplies £18

Instant no deposit H.PoVailoble (APR 36.4) Part -ex Welcome Viso/Access

Victoria Road, Romford,Essex (0 7 0 8) 75 45 4 8 or 2 5 91 9

& 351 London Road (A13) Westcliff-ovi-Sea (0 7 0 2) 332 74 3
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 the -20dB Pad can be switched in to help.
Thoughtful stuff.

Up to nine Preamps can be used (eight if
you use the Phantom Power module), and
the outputs can be collected by two Mixer
modules. The Mix control on the Preamps
determines their level in the mix, while
stereo position is set by the Pan control. The
Phase Reverse switch ensures you don't have
to spend hours re -wiring plugs because some
wally (probably you) wired them up wrong in
the first place. We've all done it.

The module also has an Effects Send and
Return, so you can plug it in and out of
anything else that might take your fancy. In a
multi-mic setup, you could even give each
Preamp its own EQ module. The
permutations go on. And so must we.

Input Module
This gives you front -panel access to the

rack. A stereo jack socket and a Key bus
input save you messing around at the back of
the unit, but all the inputs and outputs are
there should you need them. Ten LEDs give a
visual indication of the level, which can be
boosted or cut. External inputs can be
applied to the unit to check levels (now why
didn't I think of that?). It really is a boon,
being able to check and boost some bits of
computer -related music paraphernalia. It's
when you get to play with units like these
that you realise how useful they are.

The input impedence is I Mohm, so you can
plug just about anything into it. I ran it
through my gamut of input busters- and it
didn't. Great for Dl'ing a bass and other
awkward instruments. As with the other
modules, it passes its output to the module
on the right, eventually ending up at the...

Output Module
This collects the signal from the module to

the left of it and offers a handy output from
the front of the rack along with stereo
headphone monitoring. The line level output
58

is only in mono, but there are stereo ins and
outs at the back as usual.

To compliment the Input module, this has
a very low impedance (less than 0.5ohms).

Impedance matching is rarely an
insurmountable problem in the smaller
studio, but these two units should be able to
handle most eventualities.

The Input and Output modules are not
essential to successful processing, but they do
make it easy to route a signal through the
rack. You could even patch them into your
mixer's send and return.

Pro -Gate
This is in fact a noise gate, though Tantek's

literature makes a point of not using that
phrase in describing the module, mainly to
stress its creative uses. Noise gates are often
used to control the spurious noise (usually of
the white variety) produced by every kind of
electronic instrument, the sort of noise
which lingers in the background when no
notes are being played. You never notice it
live, but in the studio, it can make it sound as
though your gear's acting up.

A noise gate, if you want to be technical
about it, is an amplifier whose gain is unity
when the input level is above a pre -selected
threshold level. In other words, it monitors
the input signal and cuts it off if it falls below
a certain level, effectively preventing low-
level residual noise from reaching the
output.

Applications include keeping an
instrument's output silent when it's not
playing, and preventing extraneous noises
filtering in through microphones. These
gates can be a godsend when miking drums,
and are handy to have around when
someone turns up with a noisy amp and
refuses to be DI'd.

The Pro -Gate has been optimised for
operating levels of - I OdBv (the Input
module can adjust levels, should it be
necessary) and has variable Attack, Release
and Hold controls. The Threshold ranges
from 0 to -60dBm, and should be able to
handle anything you throw at it.

In the creative department, you can switch
in an input from the Key bus so, for example,
you could make a bass track follow the bass
drum for a tight sound. The controls need to
be set carefully to avoid a glitch when the
gate switches off abruptly, but that bit's up to
you.

Having a gate 'in the system' means you
can channel signals through it automatically,
and it even helps cut out the noise on digital
synths.

Compressor -Limiter 2
Another useful and at times indispensable

unit. A compressor reduces the dynamic
range of a signal by progressively
attenuating the level as the signal gets
louder. A limiter reduces over -the -top
signals, too, and is frequently used to prevent
the odd peak getting into thetystem where
it might over -saturate a tape. It can be a
great help when recording vocals, especially
when they're performed by singers with
little mic technique, and it will also control a
signal (from a guitar, say) in which certain
harmonics or notes tend to peak above the
rest. Both help get 'more signal' onto tape.

Compression is normally in the range of
3: I , so that a 3dB increase at the input would
result in a I dB output level. Limiting, on the
other hand, is commonly in the range of 20:1.
In both cases, there's a threshold level below
which no attenuation takes place.

The Tanrak's Comp -Lim 2 has an
adjustable Slope control, giving compression
or limiting from 2:I to 20: I . An LED glows 0.-
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 from green to yellow to red to indicate the
level of compression taking place. The unit
has variable Attack and Release controls and
a Key input.

Apart from the sort of merely practical
applications discussed above, the unit can be
used in an envelope -shaping capacity for
creative effects, such as extending decay
times and making sounds more percussive. It
was easy to use and did its job well.

Infinite Flanger
I like effects units. Even with the almost

infinite variety of sounds modern
instruments can produce, there's still
nothing like putting your latest creation
through an effects unit. Flanging is an old
effect now, and I hope most readers will
know what it sounds like because, as it's
impossible to describe, I'm not even going to
try.

The Infinite Flanger takes its name from
its (nearly) infinite flange ratio, ie. the ratic
between the shortest and longest delay
times. Clearly, a lot of thought has gone into
the design of the module. The dynamic range
is rated at I 03dB, and the unit has two

Bucket Brigade Devices (BBD), one of which
is set by a Shift control to produce an offset
delay. The Regeneration control strengthens
the flange effect, while Mix controls the mix
between the original and the delayed signal.
There's also an Antiphase function which
hollows out the sound.

The (anger can be swept manually with
the Man control, or you can plug in (at the
back) the Modulation Oscillator or another
CV source for automatic effects. I'd say an
external modulation source is really
essential to get the best from the unit, and
you should consider the Modulation
Oscillator (see below) as a more or less
compulsory addition.

The Infinite Flanger kept me busy for ages.
It produced everything from vibrato (used
on pianos), phased vibrato (and phased
vibrato with funny bits) to wild and whirling
sweeps up and down the harmonic spectrum.
As it doesn't have a utilitarian function in the
sense that gates and compressors do, you
tend to feel guilty playing with it for hours
instead of doing something productive. Still,
all in the cause of a review...

Modulation Oscillator
This produces a CV modulation (0 to 5V)

which can be varied from a sinewave to a
rising or falling ramp wave. It has two
outputs with independent Depth control. It
also has a switchable Key/CV input, which
automatically adapts itself for either an AC
key signal or a DC CV, permitting effects
such as amplitude -dependent vibrato, or the
creation of complex new waves by external
CV modulation. A cycle can be triggered by a
Key input such as that from a drum unit or a
synth, and there's an Envelope Follower
output, too.

The frequency range runs from I cycle
every 30 seconds to I 2Hz. On a dial ranging
from 0 to I0, all the vibrato settings occur in
the last sector, so tuning can be a little on the
tight side.

The module can be used to control any CV
device, but as I've said, it's a fine match for
the Infinite Flanger just discussed.

Next month...
be looking at the rest of the Tanrak

range, embracing such units as
psychoacoustic enhancers and digital
sampler -delays. See you then. 

DATAF ILE
Tanrak Audio

Processing System,
Pt 1

Description Kit Built
Mic Preamp £38.95 £54.95
Input Module £32.95 £46.95
Output Module £32.95 £46.95
Pro -Gate £36.95 £49.95
Comp -Lim 2 £41.95 £57.95
Infinite Flanger £59.95 £85.95
Modulation
Oscillator £34.95 £48.95
Dust Cover Set £2.95
Blanking Panel £8.95
Sub Rack £39.95 £47.95

More from Tantek, Business &
Technology Centre, Bessemer Drive,
Stevenage, Herts, SG1 2DX.
IT (0438)310120

TOTAL
MUSIC
MIDI sequencing,
editing, and transcribing
for the Apple Macintosh

G3SOUTHWORTH
MUSIC SYSTEMS INC.

128 simultaneous tracks, each supporting 16 MIDI
channels.

50,000 note capacity, including pitch bend and
velocity.

Full editing including time correction, cut and paste,
transposition, splice, slide, bounce.

Real or Step time recording with tape style controls
including fast forward, rewind, punch in/punch out.

External syncronization to MIDI clock source or
SMPTE source with interface. Accepts song pointer
information for full syncronization.

Fully programmable tempo and patch changes,
sequence chaining and looping facility.

Music transcription from MIDI data to standard
notation. Editing and printing from Notation page.

TOTAL MUSIC combines the versatility and control
of MIDI with the superior graphics, power, and user -
friendliness of the Apple Macintosh. It's the most
powerful music program available for any personal
computer, and it's also the easiest to use.

TOTAL MUSIC allows the professional arranger,
composer, or studio musician to prepare his music
and parts at home, thus saving time and money

Call Roger Evan at Audio FX for a demonstration of
TOTAL MUSIC, and see what it can do for you!

 Our reputation's built on success 

15 Elizabeth Mews, London NW3 4UH
Telephone 01-586 9592 (24 hours)
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bout a year ago, my brother Ron,
who has been doing live audio and audio for
video for longer than I can remember, gave
me a call. Hetold me he had a client who
wanted to use MIDI'd synthesisers for
backing music and sweetening on some
small video projects, and wanted to know if I
could recommend anything. I honestly
didn't know what to say.

About the same time, a marketing person
at Sequential asked me if SMPTE timecode
was going to become the next MIDI -
nobody understood it, but everybody had to
have it.That time I knew what to say: yes.

There area lot of good reasons to
combine the use of MIDI and SMPTE
timecode. MIDI is basically a standard way to
control musical instruments (and these days
effects units, mixing boards, lighting units,
and so on). SMPTE timecode is basically a
standard way of knowing precisely what
time it is, whether it be on film, video tape,
or audio tape. As soon as you place the two
ideas next to each other, it becomes
desirable to control musical events based on
what time it is (whether it's in conjunction
with visual or other musical events). So that's
what we're going to be discussing here-
using SMPTE to synchronise MIDI with other
musical events, and some recent advances
and ideas that use MIDI to synchronise
musical and non-musical events to film and
video.

First, some history. Musicians have been
synchronising musical events for ages- it's
called playing together. If the musicians
were not proficient enough to keep time
with each other, then there was always the

THE UNHOLY
The SMPTE standard is now as important for the

recording and film industries as MIDI is to the musical
instrument field. As the two areas move closer

together, communicating between them has become
easier. We report on the latest proposals for a MIDI-

SMPTE marriage. Chris Meyer
conductor, or at least a trusty metronome.
When music started being recorded on tape,
so did the metronome click, which became
known as the 'click track'. The click told you
where the quarter- or eighth -notes fell, and
with luck, the musicians were good enough
to listen to each other and figure out at least
which bar and beat they were on (if not
always which verse or chorus).

Then came machines. Drum machines and
sequencers that wanted to play along too.
Not being very good at listening to other
musicians to see where they were, the
musicians were forced either to follow the
machines, or to let some warlock (known as
a 'studio engineer' today) lay down a click
track on tape for the machines to follow.
Since the machines were also not good
enough to figure out all the sub -divisions of
time between quarter- or eighth -notes, they
needed a special faster click track (ranging
from 24 to some ridiculous number of clicks
per quarter -note) to keep up.

Suddenly, all in the garden was rosy.
Machines could come in later and lay their
parts down without other musicians around,
just like real musicians. And just like real
musicians, they could also do all sorts of
crazy overdubs after the fact.

When MIDI came along, it contained,
among other things, a special code that was
the equivalent of a drum machine or
sequencer's click (standardised at 24 pulses
per quarter note). It was a relatively simple
task to build boxes that converted from
normal audible or electrical clicks to MIDI
clicks (or 'clocks', as they were now called).

But there were still problems. Unlike real
musicians, machines were (and for the most
part still are) not able to listen to other
musicians to tell which beat or bar

everybody else was on. In many cases, they
couldn't even listen to other machines to
figure out where they were supposed to be.
That meant they always had to be started
from the very beginning of a piece, and from
that point count quietly to themselves to
keep track of where they were. So the song
always had to be taken from the top -
annoying for real musicians, and wasteful of
expensive studio time. And real musicians
still had to play to them, because they were
incapable of following other musicians.

An improvement came when
manufacturers started implementing what's
known as the MIDI Song Position Pointer.
Now, a machine could at least tell where
other machines were within a song
(resolving to the nearest sixteenth -note),
but it still had no clue as to where the
humans were.

Luckily, the warlocks (studio
engineers) came to the rescue again. The
practice of recording SMPTE timecode on
one track of a multitrack's audio tape
became a commonly used method of
synchronising two tape machines together.
From there, it took just a small leap of the
imagination to start using SMPTE to
synchronise musical machines to the tape as
well -and thus to the real musicians
recorded on it. At the very least, the click
track was no longer needed, because boxes
such as the Friend Chip SRC could translate
from SMPTE to normal clicks or MIDI, at
whichever constant tempo was desired.
Timings could be offset slightly or drastically
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MARRIAGE
by changing the SMPTE time that the
machine considered to be the 'start'.

On a more intriguing level, machines
could now pick up a song from the middle,
too. Since each slice of SMPTE time is unique
from any other (SMPTE timecode rolls over
every 24 hours, which is long enough even
for Philip Glass song cycles), each moment in
a piece of music has a unique time.
Combining this with the aforementioned
MIDI Song Position Pointer, a box can look at
what SMPTE time it is, calculate precisely
how far into the song that time corresponds
to, and forward the machines to that point.

Some manufacturers are starting to
integrate this feature into their drum
machines and sequencers. And some
outboard machines, such as the Fostex 4050,
promise to integrate this feature with the
already accepted practice (known as
'autolocating') of forwarding and starting
tape machines to specific points referenced
to the SMPTE timecode on the tape. Now
everybody-tape machines, sequencers,
drum machines and humans-can know
which beat, bar and (with the exception of
some musicians) verse everybody is on.

But what about that last point of
machines playing along with musicians,
instead of musicians playing along with
machines? That brings us along to a personal
fave, the Roland SBX80 Sync Box. With this
cute little toy, a bass player or drummer
(even a sloppy one) can come in and lay
down his or her parts first, and then have the
studio engineer either use a constant
rhythm track (eg. cowbell) or even hand tap
the tempo along with the beat. Then, the
SBX80 recreates a high -resolution MIDI click
track internally to follow this rhythm, and
can make all the other machines follow suit.
It can also do all the other things mentioned
above, along with changing the
programmed tempo at any given measure.

So far, all we've talked about is audio. As
audio started to get teamed up with video, it
became important to synchronise audible
events (such as orchestra strikes, car doors

slamming, and dialogue) to visual events.
You may not realise it, but well over 90% of
the sounds you hear on pre-recorded
programmes are recorded after the actual
video or film. And all of these audible events
have to be lined back up with their
corresponding visual events.

Editing sound for programmes produced
strictly on film is a real ordeal. Sound effects,
dialogue and so on, must be recorded on
magnetic tape stock with sprocket holes just
like the film, and then synchronised
mechanically. Sliding audio events against
visual ones involves slipping the mag stock a
couple of sprocket holes one way or the
other.

nly in the last few years has the film
industry been dragged (kicking and
screaming, some would say, but I actually
think they've embraced the technology
quite easily) into the Electronic Age. The
editing stage now tends to be in video, and
videotape has no sprocket holes. You can't
even see the images on it. Therefore, SMPTE
(The Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers) eventually
standardised a timecode to mark videotape.
Each SMPTE slice or 'word' defines the start
of a specific video or film frame (think of a
frame as a picture, screen, or snapshot).
Having thus labelled each individual frame
of a continuous video image, it becomes far
easier to edit it electronically.

With this has come the use of multitrack
tape locked to the video to construct, edit,
and synchronise the audio elements. This is a
definite improvement on what went before,
but life stil I isn't all that easy- sound effects
and dialogue must still be carefully matched
to the video, with 'time' being slipped back
and forth by triggering cartridge machines

and other tape decks based on electronic
cues and SMPTE times. In addition, the
musician, band, or orchestra must still play
at precisely the right tempo to match
musical events with visual ones properly. If
varying the tape speed won't rematch the
tempo to the visuals, you have to cut out or
add in individual frames of the film, and
splice the thing back together to make it fit.

The same techniques mentioned earlier to
match drum machines and sequencers to
real musicians can also be used to match
them to video or film. Once a piece of music
is recorded on a sequencer, its tempo, along
with where it starts, stops, speeds up, and
slows down, can be manipulated to match
the visuals. For example: what if a cymbal
crash happens just after the car door slam it
was supposed to be synchronised with?
Simple. Just speed up the tempo by the right
amount, and you won't have to add frames,
or change the pitch of the piece by varying
tape speed.

Beyond music comes the dropping of
sound effects (and even dialogue) onto tape
synchronised and triggered by SMPTE
timecode. Synthesised and real sound
effects can be recorded onto a sampler such
as an Emulator, Prophet 2000, Fairlight, or
whatever. This sample can then be recorded
as the first note in a sequence. Next, a
SMPTE/MIDI converter can be used to start
the 'sequence' at the SMPTE time the effect
is supposed to happen. It's a slightly
roundabout way of doing things, but it
works, and it's seeing more and more use.

Dedicated units, such as the Polyphonic FX
System or customised CD players, are even
starting to appear to perform as sound
effects playback units. Storing sound effects
as samples on disk has a couple of
advantages over using cartridges to do the
same job (broadcast 'carts' are little more
than the eight -track cartridges of old).
Paramount among these is that it's much
more convenient and often sounds better.
And the editing power of a Fairlight or
Digidesign's Sound Designer package helps 
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customise or edit sound effects and dialogue
for each individual track.

o, what we have so far is a situation
vastly improved over what engineers,
composers and musicians have put up with
in the past- but which isn't perfect yet.

To come right up to the present day,
there's a new proposal currently being
tossed about inside the MMA (MIDI
Manufacturer's Association) and JMSC
(Japanese MIDI Standards Committee)
known as MSMPTE -for MIDI/SMPTE. Put
simply, it's designed to bring the worlds of
MIDI and SMPTE closer together. It contains
essentially two separate proposals: one for
the transmission of SMPTE timecode over
MIDI, and one for thetransmission of
something called MSMPTE Set -Up
Information.

Transmitting SMPTE timecode in the form
of MIDI data carries several advantages.
First, all the advantages of MIDI clocks over
electrical clicks will be realised-hardware
compatability (ie. no varying voltage levels,
connector types, and so on), greater
reliability (it's far easier to recognise a byte
over MIDI than a signal off an analogue
tape), and wider varispeed range (astape
slows down, a click's strength diminishes; as
it speeds up the clicks start smearing into
each other-over MIDI, the events merely
happen further apart or closer together).
Both hardware standards of SMPTE
timecode (longitudinal and Vertical
Interval) are converted to the same MSMPTE
messages. What's more, the cost of the
actual SMPTE-to-MIDI conversion is now
carried by just one device- ideally the
master audio or videotape deck itself, as the
reliable reading of SMPTEtimecode is
notoriously finicky, and boxes such as the
Friend Chip, Roland and Fostex all cost well
over [500. Now, thetricks of sliding events
against each other in time, fast -forwarding
to a specified cue point and soon can be
included (with luck, more easily) in the
sequencer or drum machine itself, allowing
closer integration of those tricks with the
sequenced data.

The Set -Up Information goes beyond
normal 'what time is it?' functions. As
mentioned earlier, the current practices for
lining up audio with video or film include: a)
synchronising multiple cart and tape
machines; b) chaining together a SMPTE-to-
MIDI converter, sequencer and sampler; or

c) slipping sprocket holes on mag tape stock
relative to a piece of film. By contrast, the
most basic use of the Set -Up Information will
be to tell the slave units in advance when to
trigger certain events. Then, when the
machine receives the appropfiate time, it
performs the required action.

An immediately obvious application of
this is to use this information to set up when
samples of sound effects or dialogue should
'fire' (play back).

But the Set-up Information proposal goes
further. It has provision for handling up to
127 separate machines, each of which can
then have up to 16,384 punch -in and punch -
out points, 16,384 event start and stop
times, and 16,384 marked cue times, all with
their own individual SMPTE times at which
they're supposed to occur. The punch -in and
punch -out times can refer to tape machines,
sequencers, samples, effects, and even
special effects and effects units. 'Cue' events
could include the aforementioned
triggering of carts and CD players, one-shot
samples, changing effects programs or
mixing configurations, even lighting flash
pots-or forjust the plain marking of edit
points.

old your breath. This is the one
I've been building up to. Since all the above
happens on the same format over the same
medium, it can all be programmed from the
same master unit. Up until this point, even
with SMPTE and MIDI, each device had to be
programmed separately. The idea of
controlling and orchestrating an entire
studio from just one machine- be it a
terminal, computer, or whatever- is, ahem,
at least mildly interesting.

What's amusing to me is I've heard that
SMPTE (the organisation, not the timecode)
themselves had created a proposal for the
Interconnection of Tributary Systems about
the time that MIDI was being created, with
at least as many hardware similarities (same
baud rate and so on). Although I've not seen
the document, I'm told that the proposal
was several hundred pages long. To the best
of my knowledge, though, it died on the
vine. It's amusing because MIDI
manufacturers have had to put up with
occasional polite scoldings from members of
ANSI standards committees for not going
through the 'official' standardisation
procedures with MIDI, and put up with the

odd heretic/user who claims in screaming
paranoia that manufacturers are purposely
holding back advances from the users.

'Taint so, brothers and sisters. In the
meantime, prepare for the time when audio
and visual really get together. If you have
only one tape deck, and all you want to
make is perfect tempo music following
machines, or with nothing but machines (or
no machines at all), you don't need SMPTE. If
you have ambitions beyond that, then
SMPTE, or the combination of MIDI and
SMPTE, is in your future- if not already in
your present. 

Further Reading
Throughout this feature, I've been

purposely light on technical details and
concentrated on the concepts themselves.
Since MSMPTE itself is still just a proposal, it
would not be of much value (and possibly
even misleading or damaging) to publish
details about it now. If and when it is
adopted (optimistically, that could be later
this summer or autumn), we'll be publishing
a separate article on the subject. If you're
after more technical information on MIDI
and SMPTE themselves, here are some
references.

MIDI
There have been a number of articles

published explaining MIDI; unfortunately, I
don't really feel comfortable with any that
I've read. Therefore, I suggest you get a copy
of the MIDI 1.0 Detailed Explanation,
written by the J MSC and MMA, and
distributed by the IMA (International MIDI
Association) at 11857 Hartsook St, North
Hollywood, CA 91607, USA; 0' (818) 505-
8964. Cost is $30 to members and $35 to non-
members.

SMPTE
The best article I've read explaining SMPTE is
a 30 -page pamphlet put out by EECO (a
manufacturer of timecode equipment, and
inventor of 'ON -TIME', the father of SMPTE
timecode). An excellent layman's article
(including both technical details and
applications) is 'Everything But The
Kitchen...' published in E&MM February
1985.

The official SMPTE document explaining
timecode is SMPTE 12 (also known as ANSI
V98.12M-1981). The SMPTE Tributary
Systems proposal I referred to is known as T-
14.10/7-651 (if anybody manages to get one,
please send me a copy!). SMPTE's address is
862 Scarsdale Ave, Scarsdale, NY 10583,
USA; (914) 472-6686.
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LOGITECH C.S.D.D.1

Controlled Sampler & Digital Delay
* 64K byte memory
* Sample/delay up to 4 seconds
* Full audio bandwidth (16 KHz)
* 1 Volt/octave Control Voltage
* Overdubbing facilities
* Internal/external/manual triggers

ONLY £289

STAGE -MATE
- Remote FM Link

* Tune in on any standard VHF FM tuner
* Use for live work, rehearsals or busking
* Matched for any guitar pickup/microphone
* Avoid that wiring/cable laying/leads

Not licenceahle in the UK

ONLY £35
Products only available direct from LOGITECH

For ALL enquiries/orders contact:
LOGITECH, 310 Finchley Rd.,

London NW3 7AG
(or phone LOGITECH on 01-794 5441)

BURSARIES FOR

ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC

MUSIC 1986/87
The scheme is intended to help with the

preparation of specific projects, or longer -
term development of ideas within the
electro-acoustic music area. Applications
should be from musicians and composers
working in England in the electro-acoustic
music field.

The scheme is not open to full-time
students, nor is it intended to support
full-time educational activities.

Appliction forms are available from:
John Muir, Music Officer,
Arts Council of Great Britain,
105 Piccadilly,
London W1V OAU.
Please enclose a stamped
addressed envelope.
THE CLOSING DATE FOR
COMPLETED APPLICATIONS
IS 18 JULY 1986

KORG®
AT

 .
C:1,1 

Digital sampling synth,
DSS-1 new top quality
16 bit technology 16
second sampling time

Digital sampling grand,
Sg-1 grand piano at
your fingertips plus
extensive sound library
available

DW8000, highly
versatile avalog/digital
synth with 16 digital
waveforms. The best at
the price.

DVP1 Digital voice
processor, vocoder,
harmonizer with built in
choir, studio quality at
home recording price

Afi8aa- t/L4 11
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WARM MUSIC, COOL THOUGHT
They may sound a little derivative, and they may not yet be a household name, but Australian duo Icehouse

are making some stirring modern pop music, and they have a fair bit to say on the subject of technology, too.

Interview Tim Good 'r

mention the name Icehouse to a
musician, and you'll probably
get one of three responses: (a)
`Hey Little Girl', (b) 'Oh
yeah, another Ferry/Bowie

ripoff', or (c) 'How does an Aussie
get a name as Welsh as Ivor
Davies?'.

Well, for a start it's Iva Davies
who's the driving force behind the
Australian outfit that had a hit back
in 1983 with the single 'Hey Little
66

Girl'. And yes, his voice does bear
more than a passing resemblance to
those of Bryan Ferry and David
Bowie.

It may seem that things have been
a little quiet for Iva and Icehouse
over the last couple of years, but the
truth is that more promotional
activity surrounds the export of
lager from Australia than music,
and if you don't have your finger on
the pulse, you can lose track of what

an Aussie act is up to very easily.
But far from being idle, the

intervening three years have seen
the release of Icehouse's third long-
player, Sidewalk, ballet and film
scores, and extensive touring that's
included a support slot to none
other than Bowie himself.

To bring the story well and truly
up to date, Davies and fellow
Iceman Bob Kretschmer recently
took a couple of days out from an
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American tour to talk to E&MM
about album number four.

So it is, then, that I find myself in
the foyer of London's classy
Kensington Hilton Hotel, waiting
for the two Australians to put in an
appearance. And it's two
Australians I get, except that one of
them is manager John Woodroffe,
Kretschmer arriving slightly later.

`We ran up a £300 bill last night
at a Russian restaurant', Davies
explains. 'And that was just the
vodka!' The story is corroborated
by Woodroffe and the interview
begins - somewhat cautiously.

Although the LP Measure For
Measure is only just available here
in the UK, it's been climbing up the
American album charts for a couple
of months now. It's the first joint
songwriting venture for Davies and
Kretschmer, more than any
previous Icehouse release, it
displays a wide variety of styles and
influences.

`Bob and I locked ourselves in a
studio in Eastonville, which is a
suburb of our city, for about three
months. That was kind of falling
down stairs into the studio each
morning and longing for bed. We
kept fairly civilised hours actually,
but it was a bit like being on another
planet. We had a lot of fun trying
different methods of writing on each
song. I don't think we've actually
worked out how to write yet,
because there hasn't been one
process which has been the same for
more than one song; it's been like
starting from scratch every time.

`It seems like an incredible
amount of time when you make an
album: three months of recording
and then whatever in the mixing,
but it's probably not, in most
people's terms. The two producers
involved had both come out of
projects that had lasted two years, so
it must have been like a long
weekend in comparison.'

Said two producers are Rhett
Davies and David Lord, the former
well-known for his work with Brian
Eno and Bryan Ferry, the latter for
his production assistance on Peter
Gabriel's fourth album.

`They actually worked
independently of each other, except
for the mixing process', explains
Davies. I think it was a bit of an

Rhett and five with David, but
somewhere along the line they
crossed over. I think both producers
were intent on extracting the real
essence of the style, concentrating
on vocal performances and stuff like
that.'

We are soon joined by the errant
Kretschmer. Contrary to
expectations, he is cheerful and
coherent. Perhaps Russian vodka
isn't all it's cracked up to be...

Both Davies and Kretschmer are
primarily guitarists, so it's not
surprising there's a lot of guitar
in evidence on Measure For
Measure. But both parties

favour the unpredictability of
composing on a less familiar
instrument.

`It would be nice to be able to sit
down with a guitar and a couple of
lyrics and write a song', confesses
Davies. 'I have done that on the odd
occasion but generally it's a case of
starting with some kind of sound.
Quite often that sound will get
ditched along the way, but more
often than not, that's the best place
to start.'

The vast compositional resources
currently on offer to the synth
player make the choice of keyboards
as a songwriting aid an obvious one
for Icehouse.

`Generally I start on keyboards
because I find it's more visual and
also very logical. I sometimes find
myself falling into old habits on the
guitar which I like to avoid. I like
the fact that I make mistakes on a
keyboard, and more often than not I
keep these unintentional accidents.
I guess I use the Fairlight mostly,
but I like the Prophet 5 for
harmonies. I use the Fairlight as a
sort of sketchpad for arranging and
editing.

`For this album, we set up our
own oblique strategies to get
random things to happen - these
usually involved huge amounts of
alcohol! In the end it deteriorated
into being completely random, to
the point where we were putting the
Fairlight in Record, and then
running around for 20 seconds to
find something to bang or play.'

Kretschmer: 'Lyrically we got all
these little bits together that I'd
written down, and Iva would sing a
line, and then I sang a line whilst

"Our writing became completely random, to the point where we were
putting the Fairlight in Record, and then running around for 20

seconds to find something to play."

education for them, both working
on something like this, because we
were spending three weeks with one
of them and then moving over to the
other for the next three weeks, and
they have completely different
workstyles. We did five songs with
E&MM JULY 1986

glancing at this mess of lyrics. You
should hear the extended version of
that!'

Davies: 'The strange thing about
doing things like that is that you
think you're dealing with a random
process when you're not. What

you're dealing with is your method
3f selection at that point in time,
which is dictated to by a certain
frame of mind or whatever. The
result is that even though the lyrics
were scattered on the table, the
selection made sense. It's an
interesting way of doing
things...one of the experiments that
worked.

`There are many ways to write a
song and we're not saying that we'd
use one method exclusively, but if
you start off with a guitar you'll get
a completely different song than if
you do it with this method.

`I always write onto tape, building
up from there. We did all these
songs in this way and ended up with
24 -track demos, so we'd already
spent quite a lot of time recording
when we came to London. There
had to be a good reason for doing it
all again: we had to improve the
arrangements and so on and
particularly the sounds. Starting off
with the sound that was on the
demo, which functioned perfectly
well, we looked hard at it to see if we
could find anything better.'

It's easy to lose the essence of an
idea through overworking it, but
Davies is happy this hasn't been the
case with Measure For Measure.

`That was probably my biggest
fear, but I guess in some ways Bob,
myself, David and Rhett were a kind
of a foil for each other. It drove me
crazy some of the time, not being
able to see the necessity of doing all
this. I always sat and watched,
though -I had to remind myself
what we were doing. On the other
hand, the performance of the vocals
and guitars were the
counterbalances. That's why the
album is called Measure For
Measure because of this balance:
two producers working in totally 
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 different styles, and Bob and myself
working so differently, too.'

As Australian music envoys,
Davies and Kretschmer have
perpetuated the national
drinking myth with some
panache. They've also set

about promoting their second
national export - the Fairlight CMI
- with similar enthusiasm.

'I've been working with a
Fairlight for two and a half years
now', says Davies. 'They're built

together in the time we had, so
they're great for that sort of thing,
they're great tools.'

Davies: 'I like machines you can
trick. Unless you can throw a
spanner in the works and get the
thing to hiccup, it doesn't really
interest me. Quite a few times, what
we ended up doing was setting up a
situation where the Fairlight would
fool itself. There are simple ways to
do that: for example, creating a
piece of music with a certain set of

"People say synths are sterile, but if you pick up a violin, which is
considered to be a 'human' instrument, you can choose to make it sound

like a machine if you want to."

not very far away from where I live,
so when they need to test out some
software, I have a look at it and then
ring them up and tell 'em it doesn't
work. They're always de -bugging
programs and they're going through
this stage with the Series III at the
moment, but I haven't actually got
my hands on one of those - yet!

'The first time I used a Fairlight
was to do the soundtrack to Russell
Mulcahy's first feature film,
Razorback, which is about a huge
killer pig...

'There's a simple logic about the
Fairlight, and I think that's a real
Australian trademark - not the
simplicity, but the fact that it's so
very logical to use. It was designed
by a couple of computer people in
league with a keyboard player. He
really was there the whole way
going "well I don't understand this
bit..." or "can you make it do
this..?"

'There's still no other practical
machine for people who aren't
mechanically minded. It's really just
like using four or five video games,
it's not necessary to be a computer
buff to understand it.

'I have a theory about
instruments: there's only one real
natural instrument, and that's your
voice. A piano is just a box with
strings in it. I don't use synthesisers
any differently than I do those sorts
of normal instruments. People often
say they're sterile, but if you pick up
a violin, which is considered to be a
"human" instrument, you can
choose to make it sound like a
machine or not.'

Kretschmer: 'If you use a certain
sort of sequencer, it's going to
dictate what the song is going to be
like. If you want to use that, you
can, it's available. I like guitar bands
where you don't have to use all this
wonderful machinery. Iva and I
both like good songs, and hi -tech
has never impressed me as being the
most desirable thing. But certainly,
using the Fairlight as we did for the
ballet and the album, we could not
have got that amount of material
68

instruments and then loading a
completely random set of
instruments which have nothing to
do with it. It's like writing a set of
drum rhythms and then loading a set
of violins instead of the drum voices
- the pitch that the drums have is
nothing to do with what is going to
sound good harmonically with the
new sounds. You don't know what
harmony you're going to have.
Sometimes you get a cacophony and
sometimes you come up with
something amazing.

Kretschmer: 'It's good and
spontaneous because if you make a
mistake you can end up saying
"well, that sounds great". But then
Iva's got a great knowledge of
music. He's a trained musician, so
he can sort out what's going on
harmonically as well. You really
have to know your music to get full
use of all the instruments. In the
hands of someone else, it's just not
used properly.

'The other interesting thing
about the Fairlight is it doesn't
matter what you set up initially, as
long as you have something going -
even if it's a drone or a thump or a
clang. So long as you can work with
it, that's enough. With quite a lot of
the songs that we wrote this time,
we discarded what we'd originally
set out with. 'Angel Street' had
these incredible sitars and ended up
with this kind of Beatles thing. We
just removed what we started off
with.'

It's curious that Davies quotes the
human voice as the only 'natural'
instrument, and yet leaves his
own vocal style open to criticism
of being derivative. It's obviously

an argument he's encountered
before, as his reply is as swift as it is
considered.

'I've had this criticism of
sounding like Ferry with 'Hey Little
Girl', but I think my primary task is
to extract the individuality out of
the way I can sing. Having a lot of
respect for Rhett and David, I
followed their suggestions, and I
think the result of that with this

record is fairly obvious: I don't seem
to sing as derivatively as I have done
in the past.

'I guess there are a lot of people
who don't sing these days. The
people you spoke about are two
singers, and perhaps to that extent
there are unwritten similarities. I've
been compared to Frank Sinatra,
but he's a singer so what can I say...?

'It comes down to the nuts and
bolts of singing really, because my
voice has grown up a lot in five
years, if only from the amount of
live work we've done. It's
interesting, going back over the
earlier recordings and hearing how
weak the voice was and how it's
improved. When you talk about
someone like Bowie, you talk about
a very strong voice.

'I think you can apply vocal style
to the kind of context it's in as well.
The diversity of the album's
material means that some of the
songs are quite soft, and the
requirement for that is not an
overriding style. On the other hand,
some of the songs are really
powerful and the style changes
depending on that context - that's
always been my guideline. Variety is
very important to me because I find
it difficult to listen to a whole album
of anybody. It's far easier for me to
listen to the radio - I've got to have a
bit of this and a bit of that.' 
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OT II

on [w[1.311,,,,....
CHOOSE FROM A LARGE SELECTION
OF SUPER SOUNDS AVAILABLE ON

DISKETTE FOR YOUR SAMPLER

OVER 150 DISKS FOR PROPHET 2000!
FROM AS LITTLE AS £14.95

PLUS A WIDE CHOICE OF SOUNDS
FOR MIRAGE AND AKAI S900/S612!

Save on blank 3.5" diskettes too!!
£4.00 each/£37.00 for 10 post free

McCORMACK'S

For details

33 BATH
Tel.

send

STREET,

s.a.e.

No.

(stating

GLASGOW
041-332

sampler

(MUSIC)

6644

type)

G2

to:

LTD
1 HT

C)i  LI It I clus _-- It is our policy to be as competitiveIN IN IIN/ as possible on all our prices and in most
circumstances we can better, or match

PROFESSIONAL KEYBOARDS any genuine advertised price

Roland Alpha Juno 1

Roland Alpha Juno 2

Roland Juno 106
Roland JX-3P (demo) £625

Roland JX-8P + P9800
Roland HS60

Roland HS10

SYNTHS
Roland HSRO

Roland S10 sampler- in soon
Yamaha CS01 + BC1- 015
Yamaha DX100
Yamaha DX27

Yamaha DX21

Yamaha KX5 - 099

Casio CZ230S
Casio CZ101

Casio CZ1000

Casio CZ3000
Casio CZ5000
Casio CT6500

Roland HP20

Roland EP50
Roland HP100

Roland HP350

Roland HP450
Roland HP5500 - now in

ELECTRIC PIANOS
Roland RD1000 - new model
Yamaha YPR6

Yamaha YPR8

Yamaha CLP20

Yamaha CLP30
Yamaha CLP50

Yamaha PF70

Yamaha PF80

Yamaha CVP Series

Technics PX senes
incl. the Super PX1
Bentley EP6

COMBO AMPS
Casio AS20 - £79
Technics SYTI 5

- £160
WEM 100W - £270
WEM 150W - C320

DRUM MACHINES
Boss DR110 £125

Roland TR505 1225

Roland TR707 in stock

Roland TR727 C469

Yamaha RX21 £225

Yamaha RX21 L £225

Viscount R64 £275

Casio RZ1 £399

Technics DP50 £575

MULTITRACKERS
Yamaha MTI X

- £499
Vesta MR10

- £285
Cutec MR404

- £480

KEYBOARDS
ORCHESTRAL MINI
Yamaha P5815 £179 Yamaha PSS160 £6
Yamaha PSR11 £179 Yamaha PSS260
Yamaha PSR21 £229 Yamaha PCS30
Yamaha PSR31 1299 Yamaha PSS450 ...£12
Yamaha PSR50 £399 Yamaha PSS360 ...£12
Yamaha PSR60 £499 Yamaha PS5460 ...£14
Yamaha PSR70 £5991 Yamaha VS5100 ...£17
Casio CT102 £129 i Yamaha PCS500 _124
Casio CT310 £199 Yamaha PSS560
Casio CT320 £199 Casio SK -1 £8
Casio CT430 £275 Casio MT21 f5
Casio CT410V £295 Casio MT90
Casio CT6000 £POA Casio MT100 £12
-Technics K300 C350 Casio MT210 £17
Technics K350 C480 Casio MT86 £17
Technics K450 £599 Casio MT500 £1

SEQUENCERS

Roland MS0100 £425

Casio SZI £245

Yamaha QX21 £259

EFFECTS
Dod Graphic EQ £79.95

Dod Reverb £175.95

Dod Chorus £89.95

Dod Flanger £89.95

Dod Delay £119.95

Dod Sampler £259.95

Dod USA metal £79.95

Dod Compressor £69.95

Dod Harmonic

Enhancer £75.95

Boss Sampler £156.00

BOSS MICRO RACK

SERIES IN STOCK

ALESIS MIDNERB

W RACK

MTR Stereo Reverb £221

MTR Stereo Graphic £98

MTR Reverb/Delay £162

Roland SDE2500 MIDI

Digital Delay £449

Yamaha SPX90 £599

3 5 KINGS RD SHALFORD Nr. GUILDFORD We run a tast and efficient

SURREY GLI4 8JU Tel Guildford 104831570088
AMAc lel sO Re, DBE:, SERVICE

aycardweirome

OPEN TUESDAY TO SATURDAY 9.30-5.30

Todays music makes heavy demands on out-
board processors -so choose carefully.

In the TANRAK range of modular audio
processors, we put performance and flexi-
bility first. For example our Digital Sampler
Delay (illustrated) features: 15KHz band-
width up to 1.4 sec. Delay or Sampling
up to 8 sec  86 dB input dynamic
range  Full sample editing and over
dubs  Single or loop play  6 octave
CV keyboard range. Velocity
sensitive dynamics.

Compare the quality, performance
and compare the prices.

SUB RACK
POWER UNIT
PRO -GATE
MIC. PRE AMP

DIGITAL SAMPLER
DYNAMIC NOISE FILTER
COMP. LIMITER
PARAMETRIC EQ
INFINITE FLANGER
MULTI DELAY

£47.95
£42.95
£55.95
£54.95

£299.95
£55.95
£62.95
£55.95
£85.95

£110.95
PSYCHOACOUSTIC ENHANCER £62.95
FADER/PANNER £83.95
prices include VAT and Postage (within UK).

DON'T COMPROMISE -CHOOSE TANRAK
For free brochure (0438)310120 or write to
TANTEK Business & Technology Centre
Dept. EMM Bessemer Drive
Stevenage, Herts. SG1 2DX
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Roger Eno/
Michael Brook

Riverside Studios, London
In lieu of a projected tour that would have
encompassed Japanese and Italian, as well as

our own concert halls, Roger Eno put in three
nights at London's Riverside Studios recently.
He was accompanied and assisted by Can-
adian composer and guitarist extraordinaire,
Michael Brook. Although the music uses
Eno's piano and Brook's guitar in the
creation and manipulation of moods and
atmosphere, it is not to be confused with the
Ambient creations of Roger's elder brother,
Brian Eno.

Brook takes his guitar into the spotlight
for the first half of the set, and proceeds to
paint a series of mystic images over a gentle
backwash of eastern textures. The sounds of
ethnic percussion from an arsenal of FM

generators, and a droning guitar betray
Brook's studies of Arabian and Indian music.
Like the music, the guitar is Brook's own
creation, with its unique 'infinite sustain'
circuitry. With it he conjures up images of the
Middle East, rarely changing key but often
bending notes in a curious adaptation of
eastern and western tunings. Sound treat-
ments proliferate; an AMS, SPX90 and
numerous DDLs collaborate to produce a
rich, slowly moving texture of sound.

The music is strangely lacking in volume
for a live performance but the audience are
silent throughout - the cough that would
have destroyed the mood never happens.
Brook finally frees them with a carefully
constructed chord that is the result of many
minutes painstaking work. They breathe
again.

As Brook betrayed his influences so, in his
turn, does Eno: the thoughtful silences of
Satie permeating the performance. Unlike

Satie though, Eno is able to call on modern, if
subtle, electronic treatments to heighten the
atmosphere of his performance. With Brook
in command of an AMS, SPX90 and digital
reverb, the pure tones of the piano assume
lingering, almost synth -like voices in their
decay. The space within the performance
allowing the treatments to play a valid and
valuable part in the creation of a delicate and
moving atmosphere. Once again the audience
are silent.

In keeping with the mood of the music,
stagelighting is a simple but effective affair.
Reminiscent of Brian Eno's light sculptures
(the exhibition of which is just closing at
Riverside at the time of these concerts), five
light pillars stand about the stage displaying
slowly changing colours. Although not
actually in sync with the music these are
completely in sympathy, and add another
visual dimension to a delicate occasion.

For Eno and Brook, read Beautiful Music.

Michael Brook
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Garry Hughes
Sacred Cities

AIC LP

The name Garry Hughes is a pretty forget-
table one, so it seems particularly appropriate
that his LP should be liberally sprinkled with
memorable sounds and ideas. Sacred Cities
takes the listener on a musical tour of the
world's most intriguing cities as interpreted
by Hughes' musical ingenuity.

Trendy trashing of Ford Cortinas (all in the
cause of new and exciting percussion sounds,
you understand) aside, Hughes has produced
an album of intricately interwoven sequences
and synth programs that artfully avoid the
pitfalls of modern programming practices.

No less than five different sampling devices
are listed on the sleeve, and lend themselves
perfectly to Hughes' creation of foreign
atmospheres and musical intrigue. A Drum-
traks plays only a small part in creating
complex and compelling rhythms that
embrace ethnic and metallic sounds in their
fascinating rhythmic contortions.

The music takes a healthy step away from
Tangerine Dream's robotically repeated
sequences and substitutes an almost com-
mercial musical appeal. It is only the lack of
final development that prevents Sacred
Cities being a contemporary milestone,
combining hi -tech equipment, electronic
music and human emotions. Sacred Cities is

Regardless of how well the general public have
taken to the Art of Noise's interpretation of 'Peter

Gunn', three young men from Hampshire are
almost bound to detest it. These men are

Breathless, and they had the idea first, though they

didn't carry the Art's weight or have the Art's
cheek, so they tried to hide the fact. The result is
the 'Tommy Gun Theme', which constitutes one
quarter of the band's demo. Fortunately for Messrs

Symes, Summland and Polden, it's a long way from

their best effort - though regrettably not their
worst, either. At present the band are without a
singer, so all their songs are of an instrumental
nature. This is a shame, as the tunes are catchy but

currently lack a direct line of access. Choruses seem

to be Breathless' forte, and they deserve to be
taken full advantage of. Critically, there's an over-

emphasis on predictable string patches, and too
little attention being paid to song structure and
arrangements. Room for improvement, then, but
the inspiration is there.

The Dubious Brothers perpetrate their par-
ticular brand of musical confusion from Surrey.

Nothing wrong with that, and at least this demo
looks the part, even if the sound quality isn't so hot.

The cassette is one of those professionally -produced
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just one pace short of stepping all the way
from electronic repetition to inspiring music.

Emerson, Lake
And Powell

Emerson, Lake And Powell
Polydor LP

Nobody can accuse ELP of being inconsistent:
a new drummer, Cozy Powell; a new album,
Emerson Lake & Powell, and they're still
going strong.

The powerful GX I brass patch that char-
acterised 'Fanfare For The Common Man'
and 'Pirates' on Works Vol I is strongly in
evidence here, as is the strident Hammond
that helped Emerson make his name back in
the Nice days. There's also some tasty jazz
piano on the whimsical 'Step Aside' repre-
senting another facet of Emerson's colourful
musical character.

Greg Lake's voice is still on form and, now
free from collaborations with Pete Sinfield,
his lyrics take us to lands peopled by dragons,
plead for peace and reiterate his earlier
welcome to "The show that never ends".

Powell's drumming is filled with ominous
power in the epic seven minute 'The Miracle'
where AMSs work overtime to let you revel
in the dying moments of huge snare drums
and frightening synthesiser chords. The Piece
de resistance is a rework of Holst's 'Mars, The
Bringer of War', breaking down the barriers

affairs that come covered in little blue writing
printed directly onto the cassette case.

The instrumentation, though, makes interesting

reading - DX7s, Mirages, Poly 800s, numerous
delays and reverbs, and a Tascam Porta One to
record it all. After that, the music arrives as an initial

disappointment. It's unremarkable in the extreme,

with the unnamed singer doing his best to be
another Paul King. Then 'Bible Stories' reaches the

ears: a real treat with gentle acoustic bass meeting a

sleazily programmed drum machine, and the most

dynamic Mirage brass I've yet heard chipping neatly

between the King singer's unlikely story. Definitely

a strong point, that one.

In complete contrast, Leicester's lone Rikky
Cagney has been putting his Greengate DS3 and

OSCar to good use, with a little help from a Roland

MC202. Between himself and the 202, Cagney has

engineered one of the most startling song intro-
ductions I've heard in quite a while: using vocal
samples from the song in place of the synthesised

ones that follow the intro - brilliant! The two tracks

that follow this overture are best described as
formative. There's an awful lot of ingenious ideas
here, but they need refining and putting into the
context of better songs. Currently, Cagney's work

between rock and classical music yet further.
Only one thing puzzles me. With an

impressive presentation like this, how come
they've made a mistake with the date on the
sleeve - it says 1986 not 1976.

A Certain Ratio
The Old and The New

Factory LP

Covering years 1978 to 1985, The Old and The
New is a tribute to the achievements of an
underrated band.

Reaching back to 1980 for the opening cut
'Flight', the album begins with the ill -ordered
ideas of the fledgeling ACR. Heavy on
industrial rhythms that have since become
the band's trade mark, the album progresses
through various blind alleys en route to the
excellent last single 'Sounds Like Something
Dirty'. Sounds never become predictable,
anything vaguely recognisable being subjected
to sufficient treatment to obscure its origins.

Production is minimal and raw through-
out, the onus falling firmly on aggressively
rhythmic instrumental applications and un-
compromising vocal treatments for the
music's strength.

Unfortunately for the less well-informed,
sleevenotes are in decidedly short supply
making a more detailed assessment of a

certain history impossible. A sad oversight
on an otherwise impressive album.

stands midway between Yazoo and Madness (the
band), with sampled sounds predominating over
synths, and amongst them, plenty of topical samples

stolen from TV and radio. The ideas are exciting,
but they're hindered by the poor quality of their
source and subsequent treatment.

'Legerdemain' is the (long) work of American
artist Keeler. It was originally designed to be music

for modern dance and written specifically for fellow

American choreographer Shelley Shepherd H. In
common with a lot of other musical forms that have

been taken out of the context for which they were
intended -film music, incidental music, and so on - it
falters without the support of the missing medium.
The music itself is commendably unconventional,

and mixes unfamiliar sounds with unfamiliar rhythms.

It sounds like modern dance music.

Yet even without its missing visual counterpart,

'Legerdemain' has its moments. Its strongest is a

track entitled 'Wall Street Rhythm and Blues' which

seems to pay no homage to its title at all and,
instead, fuses a number of very simple ingredients-

synth sounds, echo and straightforward rhythms -
to create a whole considerably greater than the sum

of its parts. It's unnervingly simple on first hearing,

but quickly becomes mesmerising.  Tg
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LONDON'S
BIGGEST SELECTION
OF KEYBOARDS AND HOME
RECORDING EQUIPMENT

0 YAMAHA
HI TECH
DEALER

(ALL IN STOCK - POA)
DX100 QX2 1 PSS260
DX27 KX5 PSS560
DX2 I SPX90 YPR8
DX7 TX7 CVP3
PF70 MTIX CLP50
PF80 CXSM PSR40
RX2 1 GC2020 PSR50
RX2 I L SX2OSPKRS PSR60
RXI I VSS100 PSR70
RXI5 S250X SPKRS PSR70

REV7

KORG
EX800
SD2000 DDL
POLY 80011
DW8000
SQD I SEQUENECER
DVPI VOCODER +

KEY
CENTRE

RRP

£479
£799
£575

£1 I 10
£599
£899

OUR
PRICE

£199
£387

£POA
£POA
£POA

£799

the
heyboard

snop
ensonitii

RRP
MIRAGE KEYBOARD £1320
MIRAGE EXPANDER £1080
ESQI SYNTH +
SEQUENCER £1080
ENSONIQ PIANO
(12 SOUNDS) £1080
50K FILTER £112

Iff2Roland
TR505
TR707
JUNO I
JUNO 2
OCTAPAD (ex demo)
MC500
MKS20
S 10 SAMPLER

OUR
RRP PRICE

£249 £POA
£549 £499
£599 £499
£799 £POA
£399 £349
£799 £799

£1299 £1299
£POA

135/136 Shepherds Bush Centre,
(Opposite Central Line Tube)

London WI2 8PP
Tel: 01-749 2326

CASIO
(ALL IN STOCK - POA)
CZ101 SYNTH
CZ 1000 SYNTH
CZ5000 INC SEQUENCER
CZ3000 SYNTH 8 INDIVIDUAL VOICES
SZI SEQUENCER
RZI SAMPLING DRUM MACHINE
CT6000 (EX DEMO) TOUCH SENSE MIDI
CT6500 5 OCTAVE MIDI

CARLSBAO
OUR

RRP PRICE

X150 PA AMP £215 £199
45W HORNET AMP £221 L199
90W COBRA AMP £340 £299
PLUS LOTS MORE SECONDHAND
AND EX -DEMO ITEMS - TO CLEAR!
STANDS - CASES - LEADS ETC.

more than just low prices
UP TO E1000 INSTANT CREDIT (SUBJECT TO STATUS)

`10' SYSTEM MIDI RECORDING SYSTEM FOR
THE SPECTRUM COMPUTER

* Simple `one screen' layout
* Sync in/out for MIDI, tape, 96, 48 and 24 PPQN.
* Song position pointers for auto location of drum
machines etc.
* Metronome, program changes, transpose,
segment merge, fast forward/rewind,
quantization etc. etc.
* Fully 'professional' system thats also easy to use.
* This sytem was used in arranging the music for
the musical 'Chess'.

10 track, 16 channel MIDI recording system.
Faster to use than 'step time' less demanding
than purely 'real time'. 'Segments' from 1 to 255
bars in length are recorded, these may then be
arranged in any position in any track allowing a
composition to be broken down into small
manageable pieces.

SYSTEM PACKAGE INCLUDES:
Special `MIDISYNC' interface with MIDI in, 2x
MIDI out, metronome, tape sync in/out, and clock
in/out sockets. MIDI Recorder software (fast
loading) very comprehensive, detailed user
manual. In fact everything you need to be 'up and
running' with the minimum of fuss.
Complete `MIDISYNC' system introductory price
only: £199.95 inc VAT, P&P
DX7/TX7 voice editor and program dump
software only £19.95 inc VAT, P&P

SEND CHEQUE/PO OR ENQUIRES TO:

COil EIESIOOS 423
TEL: CAMBRIDGE

ROAD, CAMBRIDGE.
(0223) 61293

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
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SAMPLING
MADE SIMPLE

Akai's new S900 looks set to take 'affordable' sound -sampling into new realms of
quality and sophistication. And above all, it's incredibly easy to use. PaulWiffen

f all the new samplers announced
at January's Winter NAMM and Frankfurt
shows, the Akai 5900 is the first one to hit the
market. The same company's S6I2 sampler
is the basis of this new design, but a great deal
of hardware expansion and software writing
has taken place since the 612 appeared, and
the result is a machine that continues the
Akai tradition of rack -mounting modules,
but adds another degree of sophistication
altogether to what has gone before. The
S900 samples for longer (maximum 63
seconds at low bandwidth), has a greater
maximum bandwidth (16kHz), offers a
wider variety of looping and editing options,
and has a far more flexible MIDI
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implementation than its cheaper
predecessor.

There are no compromises on ins and outs,
with mic, line and trigger inputs, and mono,
stereo and eight individual audio outputs,
not to mention MIDI, RS232, and Akai's
exclusive Voice Out system for external
synth processing.

Perhaps most significant of all is the sheer
user -friendliness of the new unit. It's the first
thing that strikes you when you sit down to
work with the machine. From the size and
clarity of its back -lit liquid crystal display
(with contrast knob to adjust for a variety of
lighting conditions), to the logical ordering of
the various 'screens' within each main mode,

everything about the 5900 underlines how
easy it is to use.

As is the case with most of the new breed
of 'affordable' samplers, if there's a disk in
the drive when the unit is powered up, then
it's automatically loaded up. Otherwise, the
unit loads up a simple program called 'tone',
based on a sinewave, which at least allows
you to check that the unit is correctly
connected. To load a disk from this situation
(and at any other point in the machine's
operation), you press the Disk switch. This
calls up the mode in which you can access all
the various disk operations, the first of which
is-very conveniently - load entire disk',
followed by a prompt to push Ent (enter).
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Provided you have a disk in the drive, it
then begins to load. The LCD tells you the
sample and program names as they are being
loaded in, so you know what's going on. If
you're loading a full disk the process takes
about 40 seconds, but if the disk is only
partially filled, it takes proportionately less
time to load, which is a real advantage live.

Provided you have a MIDI keyboard (or
guitar, or drum pad, or whatever) connected
to the Akai's MIDI In, you can start playing
the first program as soon as the disk has
finished loading. If you switch to Play mode,
the programs on that disk are listed in the
display, with the currently selected one
shown by a flashing cursor.

You can now select any of the available
programs by pressing the appropriate
number button. When you do this, the
display does a kind of visual gymnastic, and
the program you've selected is displayed in
the centre of the screen. Presumably, this is
so you can instantly see which program you
are currently using. If you want to see the
listing of all the programs available without

actually calling them up (32 different
programs are possible), then you can scroll
through them all by using the rotary control
knob; with a helpfulness that soon becomes
par for the course, the display also tells you
how to do this.

Pushing the numbered buttons isn't the
only way of selecting programs. If it's easier
(let's say the S900 is out of reach), you can use
MIDI program changes instead. This means
you simply select the patch number on your
master keyboard or controlling synth, and
this tells the 5900 to select the program of
that number. Again, this is especially handy
for live use, but what worries me slightly is
that there's no way you can switch off this
response to program -change commands-so
you need to be careful that patch changes on
your MIDI controller don't conflict with what
you want the S900 to be doing.

At this point, we'd better clear up
exactly what the term 'program' means in
Akai's book. It refers to a complete setup of
the machine, usually containing several
individual samples made up into one
coherent 'instrument'. It's possible to have
several different programs which share the
same basic samples, but which are set up
differently. This is particularly useful, as
programs store not only samples and their
arrangement, but also several other 5900
functions-including MIDI and output
assignments- independently for each

program.
So, with just one program -change you can

alter not only the samples being played, but
also the MIDI channel(s) the S900 responds to
and the audio outputs from which the
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samples emerge. We'll look more closely at
the importance of this later on. By now,
though, you're probably itching to know
what sampling with the S900 is actually like.

As with all the functions, user -friendliness
is the watchword in the REC (sampling)
mode: the 5900 guides you step by step
through the sampling process. It does this by
means of various pages which come up on the
display. Seeing as sampling will probably be
new to many Akai users, the S900 talks you
through various stages of the process in great
detail, stepping through a series of logically
arranged pages that present the guidance
you need in an easily accessible way. This is
achieved by two buttons whose sole function
is moving backwards and forwards through
the pages. The pages are all numbered, and
the key ones are listed on the Akai's front
panel for quick reference.

And nowhere is the suitability of the
scheme more aptly demonstrated than in
Record mode. The order the pages come in
actually provides a beginner's guide to the
sampling procedure, as it takes you through
the naming, monitoring, bandwidth, length,
pitching and triggering of your sample -to -be.

Particularly worthy of note, I think, is
Akai's decision to avoid confusion with
sample rates and kilobytes of memory.
They've done this by referring to the fidelity
and length of samples in terms of audio
bandwidth (in hertz) and time (in
milliseconds) respectively. This means you
don't need to bone up on sampling theory
and divide sample memory by sampling rate
to know how long your sound will last.
Everything is presented in terms you can
understand, without reference to too much
sampling jargonese or maths.

Further evidence of this is the fact that the
S900 is internally configured to make
velocity switching or crossfading of samples
really easy to do. Before you make your
sample, the machine asks you whether you
want to define your imminent sample as
'loud' (played when the key is struck hard),
'soft' (used for a gentle key -strike) or
'normal' (where only one sample is to be
used for both hard and gentle key -strikes).

Of all the sampling systems I've ever used

(across the whole price spectrum), this is the
only one I'd confidently recommend to
beginners in a hurry to make their own,
sophisticated samples.

Guided by this idiot -proof sample
set-up sequence, what results did I manage
to come up with? I started with my usual acid
test. Having set the audio bandwidth to
maximum ( I 6kHz) and sample time to the

longest available at this fidelity ( I 1.878
seconds), I connected a CD player to the line
input on the front and proceeded to play it
some loud, nasty rock music. The display was
transformed into a left -to -right level meter
for setting optimum level (good to see a large
hardwired pot clearly labelled Rec Level on
the front of the machine), and I was able to
start the sampling process by hitting any
button at random. If I'd preferred, though, I
could have used a footswitch or the audio

level to start the sampling. In the case of the
latter option, the rotary control allows you
to set a triggering threshold which the audio
level has to pass before recording can start.

Once it had been recorded, all I had to do
to hear it played back was hit Ent (as
prompted by the display). Alternatively,
pressing the Play button sounds the sample
for as long as you hold it down. The 12
seconds' worth of music sounded more or
less indistinguishable from its CD source to
my ageing ears, and certainly the equal in
fidelity of any other 12 -bit system I have
heard. In particular, transients (quick
changes in level which often prove the most
difficult thing for a sampler to cope with)
were very faithfully reproduced.

So in sound quality terms, the S900 should
satisfy the demands not only of musicians,
but of studio engineers and producers, too. It
may well find itself used for the type of
production work that has until now been the
exclusive territory of the likes of AMS
machines: sampling drum sounds, backing
vocals, orchestra hits, and other sonic
mainstays of modern pop and rock music.

Going from the sublime to the ridiculous, I
tried the longest possible sample that could
be made by using the lowest available
bandwidth (3kHz). The faster your sampling
rate (which governs the fidelity), the quicker
the available memory is used up and the
shorter your sample has to be (you don't get
anything for nothing in this world).
However, while the minute -plus' worth of
recording I could get at this rate wouldn't
win any prizes for quality, speech was still
clear and comprehensible, and sound effects
were recognisable if somewhat
dull -sounding. Music recorded at this
bandwidth was, of course, rather lacking in
top end, but on reflection, the quality was
little worse than that which so many of us put
up with from our TVs.

The fact of the matter, though, is that
you're unlikely to need the lowest bandwidth
available, as the S900 has enough memory to
cover the multi-sampling of most
instruments quite comfortably at much
higher quality.

It's also possible to adjust the audio fidelity
very precisely, so you can use the exact 10-
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bandwidth necessary to capture any sound
and not be forced to use lower or higher
fidelity simply because your machine can
only manage one or two sampling rates. By
offering a continuously variable sampling
rate, the 5900 makes the most economical
use of the generous memory available, so
you get the best of both worlds.

In fact, I soon discovered that 13-I4kHz
bandwidth was more than enough for most
sounds, though there will always be more
'difficult' instruments (cymbals, high piano
notes and the like) which need all the
headroom they can get. My only grumble in
this department is that there's no way the
more experienced sampler (the user, not the
instrument) can get an exact measurement
of the sampling rate being used. If there was,
you could match the sample frequency to a
multiple of the pitch of a musical note for
optimum fidelity.

ow, once you've made your
sample there are all the facilities of the Edit
Sample mode to play around with. Again,
these are arranged in a logical order to guide
you through the process of knocking your
sample into shape.

The first page that comes up covers
Selecting, Copying, Renaming and Deleting
your sample, should any of these seem like a
good idea. The second deals with how you
access the sample on the keyboard (via any of
the available programs).

Page 3 covers sample loudness and tuning.
This enables you to match various samples to
each other if they're of different levels or out
of tune-vital if you want to make good
multi -sampled programs of individual
instruments over their full range.

Next, you can decide via Page 4 whether
you want the sample to just sound once, to
loop or to play backwards and forwards
alternately. The first of these is the default,

so a sample will play back as recorded unless
you change it here. Page 5 allows you to
reverse the sample so that it plays
backwards. Well, it's easier than turning the
tape over.

Looping is the way to extend a sample
artificially, allowing the note to be played for
as long as is required. But if you simply switch
the loop on here, chances are you'll get a
decidedly unmusical result, with clicking or
gaps spoiling the sustain effect. Akai's
manual quite rightly states that looping is 'an
art and a science' and requires practice and
skill to master. However, the 5900 gives you
all the help a computer can. Pages 6, 7 and 8
are where this happens.

Page 6 sets the Start Point of the sample
and Page 7 deals with fixing the End Point.
This allows you to specify just what section of
the original recording you want to hear on
playback, and is particularly handy if you
were over -generous with the sampling time
as a later page (9) allows you to Discard the
data before Start and after End. This, in turn,
means that any memory you don't need can
be put back into the 'pool' of memory still
available for new samples.

Loop Length is set on Page 8, and the loop
uses the same End Point as the sample itself
(set on the previous page). At first I was
slightly worried about this, as I prefer to have
independent start and end points for the
loop, but I soon found myself adapting to this
alternative approach. As things turned out, I
discovered that ideal loops are often of
virtually the same length, and that once I'd
found a good loop, it was often possible to
move it forwards in the sample without
changing its length, thereby saving memory.
I managed to loop a lead guitar sample after
only 0.3secs (when the original loop I found
was around the two -second mark), all by
shifting the sample End Point earlier.

On the negative side, though, it's not
possible to have a sample stop looping and go
through its natural release once you lift your
finger off the connected keyboard. I guess
each method of defining loops has its

advantages, and until someone comes up
with a system which combines the best of
both worlds, it's a case of deciding which
works best for you.

The Auto function on Page 8 offers
computer assistance in fine-tuning your
loops to get rid of clicking and glitching. As it
seems to alter only the Loop Length rather
than shifting the End Point, it can't work by
finding zero crossings (ie. micro -seconds in
the recording where no sound is present),
and must therefore match points of equal
sonic energy. Whatever the method, it
worked as well as any other system I've
tried, coming up with usable loops most of
the time, producing the odd miracle here and
there, and only occasionally failing to provide
anything workable.

This, however, is the one area of sampling
where you really do need visual editing for
quick and completely glitch -free loops time
after time. The Akai's RS232 port (which
allows for faster sample transfer than MIDI
can cope with) provides computer access to
samples. Word has already reached us that
Digidesign are at work converting their
Macintosh Sound Designer package to run
with the S900. We've also heard that Hybrid
Arts are working on a sample editing
package to run on the Atari STs, so it looks as
though there'll be some choice available.

Once you've set your sample up, Page 9
allows you to Discard the portions of the
sample you're not using, and also gives you
the option of instantly Resampling at half-

bandwidth. Whilst this lowers the fidelity, it
also halves the amount of memory used,
which may be critical in some circumstances.
I found that, a lot of the time, you can get by
with Resamples, though most musicians will
no doubt prefer the higher fidelity whenever
memory size allows.

The last three pages of Sample Edit mode
deal with digital Splicing of samples. On the
S900, this facility allows crossfade time and
order to be specified or straight mixing to
take place, and all this without losing your
original pair of samples-just in case the 
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i
CO AM HA AKAI 3EOUEBEiril. cAsuo (ensoni-L)

AKAI S900 MIDI DIGITAL SAMPLER
Eight voice polyphonic digital sampler. Using
12 bit linear technology, the S900 comes
complete with a 3.5" disc drive fitting into
19" 3U rack mount, 8 voice polyphonic and
8 individual line outs, 6 octave range, 750K
memory giving 12 seconds of 40Khz
sampling rate.

AKAI ME3OP MIDI
programmable patch bay £99

a L, . 0
11111111 - -----M -

OUR PRICE £1599
AKAI ME255S MIDI
programmable note separator £99

ensoni7 Mirage
£1320

Using the latest in digital technology, the Mirage
lets you play real instrument sounds, either from

11 Ensoniq Sound Library Diskettes or sounds you've
created yourself. The Mirage also features 37
playback parameters to give you a wide range of
control over the envelopes, filters, modulation.
tuning and keyboard effects.

ensonia Mira -e
£1080

The Mirage digital multi -sampler has all of the
performance and sampling features of the Mirage
digital sampling keyboard - without the keyboard.
It's a complete polyphonic eight voice instrument
with a musical range of 5 octaves.

-

...Mir

.ensonieti=-son
£1080
The ESQ-1 is an 8 -voice polyphonic,
polytimbral synth with a rich and full sound
that can only be accomplished with
3 oscillators per voice.

THE ENSONIQ PIANO
The Ensoniq Piano ... to say it sounds
grand is only the beginning. It uses multi -
sampled grand piano waveforms to produce
the first completely accurate piano sound
from an electronic instrument.

YAMAHA SPX -90 £599
ALESIS

SUPERB
MIDIVERB

STEREO
FOR ONLY

DIGITAL REVERB £599a .
$0, ***** N

SEQUENTIAL PROPHET VS
OSC,

128 Waveforms £1 895

- ' - -1, ::-_-= -

V. VIIIIMIII=Will,_..

:I.,. CASIO CZ1000
+ 12 MONTHS INTEREST
FREE CREDIT

ONLY £399

NiSTEINBERGNE Dxfrx
PROCREATOR FOR
- ONLY £120

KORG SDD
- , Delay -Sampler

44'f'''''ill bandwidth, 64.. Whilst Stocks

2000
4 sec delay/sample time, 18K audio
programmes. RRP £799 OUR PRICE £399
Last

WE STOCK
EVERYTHING. RING
US NOW FOR THE

BEST PRICES
AVAILABLE

COMPUTER
PRO
£899

ATARI PACKAGE
ATARI 1040 ST 1MEGA

WITH STEINBERG
-24 TRACK SEQUENCER

WITH MONO MONITOR
RING FOR DETAILS

£200-£2000 NO DEPOSIT, INTEREST
ON MOST ITEMS - RING FOR DETAILS

CONDUCTED OVER

0 MAIL ORDER - ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD,
VISA, AMEX, DINERS. Sales can be
conducted over the 'phone. Bank drafts,
Building Society cheques and postal orders
will take 5 working days to clear before
goods can be sent.

FREE CREDIT (0% APR) AVAILABLE
* ALL TRANSACTIONS CAN BE

THE TELEPHONE

 FULL 12 months parts and labour
warranty - DELIVERY (Securicor). C12 for
any number of items.
 All prices include VAT (overseas buyers
exempt)

ihmsoinincii495_.
12A GROVE ROAD, EASTBOURNE, EAST SUSSEX

0323 639335/645775 - (CLOSED WED PM)
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El3OINC
VAT HIGH SPECIFICATION

P&P PSYCHOACOUSTIC ENHANCER

 Easier to use - the 'Activator Principle' means the quality of the
effect is independent of signal level - no interacting 'drive' and
'mix' controls  Sophisticated filtering  Intelligent display - shows
harmonic content regardless of signal level  Jack, phono and
balanced XLR inputs and outputs  External power supply  Steel
case  Excellent value

DI COMPRESSION GATE MICROAMP

Sophisticated mono signal conditioner combining
the functions of COMPRESSOR. NOISE GATE and
D.I. BOX  Independent fast Limiter  4 -LED
display of gain reduction and limiting  Tricolour
LED shows Gate status  Balanced mic input: line
and speoker inputs  Balanced output
 Compressor side -chain insert point and Gate Ext
Trigger input  External power supply and steel
case eliminate hum and pick-up

£1 aft Power supply £24
I Inc VAT & P&P

Compact MOSFET amplifier for driving monitors or
headphones in professional and home recording
studios, as well as for hi-fi, tolkback, PA, keyboards,
etc  Extremely high quality transparent sound with
very low distortion 45W rms per channel into 81/
stereo, or bridgable for 100W mono  True clip
indication  Soft limiting  Steel case and toroidal
transformer minimise radiated hum field

S, 155 INC VAT P&P

Time Machine
SOUND ENGINEERING

(E&MM), Abbotsford,
Deer Park Avenue,

Teignmouth,
Devon TH14 9U
Tel: 06267 2353

Also available in kit form. Send
large SAE (24p) for information
pack. Prices include VAT and
P&P. Please allow up to 28
days for delivery. Cheques
should be made payable to
TIME MACHINE.

A Star is born !
MIDI 'Star Networking' Thru Unit

Only E oOkuw.. Inc.

*1 MIDI In to 8 MIDI Thrus
*Enables true MIDI Star Networking
*Eliminates all MIDI timing errors
*Multiple Output facility for Interfaces, Sequencers etc.
*Compact unit (90mm x 70mm x 30mm)

Requires 7-12V DC Power Supply (3.5mm jack). Available Separately £4,95

Available direct from
SYNCOM MIDI RESEARCH LTD., Unit C, Hill Farm,
Gt. Dunham, Kings Lynn, Norfolk. PE32 2LQ.
Tel.(07605)644 /645 Dealer enquiries welcome
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 splice doesn't come out as expected.
However, it stands a better chance of being
successful on the new Akai than on most
machines, as crossfade gets around the
glitching caused by matching the two
adjoining levels. Quite why Akai didn't make
this crossfade available for looping as well
beats me, as the crossfade loops of
something like the Sound Designer often
allow you 'to loop the unloopable sample'.

Edit Preset is the largest of the S900's
modes, with no fewer than I6 pages, most of
which cope with an unlimited number of
Keygroups (or keyboard splits) by giving a
different display when each separate
Keygroup is selected. Within this mode, you
assign as many different splits as you need to
spread your multisamples across the
keyboard, and then edit their parameters
either individually or all at once, whichever is
more appropriate.

These include more complex functions like
Positional and/or Velocity Crossfade and
Switch (using the soft and loud samples we

saw in Rec mode), and something called

Warp (nothing to do with the Starship
Enterprise, this- it means automatic pitch-

bend, and it's great for brass), as well as more
regular features like Filter (with keyboard
tracking to get rid of aliasing effects), LFO
(for vibrato with mod wheel or aftertouch
control), ADSR (to reshape the loudness of
samples) and velocity control routable to just
about all of the above. And that was meant
to be just a brief list...

Drawing attention to the most
remarkable aspects of the Edit Preset Mode,
one of these has to be the ability (unrivalled,1
believe) to assign numerous samples to each
note -I got as far as six and gave up trying.
Then there's the fact that each area of the
keyboard (essentially each sample) can be
assigned not only to one of the eight mono
outputs, but also to its own MIDI channel.

The only negative comment I can find to

111111111Milliifflitauli
make on this aspect of the unit is that there's
no separate ADSR for filtering, but then, you
can always use that Voice Out socket to send
samples to an Akai synth (the AX76, due out
soon) for further analogue processing.

Moving to the MIDI section, we find that
almost every eventuality has been covered,
almost to the point of exhaustion.
78

Apart from the Mono Mode assignment of
channels, the MIDI Mode and Base Channel
are altered on Page I . You need to turn
Omni Mode off here to get the Mono Mode
reception set up, of course. Page 2 allows you
to specify a MIDI note number - complete
with channel number and velocity level-to
be sent from the MIDI Out when you hit the
PB (playback) button, and also to test the
S900's response to that note. Useful if you
don't have your master keyboard to hand.

In contrast, Page 3 tells you the last note
number received by the S900 at the MIDI In
socket (again complete with channel and
velocity data), regardless of whether the
S900 actually played anything. This helps you
decide whether your MIDI cable is at fault, or
whether you're just using the wrong MIDI
channel.

The last of the currently available modes
(the Utilities package should arrive with the
first software update) is called Disk. I've
already covered the use of the conveniently -
placed first page when loading a disk, and all
the other disk functions are equally well
positioned. You can Load and Save Samples
or Programs either individually or together,
and even erase on the disk itself. Whenever
you insert a new disk, the 5900 automatically
loads the catalogue of what's on it.

articularly praiseworthy is the way
the Akai tells you the implications of your
actions at every turn. For example, 'Clear
disk and save entire memory' tells you that
saving everything to disk will wipe out
whatever was previously on that disk. Many
musicians simply don't realise such hard facts
of life until it's too late, and get caught out.

Continuing in this vein, even the Error
Messages reassure you, rather than freak you
out. No cryptic numbers or abbreviations
here. All the messages are prefaced by a nice
friendly 'Oops', and each one tells you

exactly what's wrong and how to go about
solving the problem. A good example of this
is: 'Disk is write -protected. Take out of drive
and close switch in bottom left-hand corner.'

While on the subject of disks, it's worth
briefly mentioning the three (excluding the
blank one) that S900s are being shipped with.
The first of these, described as an Operation
Guide, provides various standard synth
waveforms sampled and looped, and then
goes on to show various multi-sampling

setups with velocity crossfades and the like,
using sampled spoken words such as 'Soft',
'Loud' and '1-2-3' to illustrate what's
happening. Complete beginners could quite
easily build their programs up from some of
these, while a die-hard synthesist will
appreciate a few old favourites as starting
points to explore the machine's
post -sampling facilities.

And just in case you weren't previously
aware, Akai plan to make a separate
operating system available on disk which will
turn the 5900 into an additive synthesiser via
the generation of harmonics.

The Piano disk is as good as any that the
competition in this price range is supplying,
but the S900 is capable of much more. As
usual, a bit of detuning covers a multitude of
sins, making a presentable Honky-Tonk. The
Chopper Bass is better, though, with some
gutsy low end in normal playing on its own in
one program, and a sharp top end in the pull -
offs which are neatly selected by hard key-

strikes on a second program.
Like every other new sampler, though, the

S900 may suffer initially from the relative
scarcity of library disks available for it. Akai
are doing everything they can to improve the
availability of library sounds, and my advice
would be not to let the current situation
deter you from giving this sampler serious
consideration. The future should bring the
sort of library disks you're after, as well as
several new software -based applications like
the additive synthesiser mentioned above,
and a real-time event recorder.

As far as the current sampling software
goes, it's unrivalled in the areas of program
setup, MIDI functions and user -friendliness.
And subsequent updates (like the Utilities
mode) can only make things better.

All in all, the 5900 is a combination of great
spec, relatively low price, and appealing ease
of use. Those factors in isolation would make
it worth taking a serious look at, but in
combination, they form a package that is
almost irresistible.

DATAFILE
Akai S900

MIDI Digital Sampler
Number of samples 32
Number of programs 32
Maximum sample rate 40kHz = 16kHz
audio bandwidth, 11.878 secs max
Minimum sample rate 7.5 kHz = 3kHz
audio bandwidth, 63.351 secs max
Sample memory 512K
Disk Drive 31/2" double -sided
Analogue control (per voice) VCA with
ADSR and VCF (both with velocity con-
trol), pitch mod via wheel, LFO (with de -
sync) or warp
Digital control (edit sample) Start and
End Points, Loop Length, Backwards,
Splice (with crossfade); (edit program)
Positional and Velocity Crossfade/Switch
Interfacing MID! In, Out, Thru; Voice
Out (exclusive); RS232 Standard Port
MIDI Modes Omni, Poly, Mono
MIDI note range 24 to 127 (CO to G8)
with velocity and aftertouch
Display 80 -character back -lit LCD
Inputs Line, Mic, Trigger
Outputs Mix, Stereo Left and Right, 8
Individual Audio Outs
Price £1699
More from Akai (UK) Ltd, Hazelmere,
Heathrow Estate, Silver Jubilee Way,
Parkway, Hounslow, Middx. TS 01-897
6388.
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E&MM SLASH
AD RATES SHOCK!!
Right, now I've got all you
ADVERTISERS attention, I'd like to say
THANK YOU, you see I'm LEAVING
E&MM for pastures new (as they say).

THANK YOU for all the
ADVERTISING you've given me over
the last four years, thank you for making
E&MM the number one Music Technology
magazine. THANK YOU for driving me
mad! I'm sure E&MM's new ad. guy will
look after you horrible lot just as well.

REGARDS - TONY HALLIDAY

PS
It could not have been done without
the rest of the team. Thanks to DAN,
TRISH, TIM, SIMON, SHAUN,
CLAIRE, STUART & CO. not
forgetting of course TEL AND DEN.

c -the perfect beat -
NEW 60 MIN. RHYTHMIX
CASSETTE TAPES

inc.VAT, P&P
Each tape contains no less than 16 modern drum rhythms, ranging from
ballad to rock, from funk to disco. Each track with its own count -in,
musically arranged eight bar phrases and fills (for verses and choruses)
and track listing describing beat and duration.
Ideal for songwriting/composing, for practising or simply backing/
accompaniment. RHYTHMIX tapes are designed for all active musicians

also a must for the studio.
RHYTHMIX tapes have been specifically produced for

MUSIC MAKER PUBLICATIONS and feature a leading professional
session drummer. RHYTMIX tapes will be produced as an ongoing
series. Volume I available now - send cheque/postal order made

payable to:
MUSIC MAKER PUBLICATIONS LTD., ALEXANDER HOUSE,

1 MILTON ROAD, CAMBRIDGE CB4 1 UY,
or use credit card Hotline (0223) 313722 ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD.
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PerformerTM

A recording
studio at your

fingertips

Professional Composer'
Imagine an efficient musical
assisant who not only copies
beautifully, but also performs
lengthy tasks like transposition,
part extraction, and a multitude of
score formatting and printing jobs
-a smart assistant who knows all
instrument ranges and checks for
errors in your score!

digidesign software
exclusively through Argents
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Display, Edit, Draw, Loop. Analyse
and Synthesize for Applemac and
Prophet 2000 or Ensoniq Mirage

Rod Argent's
__KqY DCIDT

20 DENMARK STREET,

LONDON WC2
TEL: 01-379 6690 (SALES)
01-240 0085 (SERVICE)
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E&MM's buyers guide to end all
buyer's guides, with a rundown of all

sound sampling keyboards and devices
currently available and soon to be

unveiled.
As sound -sampling continues
its runaway snowball success
ever more manufacturers offer
an ever greater variety of
instruments to tempt you to

part with your hard-earned cash. Casio and
Yamaha currently lead the field in offering
the cheapest user -sampling keyboards and,
whilst obviously aimed in part at the
domestic market, these represent a practi-
cal way of including genuine sampling in
your sound arsenal.

Of course nobody's suggesting that
these machines will offer Emulator quality

reproduction or Fairlight manipulation
facilities, but they are a commendable
example of advances in technology enabl-
ing modern sound techniques to take their
place in the amateur and semi -pro mu-
sicians' music.

On the eve of both the American NAMM
show and our own BMF you can be sure
that the other manufacturers will be swift
in following the lead of Casio and Yamaha
as well as introducing more pricey -
though more upmarket - machines. None
of which can be bad for anyone except,
perhaps, our bank managers.

SAMPLING
KEYBOARDS

CASIO
SK1 - £119 Eight -voice polyphonic sampling
keyboard.  To be reviewed.

E -MU SYSTEMS
EMAX - TBA Eight -voice, eight -bit sampling
system, 17 -second maximum sample time,
16 sound channels, crossfade facility, 31/2"
disk storage.  To be reviewed.
Emulator II - £7250 Eight -voice, eight -bit
sampling system; five -octave velocity -
sensitive keyboard, split and layering facili-
ties, analogue filtering and LFO, disk storage.
MI Superlative sound quality, maximum 17 -
second sample length, onboard sequencer,
MIDI compatibility, ease of use in all areas

pallet

especially looping; IN long loading times,
poor keyboard; 0 great improvement on
original Emulator, shielded from obsol-
escence by continued updating on E-mu's
part.  Reviewed November '84.
Emulator II+ - £6320 Specification as for
Emulator II but with twice the sound
memory capacity, divided into two banks.
Compatible with Emulator II disks, and
available with either one or two disk drives.
Emulator II+HD - £7470 Specification as for
Emulator II+ but with 20Megabyte hard disk
as well as floppy disk storage. Hard disk
stores equivalent of 46 preset disks with
retrieval time of around two seconds.

ENSONIQ
Mirage - £1295 Eight -note polyphonic
sound -sampling keyboard; built-in 3.5" disk
drive, sequencer and analogue sound -
modifying section, five -octave touch -
sensitive keyboard with split options, full
MIDI compatibility. Q Superb sampling

sound quality, good range of sound -
modifying options, user-friendly control
layout, European version has better (than U5
equivalent) keyboard and disk drive; 0 lack
of step -time facilities limits sequencer's
usefulness, demand outstrips supply in some
areas, complex multisampling procedure;i
wonderful sampling machine with a (recently
reduced) price that helps bring the tech-
nique within the reach of vast numbers of
people for the first time, now with user -
formatting and advanced software built it
as part of the package.  Reviewed July '85.

KORG
DSS1 - £TBA Eight -note polyphonic sampling
keyboard; built-in disk drive, split/layer
options, analogue sound -manipulation sec-
tion including LCD -assisted waveform editing
system.  To be reviewed.

KURZWEIL
250 - £10,995418,035 Twelve -voice, disk -
based sampling system; 88 -note velocity -
sensitive weighted keyboard, split facility. g
Excellent sound quality thanks to unique
'Contoured Sound Modelling' system, com-
prehensive interfacing, onboard sequencer
and chorus, 12 channel outputs; 0 user -
sampling requires (expensive) addition ol
Apple Macintosh computer;Mafter all the
press -release hype, the Kurzweil delivers the
goods, but elements of its design could be
a lot more cost-effective.  Reviewea
December '84.

ROLAND
510 - £TBA Eight -voice, four octave sound -
sampling keyboard; 12 -bit sampling, four -
second maximum sample time at 32kHz
bandwidth, built-in 2.8" quick -disk storage.
 To be reviewed.
550 - £TBA 16 -voice, five -octave sound -
sampling keyboard; 12 -bit sampling, built-
in 3.5" disk drive, dual and split facilities,
17.5 -second sample time at 32kHz band-
width.  To be reviewed.

SEQUENTIAL
Prophet 2000 Sampling Keyboard - £1995
Eight -note polyphonic sound -sampling key-
board; built-in 3.5" disk drive, analogue
synth section and arpeggiator; five -octave,
touch -sensitive keyboard with split/layer
options, full MIDI compatibility. ['Incredible
sound quality for price, looping and editing
facilities are comprehensive and user-friendly,
unsurpassed MIDI spec includes transfer of
samples;Msynth section doesn't exactly live
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RittorMusic
introduce the 1-2-3 of MIDI sequencers

MASTER TRACKS
by Passport Design

* 1 -Real Time
16 channel recording Link chain and mix tracks. Record all
controllers. 8,000 note memory.
* 2 -Step Time
Input and edit pitch duration velocity articulation and more.
Convert real time sequences to and from step time files for
editing and visual display of music. Scroll up or down in a
sequence.
* 3 -Song Mode
Step assemble songs using sequences created in step or real
time. Build songs as you would with a drum machine. Virtually
limitless note storage using repeat function. Master Tracks is
available on Commodore 64/128 and Apple lle, II+ and is
fully compatible with MIDI/4 Plus MIDI/8 Plus and Polywriter
for superb hardcopy printout of your music scores and lyrics.
MIDI Voice Librarian 160 new sounds and disk storage of sounds
for DX7-JX 8P -Juno 106 - CZ Series-OB 8
Apple IIc MIDI Interface and software now available
Macintosh MIDI Interface coming soon
Send now for full details of MIDI products
TWO NEW ROMS FOR DX7 64 Voices on each ROM, created by
Japan's two best DX sound programmers - SENSATIONAL SOUNDS.

Send 60p for demonstration tape of ROM and write for product details to:

RITTOR MUSIC EUROPE LIMITED
24 BROOMGROVE GARDENS, EDGWARE, MIDDX. HAS 5SJ U.K.

or telephone 01-952 5302 Telex 24224 ref: 3821
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

See us at British Music Fair Sand 1-110

A NEW MUSIC COMPLEX IN THE EAST MIDLANDS
SPECIALISING IN COMPOSING AND RECORDING EQUIPMENT
Having evolved from a simple 4 -track to a Munro designed commercial 16 -track studio our
experience in composing and recording music will satisfy your requirements.

AGENTS FOR
AKG,ALESIS, AMPEX, APHEX, ASHLY, BEYER, BOSS, CALREC, ELECTRO-VOICE,
HIT, MILAB, PRIMO, SHURE, ST UDIOMASTER, SYMETRIX, TAC.

For an evaluation of the new long frame 36 ch. TAC MATCHLESS in line console within a
spectrum analysed control room, please phone for an appointment. Our prices include

delivery & installation.

SPECIAL PACKAGE OFFER: New TAC MATCHLESS 26-8-2 with patch bay and stand,
Used" SOUNDCRAFT 2" 16 -track inc. autolocate (pre -wired for 24). Used' BEL 16 ch. noise
reduction, and necessary multicores. "Used items are one owner and in mint condition.
TOTAL PACKAGE NEW = £24,300 + VAT. OUR PRICE = £18,000 + VAT.

Price includes UK delivery and full installation.

SOUND MIDICAL ADVICE
OFFICIAL STEINBERG RESEARCH MIDI SOFTWARE STOCKISTS
EXCITING NEW RELEASES OUT NOW - PHONE FOR DETAILS

ALESIS MIDIVERBS IN STOCK

AGENTS FOR 'clEEs4=0,,',`,s38VirrimAsztRgie
,KORG,

STOCK CLEARANCE - USED BARGAINS
CHILTON 16-8-16 E1,500 ROLAND MC202 micro -comp E125

ART 01a digital reverb f 750 ROLAND TR606 drumatix f 90
MXR drum computer E 595 TEAC no.1 8-2 mixer f 60
KORG SOD 3000 delay E 445 TEAC MB20 meter bridge E 75

BEL BD80 sampler E 495 TEAC no.5 input module E 50

DRAWMER multitracker E 295 TEAC no.5 output module E 50

TRIDENT st. comp/limiter E 225 CLEF string ensemble E100

HIT X800 E 545 TEAC PB64 patch bays 40

dbx II model 128 comp/expand. E 120 32 phono patch leads E 16

2 ACCESSIT'clual notch filters E 30 dbx 119 comp/expilimit E 75

AKG D12 E 45 TRANSCENDENT 2000 synth f 60
SEPTEMBER SOUND 16-2 mixer E 225 CLEF band box OFFERS

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT- PART EXCHANGE CONSIDERED
FOR DETAILS OF OUR RECORDING FACILITIES PHONE FOR BROCHURE

PHONE 0533 57490
24 CAREYS CLOSE, LEICESTER LE 1 5NQ -- JUST 10 MINUTES FROM M1

515TE1115
SPECTRUM

MIDI

INTERFACE.w.tape/MIDI

and pulse sync

STEPP SEQUENCER £38.95
Music score + 24,000 events, full edit,

chords easily entered.

MULTITRACKER £38.95
real time, 8 poly tracks, bar chaining,

looping, overdub with real time/step time
input

DATA BASE SYSTEM £22.95
MIDI data base system displays save reload

patch info songs etc.
Works with most synths

CASIO CZ EDITOR
+ SOUNDS £22.95

Wave forms graphics, dump to tape library
of 96 new voices to load into the editor

TX7/DX7 EDITOR £24.95
Graphics, wave forms dump to tape.

Library £24.95 new sounds save to tape

CUSTOMISED SOFTWARE AND
HARDWARE CAN BE PRODUCED

FOR All MIDI APPLICATIONS

SYNC CONVERSION
BOXES £59.95

Computer controlled tape/mode/5V pulse
specialised version available £59.95

For further details please write
(SAE) or phone:

XFiI SYSTE11-15
10 SUNNYBANK ROAD, WYLDE GREEN,

SUTTON COLDFIELD,
WEST MIDLANDS B73 SRE.

TEL: 021-382 6048 (Closed Wednesdays)
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op. up to Prophet ancestry, though it's still
useful, arpeggiator is waste of space; I a
welcome addition to the world of low-cost
sampling machines, sets the standard for all
of them, and like Emulator, has a whole host
of updates soon to be unveiled by manu-
facturer to maintain its competitiveness.
 Reviewed December '85.

YAMAHA
VSS100 - f210 Budget keyboard with mono-
phonic user sampling section with four -
octave, miniature keyboard; eight second
sample length, choice of multi-sampling or
four two -second simultaneously available
samples. III Ridiculously cheap; IM quality
predictably leaves something to be desired,
as does omission of data dump facility;
ideal introduction to the world of sound
sampling.

SAMPLING
MODULES

AKAI
5612 - f749; MD280 disk drive - f199 Six -
voice, 12 -bit rack -mounting polyphonic

sampler; velocity -sensitive over MIDI.
Excellent sound quality for the money, ease
of use, unique 'alternating' mode provides
successful alternative to conventional
looping; 0 requires MD280 disk drive (at
additional cost) to make it useful, only one
sample per side of disk; Ma fine introduction
to sampling, the first machine without a
built-in keyboard to save you money if you
already have a MIDI controlling instrument.
5900 -1599 Eight -voice, 12 -bit rack -mounting
sampler; velocity -sensitive over MIDI, built-
in 3.5" disk drive, six -octave range, multi-
sampling; maximum 48 -second sample time,
extra facilities include software for eight -
voice harmonic sound -generation.  See
review this issue.

BIT
Sampling Module - fTBA Twelve -bit poly-
phonic sampler, eight -second maximum
sample time, velocity -sensitive over MIDI,
built-in analogue filtering section and VCA.
 To be reviewed.

WEAR IT WELL
At last, E&MM's distinctive new logo is available on top-quality
sweatshirts and T-shirts, direct from us at the editorial address.
Don't mistake this for inferior promotional clothing; these shirts are
beautifully made and superbly printed. There's a choice of colours
and you can even decide whether you want the E&MM lettering
printed large in the middle of your shirt, or smaller in the top right-
hand corner.

Sweatshirts are just £7.45, while T-shirts are a measly £3.45, both
prices including VAT and postage & packing. So send your order in
now to the Mail Order Department at the address at the front of the
magazine, making cheques/POs payable to Music Maker Publica-
tions and allowing 28 days for delivery. Alternatively, dial the
editorial phone number (it's Cambridge 313722) and order by
Access or Visa. Please note that payments from overseas (including
Eire) should be made by Bankers Draft in Pounds Sterling.

Name

Address

, Postcode

AccessNisa  No:
Delete as appropriate.

Please send me:

S(30-34)

M(34-36)

L(36.40)
XL(40-44)

Large logo 
Black 

Sweatshirts T-shirts

Small logo

Royal blue
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EMAX - TBA Modular version of keyboard
EMAX with same specification.  To be
reviewed.

ENSONIQ
Sampling Expander - fTBA Modular version
of Mirage, details as above.  To be
reviewed.

SEQUENTIAL
Prophet 2002 Expander - £1795 Modular
version of Prophet 2000, details as above.
 To be reviewed.

SAMPLING
DELAYS

BEL
BD240- fTBA Monophonic sampling delay;
maximum 24 -second sample time with four
six -second cards (optional) at 18kHz band-
width.  To be reviewed.

BOSS
R5D10 - £200 Monophonic sampling delay;
maximum two -second sample time, auto -
triggering and layering facilities. 0 Very
cheap, pitch -tracking system means you're
not confined to IV/octave synths (even a
digital poly should do the trick), sound

quality reasonable;Mtape interface permits
audio - not digital - storage of samples;Ma
fitting complement to Boss' Micro Rack
series, and probably the system's best unit
yet: four -octave pitch range is widest in its
class.  Reviewed March '86.

KORG
SDD2000 Sampling Delay - £699 Digital
delay with MIDI control over monophonic
sound sample; one -octave range at full
frequency response, three octaves at reduced
bandwidth. 11 The cheapest MIDI sampler
around, decent sound quality, added bonus
of versatile delay section; I: limited editing
facilities betray machine's DDL origins, no
sample storage;Mstill unbeatable almost a

year after it was unveiled, sampling on its
own would be reason enough to fork out
the money, but MIDI and DDL put icing on
the cake.  Reviewed July '85.

VESTA KOZO
DIG420- £330 Monophonic sampling delay;
maximum delay time one second, three -
octave range. Q Controllable from any
CV/Gate synthesiser, reasonable sound
quality, cheap; :again, no sample storage,
lack of editing facilities compared to ma-
chines designed to be samplers above all
else;Ma worthy contender from a company
with a growing reputation for delivering
facility -laden outboard gear at near -give-
away prices.  Reviewed November '85 

3 11111AUTIE3
MUSIC UK

COMMODORE
MICROVOX, PASSPORT, SYNTECH,
C.LAD, STEINBERG, MIDISOFT, JORETH,
JELLINGHAUS, FIREBIRD

APPLE
STEINBERG, PASSPORT, ROLAND, LEMI

SPECTRUM
EMR, MIDISOFT, ICON, JELLINGHAUS,
XRI SYSTEMS, CHEEATH

ATARI
STEINBERG, TREE SOFT

AMSTRAD
DHCP, CHEEATH

24 HIGH STREET, BROOKMOOR,
BRIERLEY HILL,
WEST MIDLANDS DY5 3JA
TELEPHONE 0902 405100
No personal callers without
appointment please

DX7
WE HAVE OVER 2000 DX7 SOUNDS
FROM SKYSLIP, PASSPORT ETC.
7 DIFFERENT DX EDITORS
SOUND DATA TAPES FOR THE CX5,
DX21-27-100,TR707, TR909, CZ101
ETC.

SPEC DRUM
DIGITAL DRUM SYSTEM FOR THE
SPECTRUM AND AMSTRAD,
HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FROM
ONLY £29.99 + VAT
LATIN AND ELECTRO KITS
AVAILABLE
SEND LARGE SAE (31p) FOR FACTS
PACK AND PRICE LIST

STOP PRESS. SYNTECH SOFTWARE AND RHODES CHROMA TO MIDI HARDWARE AND
DECILLIONIX THE BOX WITH THE DX1 SAMPLER AVAILABLE SOON

WE HAVE SOUND SAMPLERS
FOR: SPECTRUM, WE ARE ALWAYS LOOKING FOR
COMMODORE, APPLE, NEW SOFTWARE AND SOUND
AMSTRAD AND ATARI DATA TAPES
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Music Maker Publications
Simply More
to Read

HOME
KEYBOARD

REVIEW
The home keyboard and organ player is

exclusively catered for in this
stylish monthly

GUITARIST
Britain's only specialist guitar -playing
magazine - for electric and acoustic

players, guitarists and bassists

PETER GABRIEL
1,:tintvlopM:Itampon 3 olor0,11

ROLAND 3X70

RUPERT HINE
[1,,4n

SECONDHAND
SYNTHS
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YAMAHA PF70180
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FULL REVIEWS
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E&MM
Electronics & Music Maker

The world's biggest music technology
magazine - for the modern keyboard

player and synth programmer

RHYTHM
For the modern drummer and drum
machine user. The perfect beat that

completes an unbeatable music family

0 0

H044

REcolumve y,

HOME & STUDIO
RECORDING

The magazine that takes the mystery
out of recording at home -

from 4 tracks to 24.

ON SALE AT
ALL LEADING
NEWSAGENTS

Quality, authority, style and sheer readability put Music Maker Magazines
to the forefront in the most musically orientated market in Europe.

Whether you're a musician or musical instrument supplier, Music Maker
titles give you 100% of what you want, SIMPLY - MORE MAGAZINE.

For further details of direct subscriptions
ring Cheryl on 0223 313722 or drop her a line at:

Music Maker Publications: 1 Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 1 UY
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SELL IT FOR NOTHING
with a free classified ad in Electronics & Music Maker

Keyboards
ARP ODYSSEY TR808, Powertran digi-
tal sequencer, all never gigged, any sensible
offer accepted. Brian 21 Soton (0703)
463445.
ARP PIANO (Piano, Rhodes, Vibes,
Harpsichord), touch response, £495 ono.
Axxe monosynth L 1 2 5 . a Guildford (0483)
234224.
ARP QUADRA vgc, f/cased, 16 memories
polysynth. Mike 21' Birmingham 021-543020.
BIT 01 synth module, used once, £400 or
exchange for 4 -track cassette or reel-to-
reel. e 01-837 4542.
BIT ONE immaculate, ungigged, Chase
the competition away, flying urge forces
sale, £500 ono. Marc 22 01-560 2253 after
6pm.

CASIO 403 full-size keyboard, 20 sounds,
rhythm, autochord, £80. Dave e 01-402
2833 after 7pm.
CASIO 403 four -octave full-size key-
board, with stand, 25 presets, 16 rhythms,
excellent condition, £135 ono. a (0525)
60548.

CASIO CTIOOOP with drum sync; plus
TR606 Drumatix, boxed with leads, adaptor,
manuals, vgc, £300 ono. Ideal for beginners.
e 01-679 3114.
CASIO 1000P preset/program, sequen-
cer, arpeggio, vgc, E 165 ono. Rob Leeds
(0532) 780120.
CASIO 7000 features include multitrack
memory, mint condition, L275 ono. FS
Oxford (0865) 891063.
CASIO CZ101 mint condition, boxed,
manuals, etc, E225 ono. High Wycombe
(0494) 32112.
CASIO CZ101 mint condition with soft
f/case, mains adaptor and instruction man-
uals, E225 ovno. e (0246) 434081.
CASIO CZ101 mint condition, manuals
plus a book, power supply, L235. Simon 22
Peterboro (0778) 424803, after 7pm.
CASIO CZ5000 digital synth with built-in
sequencer, four months old, mint condition,
£650. Rickmansworth (0923) 779842.
CASIO MT70 polyphonic keyboard, 20
sounds, memory, Casio chords, drums with
bar code reader and all leads, E 110. '21'

(0279) 441794.
CRUMAR PERFORMER strings and

brass keyboard, good condition with case,
£85 ono. e (0926) 842741.
CRUMAR strings/brass synth £140. Roland
RS09 string machine £60. Clitheroe
(0200) 24513.
DIGISOUND MODULES 80- I 5D1
Keyboard Logic Controller, 80- I 5D2
Digital -to -Analogue Converter, £25 or
exchange for ZX81. Chris e (0204) 35796.
DIGISOUND 80 MODULAR synth, 16
modules with full keyboard, working, will
deliver, £325 ono. Keith e Richmond, N.
.Yorks (0748) 833395.
ELKA X605 superb portable organ with
Yamaha rotary cabinet, little used, L950 or
exchange DX7. e (0253) 726905.
E&MM SPECTRUM monosynth, com-
plete but not totally working, makes some
sounds, in wooden case, L59. David 72
(0622) 26861.
FENDER RHODES Stage 73, MkII, ex-
cellent condition, flat top, E295 ono. 72
01-599 1436.
FENDER RHODES Stage 54, one owner,
no fluffy dice, only driven at weekends by
elderly gent, £200. e 01-360 0412.
JEN SXI000 ideal beginner's monosynth,
good condition, £60. Roland TR606, vgc,
manuals, case etc, £90. David 23 (0788)
810090.
KORG BX3 ORGAN Hammond sound,
double manual, chorus, Leslie effect, £500.
Hohner Pianet E 115. John a Hereford
(0432) 54460.
KORG DW6000 L450. Korg Poly 800
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L310. Both never gigged, both with hard
cases. Dean a Toddington (05255) 4068
(Bedfordshire).
KORG DW6000 immaculate with f/case
+ excellent programs, 9 months old, £600.
Yamaha PF I 5 + f/case, £625. a 061-301
4145.
KORG MS20 vgc, boxed, instructions.
Vox AC30 amp, vgc, home use only, E200
ono, or swap Casio CZI01. Karl ES (0279)
36838.
KORG MS20 and SQ 10 analogue sequen-
cer, perfect working order, offers? Maurice
a Forfar (0307) 63184 after 6pm.
KORG MONO/POLY £260. Yamaha CS5
E90. Roland Drumatix £100. Perfect con-
dition. Barry, 61 School Street, Barrow-in-
Furness, Cumbria.
KORG POLY 800 £320 ono, Firstman
SQ10, L I 10 ono; both perfect (Korg has
new sounds). EC (0783) 844141.
MEMORY MOOG with case, excellent
condition, £1000 ono. Micky a 01-379
6690.

MOOG PRODIGY E130. Roland SH I 01
E 130. Both home use only. a 01-552
2951.
MOOG PRODIGY good mono analogue
sound and condition, E90 ono. Martin e
(0296) 84750, eves.
OBERHEIM OBI great bass/lead sounds,
eight memories, f/case, in top ten in Keyfax
Keyboard Guide, L325. e 01-281 1918.

ROLAND JUNO 6 with hard case, E250.
Adrian (089 26) 4441, eves after 7pm.
ROLAND JUNO 6 + f/case, vgc, £300.
Stew a (0922) 56298 after 7pm.
ROLAND JUNO 6 boxed, with foot
pedal, as new, L280. Also Drumatix plus
power supply, L 100.22 01-949 5819, eves.
ROLAND JUNO 60 L495, TR808 drum
machine £295, MC202 £110. All perfect
and boxed. John (0782) 657584.
ROLAND JUNO 106 perfect, instruc-
tion, leads, etc, £475 ono. Yamaha CX5,
large keyboard, perfect, + DMS software,
boxed, £330 ono. n (0635) 200295.
ROLAND JUNO 106 excellent condition,
plus stand, unused, guaranteed, boxed, as
new, £465. e (0223) 61614.
ROLAND JUNO 106 with sustain pedal,
£490. occasional home use only. Flightcase
available. David a 01-866 5396, or 01-861
4556 (office).
ROLAND JUPITER 6 excellent condition
with f/case and stand, £725. MC202 £100.
e Andover (0264) 53923.
ROLAND JX3P as new, E800. Micky a
01-379 6690.
ROLAND JX3P excellent condition,
serious offers around L400. Dave a 01-
531 9824 (Walthamstow).
ROLAND MKBI000 MIDI keyboard
controller, KS 1000 stand, piano seat, all

immaculate, bargain at 6825 ono. 22 01-
866 2491, eves.
ROLAND PLANET S module, with
cartridge and PG200 programmer, excel-
lent condition, home use only, £525. Jo 22
01-241 5344.
ROLAND SH101 monosynth, excellent
condition, boxed, £170 ono. a 021-552
1049.

ROLAND SH101 excellent condition,
boxed, as new with manual and power
supply, £120. Ian 22 Manchester 061-432
5705.
ROLAND 511101 as new, case, PSU,
home use only, £135. Martin a 01-855
2520, eves.
ROLAND SH101 MGS I case, E155 or
CZ I 01. Boss DRI 10 + Feldstein manuals,
C70. Jen SX1000 £55. a (02051) 61173.
ROLAND SH101 plus adaptor L 1 2 0 , or
swap plus cash for Casio CZ I 01. Adam e
01-304 4930.
ROLAND SH101 monosynth, L120 ono,
excellent condition. 22 Brighton (0273)
777938.
ROLAND SH2 classic 2VCO monosynth,

£140. 100W amp built from module with
85W speaker, £60. e (0483) 572705.
ROLAND SH2 £120. Farfisa Colt organ
L120. Washburn electric guitar, case £90.
All vgc. Dinnington (Sheffield) (0909)
567151. '

ROLAND SYSTEM 100M 181, 19 I J,

112, 121, 130, 140, 150, £500. JX3P,
PG200, boxed, manuals, £500. Mik 01-
807 5935.
ROLAND SYSTEM 100M modular
synth, 15 modules, keyboard, MC4, etc,
home use only, any offers? 22 Romsey
(Hants) 514890.
ROLAND VOCODER PLUS home use
only, excellent condition, super sound,
scarce model, £475. Jack a (0563) 32840.
SCI PRO ONE E199, includes f/case and
stand. Roland Drumatix, separate outputs,
£99. MPC Sync Track L20. All excellent.
7 3 0 I -500 1400.
SCI PROPHET 5 Rev 3, £800 ono. Micky
a 01-379 6690.
SCI PROPHET 600 immaculate E595.
Yamaha CS70M, perfect condition, Korg
MS20 immaculate, £495 arid £95. Staffs
(0782) 513072.
SCI PROPHET 600 with (/case, £700, or
swap CZ5000, Yamaha DX21, JX8P or
DW8000. Chris a 01-995 3381 after
7pm.

SCI SIXTRAK 7 months old, home use
only, boxed. Powertran MCSI, boxed.
Both with manuals, £275 each or both for
E500. a 01-582 8548.
SWAP MY DX2I for £495. Nine months
old, boxed, home use, perfect. 22 (07462)
2971 (Midlands).
SWAP POLY 800 + CBM64 + software,
for Yamaha DX9 in any condition. Matthew

Buckley (0244) 542924 any time.
TRANSCENDENT 2000 monosynth,
complete with manual. Keyboard contacts
need attention, hence £50 ono. Chris a
Poole (0202) 600682.
VOX ELECTRIC PIANO harpsichord,
bass, tremolo effects. Stand and carrying
case inc, L100. e (0480) 891037.
WANT A BARGAIN? Buy my Korg
Polysix for the giveaway price of £299. Roy
a 01-882 0517.
YAMAHA CP30 electric piano, wooden
keys, weighted action, inc stand and f/case,
E399. 22 01-720 0451.
YAMAHA CSI SD monosynth, L 115 or
swap for cheap (Akai 4000DS etc) tape
recorder. 21 Penarth (0222) 706187.
YAMAHA DX7 VOICES 900+ sounds
on disk or cassette, L20. 01-552 2951.
YAMAHA DX7 f/case, pedals, b/control;
RX15 drum m/c; Carlsbro Keyboard 90
amp; All hardly used, L 1 7 0 0 , will split. 21
(0625) 75707.
YAMAHA DX9 excellent condition,
home use only, E450. 22 01-254 8764.
YAMAHA DX100 including PSU, excel-
lent, bought new in May. Cash crisis forces
sale, hence £295. Steve e Blackburn (0254)
774554.
YAMAHA MKI00 home keyboard, synth
section, programmable drum patterns, tune
memory, hardly used, £175. Andrew e
Stevenage (0438) 721642.
YAMAHA PS55 immaculate, excellent
stereo sounds, drum recording section,
more. With stand, adaptor, boxed. e
Saffron Walden 26383.
YAMAHA YC45D organ, dual manuals,
bass pedals, studio use only, excellent
condition, E295. 72 Maidstone (0622)
685866.

Sampling
ENSONIQ MIRAGE module, rackmount,
brand new in box, unwanted gift, E900.
Also as above keyboard L 1180. 22 (08675)
6472.

GREENGATE DS:3 sampler, latest soft-
ware, looping, trillions of sounds, computer
screen, disk drive, t 1 100 ono. Darren a
01-441 1722, daytime.
MDB WINDOW RECORDER I2
seconds digital sampling, 16 -bit edit, over-
dub, keyboard control, MIDI/CV, new
62760. a 01-209 1384.
MICROVOX MIDI sampler for Commo-
dore 64. Eprom + disk versions, as new,
0200. a (0923) 26020.
POWERTRAN MCSI sampler/delay,
E330 ono. Roland Juno 6, offers; Westone
Thunder IA active bass, offers (inc cases).
e (0602) 830382.
POWERTRAN MCSI sampler DDL, 4sec
sample time, chorus, flange, phase, etc,
MIDI controllable, boxed, home use only,
4300 ono. e 01-582 8548.
SAMPLES! Pair TDK HX560 or MA -R60;
L20 and C30. Hundreds of sounds, ElI etc,
real-time Dolbyless. Al e 01-451 5787.
SCI PROPHET 2000 sampler, £1495
ono. Three months old, unused, financial
difficulties. 23 01-703 5150 or 01-888
4997.

SOUND SAMPLES 100 unusual sounds
on metal C90 tape. Send £3 cheque/PO, 30
Mulso Road, Finedon, Northants, NN9
SDP.

YAMAHA VSS100 sampler keyboard,
little used. Mains + PSU included. E140
ono. (0405) 61872 eves.

Sequencers
ROLAND MSQ700 digital sequencer,
excellent condition, can deliver, £395 ono.

01-467 4603
ROLAND TB303 Bassline, E75. Synsonics
drum m/c £30. Laney practice amp E25.
Boss CE3 Chorus pedal C30. All unused. 72
061-336 0366.
YAMAHA QX7 MIDI sequencer, boxed,
as new, E 199. Jerry e 01-690 4848 during
work hours.

Drums
BOSS DR55 drum m/c, vgc, boxed, instru-
ctions, £30 inc P&P. Steve (07373)
53690.
BOSS DR55 boxed, as new, manual, three
program voices, 16 memories, clock outs,
£40 ono. a 01-942 3063.
BOSS DRI 10 drum m/c, new, with adap-
tor, bargain £80. a Colwyn Bay (0492)
518832.
BOSS DRI 10 excellent condition +
manuals, L80. Jen SX1000 E70. a (0205)
61173.
BOSS DRI 10, still boxed E80. Wasp synth
£60 ono. David Nelson a (0443) 451069
after 5.30pm.
BOSS DRI 10, good condition, includes
case and manual, £55 ono. Yamaha CS5
monosynth, C70 ono. Hywel '21 (0222)
383997 eves.
BOSS DRI 10, boxed with manual, home
use only, L70. Paul & (02216) 5523 eves/
weekends.
BOSS DRI 10, perfect condition, only 3
months old, C80. Nik 23 (0203) 343473.
BOSS DRI 10, mint condition, boxed with
manual, leads, etc, E80. Jon a 0 I -609 2309.
BOSS DRI 10 mint rhythm unit, L70 ono.
Tom 22 Ashtead (Surrey) (037 22) 73213
after 4pm.
CACTUS KIT + claps and synth, £550
ono. KPR77 drum machine L 1 10 ono. lead
guitar L90 ono. All as new. 2i2 Worthing
(0903) 40509.
DR RHYTHM GRAPHIC purchased
March, few hours use only, boxed, still on
original battery, £80. ES Harrogate (0423)
524092.
DRUMTRAKS OWNERS any sound on a IP.
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110. chip from £10; your sounds digitised. Sae for
list to PO Box 387, London N22 6SF.
DYNACORD PERCUTER the ultimate
digital drums, 14 sound modules, C595.
SDS8 brain C195. Roland TR606 £80. ES
(0602) 414892.
E&MM SYNDROMS digital drum sam-
ples (bass and snare). Tunable and punchy,
ideal for TR606/TR808, C50. Steve IT
(0222) 21802 or 01-350 0340.
E -MU DRUMULATOR 64 song with
crash chip, sync to Roland DIN, £375.
Downland e (07375) 56110 (Croydon
area).
KORG DDM110 E 130. Roland MC202
£90, or C 195 the pair. Both boxed, home
use only. Yohannes e 01-387 2756.
KORG DDM110 digital drum m/c, E160.
Can you give it a good home? Philip
Coombe ES Plymouth (0752) 668939.
KORG DDMII0 £95. Drumulator (sepa-
rate outputs), £240. Yamaha FtX I I C535.

All in absolutely immaculate condition.
Kevin ES (06284) 74752.
KORG DDMII0 digital drums, L 125. Boss
DR55 £30. Both boxed, perfect. Also
Accessit Compressor £40 ono. Martin e
01-855 2520 eves.
KORG DDM110 programmable digital
drum m/c, £120. Fender Bullet (USA),
cream, M/N, case, immaculate, L 135. Phil IT
01-462 8206.
KORG DDM220 Latin percussion, boxed,
mint condition, L 1 0 0 . 091-266 3433.
KORG DDM220 never used, boxed L 120.
Fender Rhodes C270. Both C340 or p/x for
JP8, DX7 or 8 -track recorder. 2T 01-360
5620.
KORG DDM220 latin percussion, hardly
used, E90. Korg KPR77 E80. Tim 12.

Stebbing (0532) 444616, office hours.
KORG KPR77 drum m/c, stereo outputs,
plus separate snare and clap output, E130
ono. ES Henley (0491) 576317.
KORG PSS50 Super Section, mint E250.
DX7 ROMs 162, offers. John 21' 051-677
3691 (Merseyside).
LINN DRUM Mk3, L 1 4 9 5 . Roland

MSQ700 E460. MXR 01A digital reverb
£795. Fostex 250 Portastudio, L450. Inc.
VAT. e 01-467 4603.
LINN DRUM Mk3 software fitted, fully
serviced, immaculate condition, flightcased,

1 175. ES 061-928 5037.
MFB 512 digital drums, nine voices, indi-
vidual and stereo outputs, leads inc, C180.
Andy ES Yeovil (0935) 76441.
PEARL DLX 7 -piece drum kit in wine red,
many excellent extras, only 9mths old. IT
(0279) 32228.
ROLAND TR606 Drumatix, hardly used,
still in box, C90. Ibanez stereo chorus £40.
Mustapha S 061-224 6563 after 6pm.
ROLAND TR606 Drumatix, broken out-
put, but headphone output OK, £75. ES
Westerham 64682.
ROLAND TR606 Drumatix, C90. ES 0 I -

886 4040.
ROLAND TR606 Drumatix, still boxed
£90. Roland TB303 Bassline (bass sequen-
cer), £60. ES 051-259 3274.
ROLAND TR606 Drumatix, good con-
dition, boxed with manuals, little used,

suitable power supply E 120. Dave ES
Southampton (0703) 557496
ROLAND TR606 mint, with separate
outputs, £85. Casio MT40 polyphonic kbd,
£30. Wanted! OSCar monosynth (MIDI).
John 2T 01-699 4979.
ROLAND TR606 & TB303 Bassline. C80
each, ono. Fender Mustang bass, any offers?
Strictly kosher (my life). Mike ES 01-212
5722, work.

ROLAND TR606, realistic stereo disco
mixer, Jen SX 1000, all vgc, £95, C35, C75
respectively. Pete IT (0382) 738089, after
6pm.
ROLAND TR606 as new, with 6 -way
power supply and usual accessories, £95 or
sensible offers. 2T 01-586 7307.
ROLAND TR606 plus TB303, with cases,
home use only, excellent condition, £130.
John e (0443) 791159, South Wales.
ROLAND TR606 mint condition, as new,
with original batteries, C80. Hardly used.
Christian e (0924) 279637 eves.
ROLAND TR606 individual outputs,
home studio use only, C90. Steve a (0222)
21802 or 01-350 0340.
ROLAND TR606, good condition, boxed,
manual etc, £65. Paul IT Washington (Tyne
and Wear) 091-416 4269.
ROLAND TR606 and Roland Bassline bass
sequencer with power supplies, E 150 com-
plete. Sam Small a (0243) 692095.
ROLAND TR808 £200. Space Echo

RE 150, E 150. 100M System + CSQ 100,
£400. S 01-237 0837.
ROLAND TR808 vgc, manuals, £225 ono.
Also Roland MC202, mint, boxed, manuals,
tapes .tc, L 110 ono. a o I -840 0118 eves.
ROLAND TR909 MIDI, tunable sounds,
huge memory, perfect condition, £320 ono.
IT (0923) 53728/42574.
ROLAND TR909 drum m/c, as new,
boxed, [neg. Paul Et (0277) 217294.
TR909 OWNERS 196 rhythm patterns on
cassette, L 15. IT 01-326 0090.
SEQUENTIAL TOM mint, home used
for two months, in case, C400 ono. Jim e
(0772) 34694.
SIMMONS SDS5, bass plus 4 black pads.
Stands, pedals and leads inc, C550 ono. e
051-427 3222.
SIMMONS SDS8 with 4 Paiste cymbals,
incl China stands, cases, all as new, C495. Ian
S Cheltenham (0242) 577192.
SIMMONS SDS9 Brain, two pads and set
of triggers for acoustic kit, E600 ono. e
(0407) 810619.
SPI2 TURBO SAMPLE DISKS 50 disks
of sounds available, drumkits, percussion,
effects. t8 per disk (full). e Belgium 02-344
0110 (Brussels).
SR99 drum machine, perfect, C40. Home
use only. (0924) 474798.
SYNDROM MODULE original CM
model, sturdy quality Premier stand, lead +
adapter, E30. Casio VL I £15. Tring 4592.
ULTIMATE PERCUSSION 8 drums, 8 -
channel brain, stands, cases, E750 ono.
Simmons SDS IV, 2 drums, 2 -channel, L 120
ono. Korg DDM220 Latin, £95. 21S (0342)
23094.
YAMAHA RXIS C250. Yamaha QX7
0200. Both mint condition. e 0 I -9594571.
YAMAHA FIX! 5 digital drum computer,
£275 ono, still boxed. Alan ES (0323)
764191.
YAMAHA RX21 drum m/c, absolutely
perfect condition, E200 ono. Mike e 031-
445 5440.
YAMAHA RX2I drum m/c, hardly used,
boxed, guarantee £200. Korg PSS50 Super
Section, mint, C250. S 051-677 3691,
Merseyside.

Computing
ACORN MUSIC 500 ATPL keyboard,
leads, manuals and all software mint con-
dition, £200. Swap Poly 800 E75. Simon 2T
Cheshire (0625) 523845.
ATARI 400 48K + BASIC and Assembler
cartridges, program recorder, lightpen, joy -
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stick, manuals, books, software, El 00 ono.
IT Corby (0536) 200038.
ATARI COMPUTER 64K, all equipment,
software, etc. Swap for SHI01, CS I 0 or
similar. Any condition considered. Simon 2T
(0246) 822244.
BBC B computer with plug-in musical
keyboard, graphics ROM and tons of soft-
ware. Worth £450, E300 ono. ES 01-541
3820.
COMMODORE 64 + disk, cassette, over
E200 software + 2 joysticks, worth over
E700, accept C300 ono. IS 01-304 1186,
eves.
COMMODORE 64 disk drive, printer,
cassette, CTV, large amount software, £480
or exchange for Yamaha DX2I. e (0243)
773940.
COMMODORE 64 cassette, Electro-
sound and music system software, books,
games, joystick, everything boxed and mint.
L 170. Key e West Coker (093 586) 2573.
COMMODORE 64 disk drive, data cas-
sette, and accessories. All excellent con-
dition, still boxed, C220 ono. e Sheffield
(0909) 567628.
144 CX5M VOICES on good quality tape,
excellent sounds, only 45. Dave Roe ES
(0246) 451166 after 6pm.
144 CX5M SOUNDS on cassette, + data
sheets. Cheque/PO £10: N Fawcett, 10
Cressex Rd, High Wycombe, Bucks HPI2
4TY.
CX5M USERS 144 great new sounds,
immediate delivery, send L 10 to Neil Scott,
29 Selworthy Close, Billericay, Essex.
CXSM USERS 144 sounds, patch sheets.
E10 PO/cheque to Robert Williams, 43
Newick Road, Clapton, London E5 ORM.
EMR BBC: interface, + Performer,
Composer, Editor disks. E 110, offers. Korg
KPR77 C 100. The lot L 190. Bill 211' Knowle
(056 45) 78488.
EMR BBC -B MIDI interface, updated disk,
Performer 8 -track polyphonic real-time,
Editor, etc, as new, boxed. Details IT 01 -
504 0964.
EXCHANGE QL COMPUTER (256K
RAM, disk, Icon ROM, monitor, printer,
software), for good synth. IT Elgin (0343)
48306.
EXCHANGE SOUND DATA for Yam-
aha CX5 Music Computer. Range of weird
and wonderful sounds. Chris IT 01-500
9291 (Essex), eves.
FLOPPY DISKS 51/4 inch single -sided

double density, mostly Maxell, used once
only, E7 for 10. Paul ES (0483) 67882.
GREENGATE DS:3 Apple Ile, dual

drives, MIDI, keyboard, latest software,
loop create, sound library, £1100 ono. e
Guildford 65757.
MICON MIDI Controller, real and step -
time sequencing, for ZX Spectrum E75 inc
software. a (0926) 25752.
MUSIC 500 + ATPL keyboard, program-
mable waveforms, pitch and volume envel-
opes, + sequencer, notes. C240 or offer.
Swap OSCar/Poly 800. Simon e Cheshire
523845.
STEINBERG PRO 16 MIDI sequencer
package for Commodore 64 - other users
hints or tips to swap welcome. John IT
(0270) 666 I 54.
UMI 1B MIDI sequencer package for BBC
computers, 16 channels, brilliant for song
arrangers, L 32 0 . S 01-363 9106.
XRI MICON SEQUENCER for ZX
Spectrum, step and real time. Unwanted
gift, mint, £85. Gary IT (0705) 732146.
YAMAHA SFGOI MODULE and Com-
poser I ROM, E85. DMS 8 -track real-time
recorder ROM £55 ono. a 031-668 3740.

YAMAHA CX5M large kbd, voicing
ROM, 500 voices and unusual software,
C340 ono. ES (0792) 462084.
YAMAHA CX5M large kbd, and ROM
E300 ono. Twin reverb Combo L 140. Korg
DDM 110 C80. Consider swaps. IT (0255)
552143.
YAMAHA CX5M large kbd, FM voicing
and composer cartridges, £300 ono. a
Guildford (0483) 69845.
YAMAHA CXSM large keyboard, with
Voicing and Composer ROMs, excellent
condition, £299. S 01-866 2491 eves.
YAMAHA CX5M large keyboard, ROMs
(3), boxed manuals, mint condition, C299
ono. Matt 21S (0252) 721264.
YAMAHA CX5M 48 drum and synth
sounds on data cassette, C5 inc post. Mark
Rigler, 50 Esplanade, Poole, Dorset.

Recording
AKAI GX77 4 -track stereo tape deck, as
new £200. HH K80 amp £200. Lis Jones a
(0222) 396061 (Dyfed).
BOSS RDD 10 digital delay, mint con-
dition, boxed, hardly used, £100. Anita ES
051-644 9201 (Wirral).
DRUM TR#CKS 28x 30 -second jingle
patterns, chrome cassette, £2.75 inc.

Andrew Price, 76 Friars Avenue, London,
SWI5 3D2.
DYNACORD DIGITAL REVERE. £300.
Roland Modular 100 (101, 102 exp), £200.
TR606 £70. TB303 £70. Bruce e (0482)
703168.
POWERTRAN DIGITAL DELAY 1.2
secs, £120. Park 100W valve amp and 4 X12
cab, E160. Gary ES Cambridge 313865
weekends.
REVOX A77 31/4"/71/", Dolby, excellent
condition, lots of accessories, C360 ono. IT
High Wycombe (0494) 32112.
REVOX B77 Mk11, 2T(HS), boxed, vari-
speed, manual, little used, £500 ono. Peter ES

0-399 3990.
REVOX B77 boxed, little used, £390, no
offers, inc NAB adaptors. S 01-866 2491,
eves.

ROLAND SRV200 REVERB new, 4900
ono. Micky a 01-379 6690.
SONY TC270 reel-to-reel with SOS and
detachable speakers, £75. Boss DM3 Delay,
immaculate, C50. ES 01-671 9208.
TANNOY LITTLE REDS .(SRM12B),
very good condition, £500, no offers. Paul IT
(04574) 2156 (Greater Manchester).
TEAC 144 Portastudio, good condition,
must sell as upgrading, 4300. Et Basingstoke
87294.
TEAC 244 100% perfect, with f/case, £495.
Wanted A8, £600-ish. IT 01-674 9285.
TEAC 4 -TRACK MIXER Model 2A, 6 x4,
boxed, C99. e 01-446 3098.

Amps
CARLSBRO COBRA 60W bass combo,
never been used, still in cover, C85. Dean 2T
Toddington (05255) 4068 (Bedfordshire).
CARLSBRO COBRA 90 keyboard
combo, never gigged and excellent condition,
bargain at £219 ono. a 01-866 2491 eves.
CARLSBRO STINGRAY bass amp,

150W, excellent condition, wonderful
sounds, something of a bargain at £75. Peter
ES (04022) 26604.
HH KI50 COMBO 4 -channels, with reverb
and graphic EQ, as new, home use only,
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bargain £300. Martin 2 01-859 7438.
HIWATT 100W valve amp, 4 inputs, EQ,
recently overhauled by Hiwatt themselves.
One careful lady owner (Oh, yeah?! Ed). Swap
for £95, or classic sports car. Trish 0
Cambridge (0223) 323395, days.
LESLIE 147 good condition, 30W f 150 ono.
0 01-989 9707.
MAINE 120W COMBO reverb, twin
speakers, needs minor repair. Aria Pro II

guitar, excellent condition, offers? Greg
(0387) 65276.
PEAVEY 200W BASS cabinet, 2x 15".
Peavey 40013 bass amp with graphic, para-
metrics, compressor. Offers, p/ex possible.
Jonathon 2 01-485 0226.
PHILIPS home recording studio, 50W amp,
twin -tape decks, built-in echo, f95. Phil e
(0909) 563564.
TANNOY CHEVIOTS speakers, pair.

E225. 0 Micky 0 01-379 6690.
TWO TORQUE 100W 4ch amps, £80 each
or £150 pair. mint condition, or swap Cobra
90K. 0' (0203) 310808.

Personnel
AMP RECORDS: two outstanding artists
needed for second compilation album. Tapes
to AMP Records, PO Box 387, London N22
6SF.

GUITARIST (M/F), I 8ish, sought by synth
player to form band. Propaganda, Gabriel,
Japan. Skill, humour, looks. David e 01-346
8138.
HOME STUDIO OWNER available for
part- or full-time engineering sessions in
London -based studios. Nick e 01-360 5620.
IF YOU WANT to learn production and
have understanding of studio, ring Warren 0
01-659 8870 anytime.
KEYBOARD PLAYER wanted, Liverpool
area. Neil 0 051-426 9816, after 6.45pm.
LEAD SINGER/FRONTMAN wanted
for Wigan -based group. John e (0942)
54074.
MULTI -GUITARIST WANTED one
concert, Newcastle, autumn, must sight read,
live locally, have gear. Fee £50. Steve 0
Durham 47887.
PROFESSIONAL PRODUCER available
for demo production. Interesting and strong
material only. Money unimportant, talent
essential. Step One 0 01-250 1910.
SONGWRITER/VOCALIST with deal,

management, studio, seeks composer of
commercial quality for collaboration. Feel,
musicianship essential. e (03224) 35616.
SYNTHESIST seeks musicians in Cleve-
land/North Yorkshire area to make good
music. Roger Hutton e Rudby 700321.
VOCALIST bass guitarist, and drummer
required to form rock band. Experience not
essential. 0 Flitwick 715021, Leighton
Buzzard 374041.

Misc
ACOUSTIC FRETLESS BASS guitar,
rare italian made instrument, showroom
condition, collectors item. Hard case, £260.
e (0269) 843257.
AKAI 400005 reel-to-reel recorder, C70.
Arion Phaser and Overdrive pedals, boxed,
£25 each. ES Medway 724301.
ALTAI ANALOGUE DELAY EC500,
exchange for MIDI sequencer, will pay cash
difference. e (0877) 30528, eves.
ALTAI ANALOGUE DELAY EC500,
exchange for MIDI sequencer, will pay cash
difference. 0 (0877) 30528, eves.
ANYONE WILLING to sell me E&MM
October 1982 (Kate Bush interview) for
£5? Chris 2 01-340 6084.
ATTENTION DX2I DX27, DX100
owners. 160 superb new sounds on cas-
sette, only £12.95 inc. 2 (0257) 452303.
BEL STEREO FLANGER £150 or p/ex
for small synth, CZ101 etc. Tony 0 (0322)
863807, eves.
BIT ONE polysynth, £490. ACES Reverb
£50. Burman Pro 2000 combo L240. Pair
Kustom Sounds 2 X12. 0 (0924) 361364.
CASE TO FIT MiniMoog or anything
similar size. Best offer accepted. 2 01-455
1224.
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COMPLETE SET OF E&MM, 5 bound
volumes plus remaining issues to date.
Immaculate, offers please. Chris 13 Poole
(0202) 600682.
CHASE BIT 01, Roland TR707, Korg
SDD2000, £399 each. Korg SQD I, E449.
DTI £45. Peter 0 (0229) 33941 eves.
DOD ANALOGUE ECHO unit £45.
Pearl Chorus £25. Microphone stand £20.
All good condition. 0 Carterton (nr
Oxford) (0993) 841586.
DX2 I /DX27/DX100 owners. Bored with
presets? We can supply superb sounds to
your personal specifications. ' (0257)
452303.
DX21 VOICE TAPES four sets of 32
voices, L2 each. Write to: Vivid Sound
Creation, 20 Reedham Drive, Purley,
Surrey CR2 4DS.
E&MM bass pedals C50. Guyatone 8 -band
graphic £35. MPC Sync Track £25. Boss
Preamp £7.50. Ian, Brays Lane, Coventry.
E&MM TRANSPOSER assembled kit,
but no display, offers. Also CEM BBD ICs
for sale. e 021-523 6752, eves.
60 FABULOUS CZ SOUNDS guitars,
effects, synth leads. E5 to Jeremy Wells, 82
Erpingham Road, Putney, London, SW 15.
FOR HIRE keyboards and drum machine,
day/week rates. Sae for details: Steve
Moore, 16 Boyd Street, Durham.
FOSTEX A80 plus mixer, monitors,
Yamaha SPX90, Reverb, E40 per day x4
weekly. South Yorks. 22 (0226) 756512.
FRONTLINE pedal -size graphic EQ, E 15.
2 Volume pedals £12 each. X -Stand +
extension, L15. Dean e Todd i ngton
(05255) 4068 (Bedfordshire).
GIBSON EBO BASS good for rock,
reggae etc. Rare? Who knows. L 145 ono. e
01-221 8978.
GIBSON LES PAUL Dimarzios, case,
£450. Peavey Deuce combo, £295. Stix
Program ma drum m/c, C70. Peter 2S (0869)
50415.
GUITAR Aquarius electric, hard case and
amp, excellent condition, LI 80 ono. Nicky
e 01-668 1450, eves.
HONDO PRO GUITAR swap or p/ex
4000DS or similar SOS tape echo, CT202
Micro Preset, Drumatix. 021-788 1182.
KORG EX800 EXPANDER 2 weeks
old, f165. Ibanez AD202 rack -mounted
delay/chorus/flanger, LI 10. IN 051-924
5006.

KORG KMS30 boxed, hardly used, syncs
24/48ppqn to MIDI and tape. David, John e
01-402 4222 ext 2591.
MIDI THRU BOX Korg KMT60, boxed
unused, £40. e 01-935 6611 ext 2334, day;
01-328 0244, eves.
MPC PROGRAMMER EIGHT, Com-
modore version, new, £45. Teac 144 Porta-
studio £295, or swap Powertran MCS 1. Bill
23 Knowle 78488.
PHOTO-STAT VLI Instruction Manual
required. Also anyone interested in forming
VL I Owners' Club? Cash no object. /3 061-
620 0058.
ROLAND GUITAR SYNTH GR300,
G808 neck through body, guitar new, £550
ono. Andy e Burgess Hill (044 46) 41708.
ROLAND TR606 £80. JX3P in case with
five -channel mixer, £485. Details from Ray
e (0626) 3096, eves.
ROLAND TR808 £225. TR303 Bassline
£75. KM60 6 -channel mixer £125. Yamaha
MT44 E225. Drumulator £475. All ono.
Steve 0 061-336 0366.
SHO-BUD VOLUME pedal, £45. 0 I -

733 5104.
SHURE UNIDYNE 545L, boxed, L66.
Pair 12" + horn speaker cabinets, with
tripods, E150. Frank e Rainham (Essex)
53873.
STICK BASS + case, £80 ono. Brian e
Basildon (0268) 280859.
SWAP SB CURLEE bass guitar for Korg
DDM110 or similar or offers. Try me! Andy
23 Painswick 813681.
SYNTON 222 VOCODER, rack -

mounting, 050. Hammond DPM48 per-
cussion unit, 22 sounds inc Simmons chips,
£275. e (0592) 743413.
THREE VOICE BOOKS for Casio
CZ101/1000, 32 pro sounds in each, L1.25
each. Cheque/PO: G Leighton, Eleanor St,
Cullercoats, Tyne & Wear, NE30 4PG.
TR707/TR909: 192 modern dance beats,

cassette £ 16. TX7: 64 hard DX7 voices,
cassette L20. e 01-326 0090.
ULTIMATE CASIO patches, swap or
give away. e Bristol (0272) 426215.

Wanted
ALTERNATIVE SOUNDS CHIPS for
SCI Drumtraks. Chris e Marlow (06284)
73393, eves and weekends.
ANY JARRE OR Tangerine Dream boot-
legs, rarities, videos, bought or possibly
exchanged, especially China Concerts
video. Chris e (0244) 822955.
APPLE Ile monitor and disk drive, also
stereo power amps, high power. Peter
Cornell, Box 135, Simonstown, South
Africa.
BIT 01 EXPANDER or Roland MKS30
and MKS I 0 expander, other synth modules
considered. Adrian e Tonbridge 364881.
BROKEN SYNTHS wanted and re-
paired, buy or swap. e 021-443 1371.
CAN SOMEONE supply me with various
Moog -type bass patches for the OSCar
synth? Chris e Marlow (08284) 73393.
CASH PAID for MIDI synths and acces-
sories, CX5M computers. Send list: 61

School Street, Barrow-in-Furness,
Cumbria.
CASIO CZ101 for Korg DDM I 10, Korg
KMS30 MIDI Synchronizer, both new,
boxed. M Senyk, 41 RegentPark Square,
Glasgow G41.
CASI CZ101 and power supply in full
working order and good condition, £1 75
cash. e Bexhill (E Sussex) (0424) 218711.
CZ101 PATCHES required and cheap
Casio SZ1 sequencer, also Jean -Michel Jarre
records: G Lewis, 108 Parkview Road,
Welling, Kent.
DIGISOUND 80 synth modules, especi-
ally 3x VCF (80-6), I x VCLFO (80-19),
plus various Digisound bits. Pay well or
swap. Chris /3 (0204) 35796.
EMS SYNTH! AKS or VCS3, any con-
dition. e (0726) 883265.

ROLAND JUNO 60 or 106. f350 (max)
please! Jason e (0734) 341789, eves.
ROLAND MPS plus MIF-IPC interface
card plus MPU-40 I MIDI processing unit.
PO Box 92333, Norwood 2117, S Africa or
0 (011) 640 2924.
SCI PRO ONE owner's manual, original
or photocopy. Reasonable charge accept-
able. James 0 (0458) 42622 (Somerset)
SCI PROPHET 5 Rev 3.3, original 120
factory presets or any other data tapes.
Cash waiting. Del e (0383) 416408.
SPECTRUM 48K good working order.
Also XRI Micon software/hardware. E&MM
Valve Driver, Modulation Oscillator. e
(0468) 62258.
STOLEN SCI PRO ONE re -packaged in
unmistakeable bright red case, disappeared
in Liverpool, March. Reward. Brian e
(0663) 47192.
TANGERINE DREAM bootlegs urgen-
tly wanted, other rarities considered. Ivan
Whiston, 85 Harington Drive, Weston
Coyney, Stoke-on-Trent.
TANGERINE DREAM live tapes from
recent tour wanted. Good quality record-
ings, please. Write to: Matthew, 62 Ventnor
Road, Middlesbrough, Cleveland.
TANGERINE DREAM rare records,
videos, programmes, posters, photos etc.
Andy, 26 Ashdown Walk, Estover, Ply-
mouth PL6 8SR. e (0752) 782945, eves.
YAMAHA CX5M + Composer, Voice
Editor, large keyboard. 0 Manchester 061-
205 7904.
YAMAHA DX21 cash or exchange
Commodore 64, disk drive, joysticks, cas-
sette, printer, manuals, CTV, software. 0
Chichester (0243) 773940.
YOUR OLD YAMAHA SFGOI module,
around £20. Also Korg EX800 Expander
LI45. Darryn 0 Wells 76896.
YAMAHA SFGOI old CX5 tone module,
will pay £20. John 2' Basildon (0268)
559872.
YAMAHA SFGOI your obsolete CX5
synth unit, E25. Also wanted I V/oct CV/
gate synth, cE50. e Oxford (0865)
250709.
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ILy
Music

Save your hard earned cash at City
Music! Phone our Hot Line now for
your FREE FACT FILE of

instruments and City Music
SAVE IT prices on

YAMAHA & ROLAND!

Le YAMAHA

NOW IN STOCK
MT1X MULTITRACK £449

SPX90 MULTI EFFECTS £599

RX21L LATIN RHYTHM £249

PF-70 PIANO £899

PR -80 £999

OX -21 DIGITAL REC £259

1116--)Rolandi

NOW IN STOCK
ALPHA JUNO 1

ALPHA JUNO 2

EM101 SYNTH MODULE

HP5500 PIANO

TR505 RHYTHM

TR707 RHYTHM

£575

£799

£275

£2200

£225

£499

HOTLINE'S
LONDON AREA:

01-863 1 841
DEVON/CORNWALL:

0752 673166
CHANNEL ISLES:

0534 78901

STUDIOS

SOLO
SOUND

01-907 3889
'A SONGWRITERS' DREAM'

Our air conditioned 1/2" 8 -track Computer
Music Studio features

SONY PCM DIGITAL MASTERING
The latest in MIDI Computer Sequencing via time -
codes  16.sec sampling/sequencing  Drum Tracks,
Digital Drums  Mony Quality Polysynths/Electnc
Grand Piano A well -stocked Digital Effects Rock,
including Rev 7, Digital Reverb, nary DDLs, Compressors,
Gates, Flongers, Aural Exciters, etc etc.  34 Channel
Soundtracks Desk  Tascam Multdrock/Mostering
Quad Monitoring  Host of Instn.iments available

etc etc etc.

Still unbelievable value at
just £7 per hour - plus tape

88

HIRE

TS SOUND SYSTEMS
The Musicians Music Store
For all your requirements

as a musician!
Instruments, Backline, Effects, PA

(100-30K watts)
and most other things

HIRE OR SALES
TEL: 061-624 7087

XENON HIRE
TASCAM 38 , RAM 16/4/212"

FOSTER A80 t 450/4"
Also available:

1 Ensoniq Mirage sampler £25
2 Yamaha DX7. Roland JX-8P £18
3 Yamaha Rev 7. stereo reverb £20
4 Yamaha RX11, SPX90 effects £15
5 Revox, Aphex Exciter £10
6 Simmons SDS9, SDS5 £25
7 244 Portastudio, Yam rev £10

Discounts for weekly or package hires
Delivery available, no VAT

01-542 0675

HI -TECH INSTRUMENT HIRE
Latest keyboards including Yamaha DX7, D(7
expander, TX816 rack, Roland Juno 106, JX8P
Ensoniq Mirage t library. Roland & Yamaha
sequences from £15
MIDI drum machines inc Roland TR707 & TR727
!atm, Yamaha RXII, Linn Mk3 & Linn 9000
from £10
Simmons electronic drum kits SDS7, 8 and 9
from £15

MIDI SYSTEMS
01-995 4730

ADVANCED
SOUNDS HIRE

Emulator 2 - Roland S50 - Ensoniq Mirage
Prophet VS- Roland JX10 - Roland MKS80
Alpha Juno 2- Roland JX8P- Yamaha DX7
Emu SP12 - Linn Drum Mk3 - Yamaha RX1 I
Roland TR707/727 - Casio RZ1 - Fostex B16

Sony PCM 701- Fostex A8LEVA80 - Revox B77
Portastudio- 8/16 Channel Mixers
Yamaha SPX90- Roland SRV2000
Yamaha Rev 7 -Roland SDE3000

Aphex Exciter - Drawmer Gates/Comps
Roland MS0700/MC500
Roland SBX80 Sync Boo

* Plus much more * Ultra Low Rates
Unbeatable Package Deals

01-467 4603
or Mobilephone
0860 310618

GIGSOUNDS HIRE
LONDON SE6

Ensoniq Mirage £25
Yamaha DX7 £18
Jupiter 6 £15
Tascam 244 head phones + mic £12
RX11 £15
Simmons SDS9 £20
Alessis Midiverb £12

PLUS Rackmount effects, complete
PA's and various backline

Discount weekend and weekly rates
Ring for details of secondhand

and ex -hire sales

Tel: 01-6901848

Big Horne Music
01-485 3495

For hire
Keyboards
Sequencers

Drum computers
Effects units

Free delivery/collection
inside London

Rates for 1986: Lineage 35p per word (min I2 words);
Box No. 80p extra. Display: L15.00 per single cm. column.
All prices are subject to VAT at 15% All lineage
advertisements must be pre -paid. Closing date: 6 weeks
preceding cover date. Advertisements are accepted subject to the
terms and conditions printed on the advertisement rate card (available
on request).

Loudspeaker
Cabinet
Fittings

From Adam Hall Supplies:
 Coverings & frets
 Flight case parts

 Celestion power speakers
 Rean jacks & fittings

 P&N stands

Send 30p PO/cheque for
illustrated catalogue

ADAM HALL
SUPPLIES LTD

Unit M,
Carlton Court,
Grainger Road,

Southend-on-Sea
Essex

TR707 or TR909: A fine collection of 192
modern dance beats) measures on DATA -
CASSETTE including documentation for
£16. Also 64 hard DX7 voics for TX7 on
DATACASSETTE for £20. Specifying
machine, send cheque to DEGREE ZERO,
PO Box 909, London SE22 8DL.

SOUNDS IN MOTION
30 sample sounds on chrome

cassette for only £3.00
Sampling guide £1.00

AID4)
Distribution

4 Auckland Court,
London SE27 9PE

THE $ CITY
UNIVERSITY

DIPLOMA IN MUSIC
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

The Music Department at the City University,
London will be the first to launch a Diploma in
Music Information Technology. The Diploma
covers all aspects, both practical and theoretical,
of the application of computers and micro-
processors to music; for example the principles
behind compact disc players and digital recording
and the new electronic synthesisers and com-
puter (MIDI) interfaces. Students will be taught
programming skills and be given courses in

essential background subjects such as acoustics,
psycho -acoustics and artificial intelligence. The
course is available in 1 year full-time and 2 year
pan -time forms and is designed to fulfill the
needs of recent graduates wishing to join the
music industry, of composers and engineers, of
members of the teaching profession seeking
retraining and of those who already work in music
and who need to keep up with these recent
developments.

For further information contact:
The Administrator, The Music Department.
The City University, Northampton Square,

London EC1V OHB.
Tel: 01-253 4399 x 3265.

RING LYNN FOR YOUR
E&MM CLASSIFIEDS ON

0223 313722

SERIES 4 MIXER
Series 4 modular mixer, 5 -band EQ,

4-9 auxiliaries, True 16 -bus architecture,
low noise, expandable to 50/50/16/2.
16T Recorder Circuits £2.50 plans and

circuits for Series 4 £9.50. Send 17p for
catalogue of modules, patchbays,

faders, s/h bargains, circuits and plans.
SALES, SERVICE & REPAIRS

K-Tek, PO Box 172A,
Surbiton KT6 6HN

01-399 3990

JAZZ, ROCK & STUDIO
MUSIC SUMMER SCHOOL

at the Guildhall School of Music & Drama,
London Sunday 27 July- Friday 1 August, 1986

Many activities including:
Intensive Recording Engineers course in

Professional 16 -track studio plus work on Live
Sound & Recording.

(Limited pieces available - apply NOW!)
Intensive Practical course for all instruments,

tutors inc:
Rod Argent, Henry Thomas', Geoff Nichols',

Tint Stone, Chucho Merchan, Isaac Guillory etc
'musicians from

BBC's 'Rockschoor programmes
Advanced Arrangers Workshop

Accommodation available
Contact

Cheryl King, 2 Lordship Park, London N16 5U0
Tel: 01-800 5664 NOW!

19" RACK MOUNT CASES
Industrial quality fully enclosed with separate

chassis. 1U x 250mm depth at £18.84,
x 300mm at £21.35, 2U x 250mm at £22.05,

2U x 300mm at £24.69, 3U x 250mm at £25.22,
3U x 300mm at £27.99. P&P £3.00 plus VAT.

Also 4U sizes.

Newrad Instrument Cases,
Unit 19, Wick Ind. Est.,

New Milton, Hants BH25 6SJ.

Tel: (0425) 621195

160 SUPERB NEW SOUNDS for
DX2I, DX27, DX100 owners. Better than
prests! only L I 2.95 inclusive. DX Sound
Library, I Warwick Road, Eccleston, Nr
Chorley, Lancs. Tel. 0257 452303.
TR707 or TR909: A fine collection of 192
modern dance beats) measures on DATA -
CASSETTE including documentation for
E 16. Also 64 hard DX7 voics for TX7 on
DATACASSETTE for £20. Specifying
machine, send cheque to DEGREE ZERO,
PO Box 909, London SE22 8DL.
FAIRLIGHT CMI with analogue interface,
library, slave keyboard. Perfect condition,
serious offers. Tel. 01-226 5759.
MODERN SONGWRITING MAGA-
ZINE for features, opportunities, enter-
tainment, information, promotions etc.
Current issue E1-20 from: Soundout
Services (EM), 25 Castlereagh Street,

ondon W I H 5YR.

SAMPLER TAPES 2 high quality chrome
cassette tapes specially formatted for
sampling. The two tapes contain nearly 200
sounds - snares, bass drums, bass sounds,
strings, orchestral, pianos, effects, choirs
etc. Only f 15 the pair including P&P from
Metronome Studios, 5 Wimpole Street,
Chatteris, Cambs. Tel: 03543 3949.

YAMAHA CX5 OWNERS turn your
music computer into a powerful drum
machine. 48 excellent drum and percussion
voices plus 48 varied effects, all original,
available on cassette. Phone 0202 690740
for details.

CROFT ELECTRONICS Repairs to
professional keyboards, tape machines and
amplifiers. 01-586 0357.
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6111AR INPUT

FOOT PEDAL

E A MG R E

SENSEEIVITY

DYNAMICS

0-4
GTM 6

GUITAR TO MIDI
CnNVFRTE

SHADOW GTM6 features
 Standard jack plug guitar connection
 Electromagnetic and piezo-ceramic guitar

sound outputs
 Dynamics control
 Individual string sensitivity adjustment
 2 MIDI outputs, driving up to sixteen

synthesizers
 Triple foot pedal control (SEQUENCER,

HOLD, CHAIN)
 Detachable remote control
 3 different bend modes
 3 different transposition modes
 Remote sound preset change
 3 programmable preset chains with more than

7000 presets
 Sequencer with more than 1000 notes capacity
 Memory retention for preset programs and

sequences

 Built-in tuning aid
 Hold function
 Guitar, sequencer and hold assignable t

separate synthesizers
 Individual strings assignable to separate

synthesizers

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
MIDI data transmitted:
KEY ON, KEY OFF, KEY VELOCITY, PICH
BEND, PROGRAM CHANGE.
Pitch recognition sampling rate: 2 MHz
Pitch resolution: 16 bits
Pitch recognition time:
6ms or 2 vibrations, whichever is greater
Full pitch bend range:
4 or 8 semitones up and down

Available from your local music shop
Sole UK trade distributor
Barnes & Mullins Ltd.

155 GRAYS INN ROAD, LONDON WC1X 8UF
TELEPHONE 01-278 4631/2/3



Choosing the right sampling keyboard
is an open and shut case.

There are lots of reasons why you see more Mirages on stage and in studios than
any other sampling keyboard. Besides being affordable, the Mirage can perform
musical tricks* other keyboards can only envy.

The Ensoniq Sound Library now contains over 300 distinct sounds-from grand
piano and strings to synthesizer and screaming electric guitar-all on fast -loading
standard 3.5" diskettes. The Mirage can also sample any sound you can get a mike
on, opening a whole new universe of sonic possibilities. And for serious samplers
there are sound editing programs available for all major personal computers.

If your setup already includes a MIDI keyboard or controller, consider the Mirage
Digital Multi -Sampler. It's designed specifically for MIDI performance and stu-
dio use and it's everything a Mirage is ... without the keyboard.

Visit your authorized Ensoniq dealer today. See and hear why twice as many
musicians have chosen the Mirage over all other multi -samplers combined.

'If sawing a waveform in half or pulling an entire string section out of a disk sounds like your kind
of magic, a Mirage can make you a wizard. The Mirage Digital Multi -Sampler retails for S1395-
the Mirage Digital Sampling Keyboard... $1695.

onsoniE)i
ENSONIQ Corp, 263 Great Valley Parkway. Malvern, PA 19355 Li Canada, 6969 Trans Canada Hwy., Suite 123, St. Laurent, Due. HAT 1V8  ENSONIQ Europe,65 Ave de Stalingrad. 1000 Brussels G Japan: Sakata Shokai, Ltd., Minarni Morimachi - Chu -0 Building, 6-2 Higashi-Tenma, 2-Chome, Kita-Ku, Osaka, 503


